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Before You Begin

Zend Certified Engineer (ZCE) Credential

Why become a Zend Certified Engineer? Becoming a Zend Certified Engineer

assures your competitiveness in an increasingly competitive environment, enabling

you to differentiate yourself in the marketplace. Whether you are looking for a new

job, making your case at your annual salary review, or looking for ways to increase

your profile, as a Zend Certified Engineer you have a clear advantage. The ZCE

credential offers these benefits:

Gain recognition from your employer and boost your value

Get your resume noticed and differentiate yourself when competing for a new

job

Get featured in Rogue Wave’s Certified Engineers directory for PHP

professionals, used by recruiters to find top PHP developers worldwide

Participate in the ZCE exclusive group on LinkedIn

Get recognized by the PHP community as a proud and dedicated supporter of

PHP

Studying for the Zend Certified PHP
Engineer Exam

This study guide provides a complete outline of the major topic areas on which you

are tested. At the beginning of each topic section, the guide also lists the required

subtopic areas for which you are responsible.

This guide cannot encompass all you need to know for the certification, instead, it

highlights major concepts within each subtopic. You will still need to explore each

subtopic within the PHP Manual. This guide is meant to help you focus on the AREAS

THAT are considered the most important for certifying you as an expert in PHP

version 7.1.



About Rogue Wave Software

ROGUE WAVE SOFTWARE is the company behind the Zend PHP Certification.

Businesses utilizing PHP know Rogue Wave as the place to go for PHP expertise and

sound technology solutions. Rogue Wave Software delivers premier web application

platform products and services for PHP applications. With commercial products and

services that enable developers and IT personnel to deliver business-critical PHP

applications, Zend is taking the power of PHP to the enterprise.

If you have any questions about the Certification, or would like to provide feedback

to us on this guide, please contact us at certification@roguewave.com.

This guide is provided for your personal non-commercial educational use. You may

make copies of non-material portions of the guide for this purpose. Except as

expressly provided herein, no copyrighted material or other Rogue Wave Software

content may be performed, distributed, downloaded, uploaded, modified, reused,

reproduced, reposted, retransmitted, disseminated, sold, published, broadcast or

circulated or otherwise used in any manner whatsoever without express written

permission from Rogue Wave Software, Inc. or copyright owner. Any modification of

the content, or any portion thereof, or use of the content for any other purpose

constitutes an infringement of Rogue Wave Software, Inc.’s copyrights and other

proprietary rights.

About the ZCE Exam

The Zend Certified Engineer exam is composed of 75 randomly selected questions.

Each question varies in its level of difficulty ranging from easy to difficult. The 200-

710 exam - the current version - covers relevant concepts necessary to program in

PHP through PHP version 7.1. Often a question will test more than one concept at a

time. The 75 questions cover eleven core topic areas. You are allowed a total of 90

minutes to complete the 75 questions.

The Test Topics

The eleven core topics that are tested in each exam are as follows:

1. PHP Basics

2. Data Formats and Types

3. Strings and Patterns

4. Arrays

5. Input / Output

6. Functions

7. Object-Oriented Programming



8. Databases

9. Security

10. Web Features

11. Error Handling

Some of the topics above are given more weight, and thus will have more questions

testing it, than others. All eleven areas are covered in each exam. The topics are

weighted as follows:

Highest Emphasis

PHP Basics

Security

Object-Oriented Programming

Average Emphasis

Functions

Web Features

Arrays

Strings & Patterns

Lowest Emphasis

Databases

Error Handling

Data Formats and Types

Input / Output

To pass the test and obtain your certification, you need a breadth of knowledge on

these topics. Being an expert in only a few topics is not be enough to secure a

passing grade. Within a topic, there are particular areas of concentration – these are

listed on the first page of each section of this study guide.

How to Register for the Test

The certification exam is administered by Pearson VUE testing centers. You may

register for the “200-710” exam on-line, by phone, or at a test center. Your options

vary based on the country in which you are located. Please check the Pearson VUE

web site.

When you arrive at the testing center, you need to present two forms of

identification. Primary ID must be a legal Government or State issued ID which has

your complete legal name, your picture, your signature and cannot be expired. (ex:

Passport or Driver’s License) The Secondary ID must have your name, signature and

cannot be expired. (ex: Credit Card or Social Security Card)



The testing center will supply you with either scratch paper or an erasable board for

any calculations you might need to make. If you are provided with scratch paper,

you will be required to turn it in when you leave. You are not allowed to bring

anything into the exam with you (notes, phones, computers, tablets, pens, pencils,

etc.)

Test Questions

There are three types of questions on the test.

Multiple choice - one answer correct

This is the most frequent type of question on the test.

Multiple choice - two or more answers correct

When more than one answer is correct, the question will indicate the number of

answers required.

Free form

No explanations about an answer, or comments about the question or answer

are allowed in the area provided for the answer. Only the answer is accepted.

No questions require you to write large blocks of code. In free form questions the

answer is usually one key word or phrase. All free form answers are short. For

example, you may have to identify a function name or its parameters, or analyze

code provided and give the output.

Guess!

When taking the Zend Certification Exam, there is no penalty for getting an answer

wrong, you only get credit for correct answers. Therefore, it is to your advantage to

answer every question, even if you are just guessing.

Mark Questions for Review

Given that it is advantageous to guess, you will want to focus on the questions you

know and come back to the ones that you are unsure of. When taking the test, you

can mark questions and easily return to them for review before submitting your

answers.

Code Analysis Vs. Memorization

The Zend Certified Engineer exam is not designed to test your memorization skills.

There are a certain number of questions that you can answer solely by memorizing

parts of the manual, but not enough to pass the exam. The questions are designed to

focus on your analysis of code rather than having you supply memorized elements.

When studying for the test, working through code will help you more than simply



memorizing parameter orders out of the manual.

Assumed Environment

The questions have been written to be independent of operating system and specific

databases adapters. That having been said, a general understanding of related

technologies such as HTTP and SQL is required to pass the exam. For example, you

should be able to understand the following query:

All questions are written for a virtual PHP system configured with the recommended

configuration. This includes error reporting settings set to the following.

Error reporting is set to E_ALL

Errors are displayed unless specifically noted.

Test Results

You will be immediately notified whether you have passed the exam or not. If you

do not pass, you are given printed feedback on each topic to identify areas requiring

additional study. No detailed scores are given.

Global Namespace Constructs

The names of built-in functions and language constructs, as well as predefined

constants, are all considered reserved words in the global namespace. This means

that you cannot name a function print() in your code. You also cannot overload built-

in functions by defining your own namespace. Reserved names are reserved.

Internal Naming

The PHP core team has settled on certain standards when it comes to naming things

in the language itself. PHP developers are not required to adhere to these standards

when writing “userland” code. (The term userland refers to all code written in PHP

by you and other users.) The tandards only apply to the language itself.

Functions use underscores between words (e.g. array_key_exists())

Classes use the CamelCase rule (e.g. ArrayIterator)

SELECT * 

  FROM table 

 WHERE id > 10 

 ORDER BY name;



In addition to those rules, there is one more that affects your naming decisions. The

Core developers reserve the right to prefix anything with a double underscore (ex. 

__get). The double underscore prefix is reserved, and refers to elements considered

“magical”. We recommended that you never create userland functions or

variables that start with a double underscore. If the Core developers decide

to define a method or variable with the same double underscore name as your

element name, your code will no longer parse in PHP.



Topic One: The Basics
This section presents the basics of the PHP programming language, type

comparisons, and performance considerations.

Syntax

Operators

Identifiers

Control structures

Language constructs

Namespaces

Extensions

Configuration

Performance

Test your knowledge

Syntax

Code is made of symbols and characters, called syntax.

Punctuation

Punctuation symbols are used by programming languages in two ways: one as

language operators, that, when interpreted, cause the parser to take action, or

evaluate a result as directed by the programming language. The other is

traditionally used to construct sentences. This is fundamental to any programming

language.

The PHP interpreter (parser) uses many different operators within different

contexts. Knowledge of the contextual use is critical to successful code runtime

execution.

Semi-colons

Semi-colons are PHP code statement terminators. PHP code statements must end in

a semi-colon, which tells the parser to execute the statement. Statements that do

not end with a semi-colon cause the parser to assume the statement continues on

the next line. If a semi-colon is omitted, and the next line is a new statement, the

parser throws a parse error, which indicates a syntax problem.

A correct example

echo "I want to pass the ZCE.";



A correct example

An incorrect example

In the second correct example, the parser continues the statement on the next line.

This is acceptable because of the existence of the string concatenation operator (.).

The second line ends with a semi-colon informing the parser that the statement

ends. At each statement termination, the parser compiles (generates the bytecode

and executes) before moving to the next statement.

Opening, Closing, and Shortcut Tags

PHP uses opening and closing tags to tell the computer to use a PHP parser to

interpret the following code, until a closing tag as encountered, at which time PHP

code parsing stops. - The opening PHP tag used under any server configuration,

<?php

or the short tag used when the short_open_tags configuration directive is enabled,

or when PHP is built from source and configured with the --enable-short-tags option.

<?

The closing PHP tag:

?>

The shortcut open tag with echo is available under any server configuration.

This is equivalent to <?php echo.

<?=

All PHP commands must be enclosed in proper opening and closing tags, with one

exception.

If a file contains only PHP code, meaning it does not contain anything that the PHP

parser needs to ignore like HTML markup, then it is not necessary, or desired, to put

a closing PHP tag at the end of a pure PHP script file. Not using a closing PHP tag in

this situation is considered a best practice.

If a closing tag does exist in a pure PHP script file, and there is anything else after

the closing tag like a blank line or space, that blank line or space is sent back to a

echo "I want to pass " .

     "the ZCE.";

echo "I want to pass the ZCE."



requesting client in a web application as a response along with response headers.

This will disable the setting of response headers later on in runtime as may be

necessary before the application parsing completes. This will result in a hard-to-

debug bug.

Comments

Commenting code is helpful to clarify intent. PHP supports C, C++, and Unix shell-

style comments.

A double slash (//) is interpreted as a beginning comment marker. This comment

marker can appear anywhere on a line.

Everything after the double slash is considered a comment. Use a double slash for

single line comments or for adding comments to the end of a line. The single-line

comment style can be used repeatedly if a multi-line comment is desired.

A multi-line comment (/*…*/) is also available.

Exercise care to not over comment. Commenting easy to read code defeats the

purpose of commenting and just clutters up the code, reducing readability.

Single and multi-line comment examples



Operators

Operators form a significant portion of PHP code and inform the parser of actions to

take.

- Arithmetic

- Bitwise

- Assignment

- Value comparison

- String combination

- Array

- Logical

- Operator precedence

//Check POST to see if we have form data

if($_POST) {

    switch ($_POST['submit']) {

        case 'Reload':

            $form = $this->services->getForm('OrderForm');

            break;

        case 'Add Order':

            $form = $this->services->getForm('AddOrderForm');

            break;

    }

    // Filter/validate input

    if ($form) {

        $form->setData($_POST);

        if ($form->isValid) {

            ...

        } else {

            //Something in the form was invalid

            $values['messenger'] = $this->newMessage('Invalid Form Entry', 

                Messenger::TYPE_ERROR);

        }

    } else {

        /*Ok we don't have form data in the input,

          get the default service configs and send it back*/

        $values = $this->getDefaults();

    }

}



Arithmetic

The standard arithmetic operators work in PHP as you would expect them to.

+ Addition

- Subtraction

* Multiplication

/ Division

% Modulus (remainder of a division)

Bitwise

Bitwise operators allow manipulation of a single bit within a byte. The below

example shows base 10 integer 5 converted to base 2 binary.

Example: 5 = (binary) 0101 = 0 * 8 + 1 * 4 + 0 * 2 + 1 * 1

and (&) Matching “1” in both operands

or (|) At least one “1” in an operand

xor (^) True only if operands are different

shift left (<< X) Move bits X times to the left

shift right (>> X) Move bits X times to the right

not (~) flip zeros to ones; ones to zeros

echo 5 * 3;

/* Yields: "15"*/

echo 5 % 3;

/* Yields: "2" which represents a non-zero remainder*/

echo 6 & 5;

/* Yields: "4"*/

echo 6 | 5;

/* Yields: "7"*/



Assignment

An assignment is a way to store a value in memory, and reference it with an

identifier, like a memory variable, or constant.

Assign

A single equals operator is not a test for equality, it is an assignment operator.

Assignment within condition is exactly what it sounds like.

Example

Assignment Short forms (Combined Operators)

PHP has a shorthand for arithmetic operations that developers can use. The format

for the shorthand is “[arithmetic operator]=”. Using this short hand causes the

operator to execute and the value to be stored. The arithmetic operator can be any

of + - * / & | ^ >> <<.

In the above example, this is short hand for $varOne = $varOne + 4;.

This shorthand also works with string concatenation.

echo 4 >> 2;

/* Yields: "1"*/

$form = $this->services->getForm('AddOrderForm');

if($result = $this->domain->processInput($form)) {

   echo 'assigned';

};

/* Yields: "assigned" if result has a non null/zero value*/

$varOne = 1;

$varOne += 4;

echo $varOne;

/* Yields: "5"*/



Increment/Decrement ( ++ -- )

PHP supports C-style increment and decrement operators. The placement of the

operator determines when the operation happens.

Placing a ++ before a variable in an echo statement increments the variable by one

before evaluation. Placing the operator after the variable increments it after

evaluation.

Value Comparison

PHP supports several different options for comparing values.

Equality

A double equals operator (==) is a value equality comparison operator. It compares

two values and returns true or false if they are equal.

The double equals caused the parser to juggle or coerce the values into a common

type before attempting to determine equality. PHP’s standard rules of coercion

apply.

$varOne  = "I want to pass";

$varOne .= " the ZCE!";

echo $varOne;

/* Yields: "I want to pass the ZCE!"*/

$varOne = 10;

echo "Variable One = ". ++$varOne . "\n";

echo "Variable One = ". $varOne++ . "\n";

echo "Variable One = ". $varOne . "\n";

/* Yields: "Variable One = 11

            Variable One = 11

            Variable One = 12"*/



Inequality

To test for inequality in PHP, developers use an exclamation mark (bang) plus an

equals sign (!=). Similar to the double equals for equality, “bang equals” attempts to

coerce values into matching types before comparing using PHP’s rules of coercion.

Value/Type Equality and Inequality

PHP supports one other equality/inequality comparison pair, the “triple equals”

(===), and the bang double-equals (!==).

Unlike the double equals, and bang-equals above, these operators do not attempt to

coerce types but make the comparison based on both type and value.

echo (0 == false).PHP_EOL;

echo ("123" == 123).PHP_EOL;

echo ("one" == 1).PHP_EOL;

echo (123.0 == 123).PHP_EOL;

/* Yields: "1

            1

            1"*/

echo (0 != false). PHP_EOL; //false

echo ("123" != 123). PHP_EOL; //false

echo ("one" != 1). PHP_EOL; //true

echo (123.0 != 123). PHP_EOL; //false

/* Yields: "

            1

            "*/

echo (0 === false).PHP_EOL;   //false

echo ("123" === 123).PHP_EOL; //false

echo ("one" === 1).PHP_EOL;   //false

echo (123.0 === 123).PHP_EOL; //false

/* Yields: "No output from each echo*/



The exclamation point can be substituted for the first equals sign to test for

inequality.

Greater/Less Than

PHP supports four greater/less than operators: - < Less than

- > Greater than

- <= Less than or equal to

- >= Greater than or equal to

Important: The symbols => are not used to indicate a comparison operator, it is

used in creating arrays. If you attempt to use => as Greater than or equals to, PHP

will error.

String Combination

In PHP, combine strings by using the concatenate operator (.). This joins two strings

together.

Additionally, PHP includes the concatenate shorthand operator (.=).

The snippet above is equivalent to:

Array

echo (true !== false);

/* Yields: "1"*/

echo "I want to pass " . "the ZCE!";

/* Yields: "I want to become PHP certified!"*/

$varOne = "I want to pass ";

$varOne .= "the ZCE!";

/* Yields: "I want to become PHP certified!"*/

$varOne = "I want to pass ";

$varOne = $varOne . "the ZCE!";

/* Yields: "I want to become PHP certified!"*/



Array processing is one area where PHP shines above other languages. In addition to

the many built-in functions to assist in processing arrays, PHP understands the

following operators when applied to arrays:

+ Union

== Equal by value

=== Identical, or equal by value and type

!= Not equal by value

<> Not equal

!== Not identical by value or type

Example union operator

Note the result is dependent on which array is added to which. The two print_r()

statements in the prior code example output the same results. The right-hand array

is appended to the left-hand array.

If a matching associative key exists in both arrays, and the operation is as shown in

the above addition operation print_r() statements, the left most parameter array’s

associative key will prevail. This only happens with matching associative keys.

Numeric keys are indexed and appended.

The array equality and in-equality operators operate exactly expected. They

compare arrays and values, and return the appropriate response. Note that equals

$arrayOne = ['a'=>'Apples','b'=>'Oranges','c'=>'Peaches'];

$arrayTwo = ['c'=>'Pears','d'=>'Bananas'];

print_r($arrayOne + $arrayTwo) ;

print_r($arrayTwo + $arrayOne);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [a] => Apples

                [b] => Oranges

                [c] => Peaches

                [d] => Bananas

            )

            Array

            (

                [c] => Pears

                [d] => Bananas

                [a] => Apples

                [b] => Oranges

            )"*/



is not the same as identical.

Example comparison

In $arrayTwo, the assigned elements appear in a different order; internally, PHP

stores them different. Even though both echo $arrayOne[1]; and echo $arrayTwo[1];

would output banana, the arrays are not identical.

Arrays that contain objects are another interesting thing to note. Given two arrays

that each hold an instance of a Person object, containing the same data, they are not

identical. The objects themselves occupy different memory space and thus are not

considered identical, even if their contents are the same.

Example:

Logical

Logical operators operate with Boolean (bool) values. Because of this, they convert

values to a Boolean before attempting the operation if they are not already Boolean.

and and && Both operands must return Boolean true

or and || Inclusive ORing in that either operand can return true including both

xor and ^ Exclusive ORing in that either operand can return true, but not both

not and ! Value negation – not true

Examples

$arrayOne = array("apple", "banana");

$arrayTwo = array(1 => "banana", "0" => "apple");

var_dump($arrayOne == $arrayTwo); // bool(true)

var_dump($arrayOne === $arrayTwo); // bool(false)

/* Yields: "bool(true)

            bool(false)"*/

$objectOne = new stdClass();

$objectTwo = clone $objectOne;

$arrayOne = [$objectOne];

$arrayTwo = [$objectTwo];

var_dump($arrayOne == $arrayTwo);   // bool(true)

var_dump($arrayOne === $arrayTwo);  // bool(false



Important: Due to order precedence, there is a difference between the variants of 

and and &&; or and ||; xor and ^. The symbols &&, ||, and ^ have higher precedence

order, and are evaluated earlier in an expression than their counterparts of and, or,

and xor.

Example

$value1 = 'positive';

$value2 = 'negative';

//Logical ANDing

if($value1 === 'positive' &&  $value2 === 'negative'){

    echo 'have values';

}else{

    echo 'no values';

}

/* Yields: "have values"*/

//Logical exclusive ORing

if($value1 === 'positive' xor  $value2 === 'negative'){

    echo 'have values';

}else{

    echo 'no values';

}

/* Yields: "no values"*/

$value1 = 10;

$value2 = 20;

$value3 = false;

$value4 = false;

if($value1 === 10 and $value2 === 10 || $value3 === $value4){

    echo '$value3 type compared to $value4 is evaluated first, then the \'and\' 

        evaluation';

}else{

    echo 'false result';

}

/* Yields: "$value3 type compared to $value4 is evaluated first, then the 'and' 

    evaluation"*/



In this example, the equivalent evaluation on the right of the || executes first, then

the ANDing on the left executes. This can result in an incorrect evaluation due to

precedence.

In the second example, the parentheses directs evaluation within first.

Execution

Backticks (``), also known as backquotes, execute enclosed content as a shell

command, and are equivalent to shell_exec().

exec(), shell_exec(), and system(), are all capable of shell level command execution.

Operator Precedence

Operator precedence follows mathematical precedence. Multiplication/division

operations precede addition/subtraction operations, etc. The use of parentheses

enforce non-standard precedence.

Identifiers

Identifiers are parts of code that point, or identify values in memory.

Variables

Variables are assigned pointers to values held in memory.

Naming

Variable naming begins with a dollar sign $, followed by upper/lower-cased letters,

or underscores, then any number of alphanumeric characters.

$value1 = true;

$value2 = false;

($value1 === true) and $value2 === false;

$value1 = 5;

$value2 = 10;

echo ($value1 * $value2) + $value1 + $value2;

/* Yields: "65"*/



In the this example, the variable $goal uses the assignment operator = and becomes

a reference to the memory address where the string is stored.

Example of incorrect use.

In the second example, the variable naming is invalid. The name cannot begin with a

digit character.

Variable names are case sensitive, $varOne is not the same variable as $VARONE.

Referencing

Variables can be assigned by value, or by reference. A variable that contains a scalar

value, null, or array, is assigned by value.

In the this example, the $varTwo contains a reference to $varOne which means they

are both pointing to the same memory address, and are aliases of one another.

Therefore, value changes to either variable is referenced by the other.

The & operator is also used when defining local scope parameters in a function

signature. When used this way, a referenced local scope parameter becomes an

‘alias’ of the passed variable. Since both the passed variable, and the local scope

parameter reference the same memory address, any modification to either is

reflected by the other.

Dynamic Typing

Since PHP is a dynamically-typed language, the parser juggles (sets) the data type

based on the value being assigned.

Built-in functions isset() and empty() are used to test whether a variable has been

initialized (points to a memory address value), and returns a Boolean based on the

existence of a value.

$goal = "I want to become PHP certified!";

$1variable = "I want to become PHP certified!";

$varOne = "I want to become PHP certified!";

$varTwo = &$varOne;

$varOne = "Seriously, it is my goal.";

echo $varTwo;

/* Yields: "Seriously, it is my goal."*/



Constants

Similar to variables, constants point to a memory address. Unlike a variable

identifier, a constant identifier cannot change during runtime.

Naming Rules

Constants naming:

can begin with a letter or underscore

can contain letters, underscores, and numbers

are case sensitive unless the define() function is passed a third Boolean

parameter

When accessing a constant value, do not use a dollar sign.

By convention, constant naming should be uppercase. This is not a technical

requirement, but a convention standard developed over time.

Note: Using uppercase to name constants is a best practice.

Creation

The define() function creates a constant.

$value = 10;

if(isset($value)){

    echo 'Value is set';

}

/* Yields: "Value is set"*/

//Example use with the ! operator

$value1 = null;

if(!isset($value)){

    echo 'Value is not set';

}

/* Yields: "Value is not set"*/

define('PATH', '/usr/local/bin/php');

echo PATH;

/* Yields: "/usr/local/bin/php"*/



Access and Availability

Once defined, a constant may be accessed anywhere in a program. They are in the

global scope and can be accessed from within functions without having to use the 

global keyword.

Constants must be defined before they can be accessed. As stated above, once

defined, a constant cannot be changed.

Magic

To aid in development, PHP has several constants built-in. These constants all begin

and end with a double underscore. (__XXX__)

Several of the pre-defined constants can change, depending upon where they are

used.

__DIR__: returns the current working directory

__FILE__: returns the current working directory and file name

__FUNCTION__: returns the current function name

__CLASS__: returns the current class and namespace if defined

__LINE__: returns the current line number at the point of use

__METHOD__: returns the current method name

__TRAIT__: returns the trait name including namespace if defined

__NAMESPACE__: returns the current namespace

Control Structures

Control structures make decisions and branch code based on a logical test.

Conditions

If Constructs

The if statement allows conditional execution based on Boolean expression results.

define("GOAL","I want to become PHP certified!");

echo GOAL;

/* Yields: "I want to become PHP certified!"*/



In the this example, the echo statement is only executed if the expression evaluates

true.

Else

There are times when code needs to branch. If a conditional expression evaluates

true, or false, the code branches and the else statement allows an alternative.

Note: This example shows the else block with its own set of curly braces that

encompass the alternative code block.

Elseif (Else if)

When the need to test more than two conditions arises, one option is to use the 

elseif clause of the if statement. This allows a second expression to evaluate if the if

evaluated false.

$varOne = 1;

if ($varOne === 1) {

    echo $varOne . "equals one.";

}

/* Yields: "1 equals one"*/

$varOne = 1;

if ($varOne==2) {

    echo $varOne . "Equals two.";

} else {

    echo $varOne . "Equals something other than two.";

}

/* Yields: "Seriously, it is my goal."*/



Multiple elseif clauses on an if statement are possible, but only a single else clause.

If-else (Ternary Operator)

The “ternary” operator and functions as short syntax to build a branching structure.

The syntax is: $variable = <expression that evaluates to true or false> ? <value if 

true> : <value if false>

Ternary Short Form

It is possible to leave out the true expression in a ternary operator. The resulting

expression either returns the evaluated expression if true, or false.

$varOne = 1;

if ($varOne==2) {

    echo $varOne . " Equals two.";

} else if ($varOne==1){

    echo $varOne . " Equals one.";

}

/* Yields: "1 Equals one."*/

$varOne = 1;

if ($varOne==2) {

    echo $varOne . " Equals two.";

} else if ($varOne==1){

    echo $varOne . " Equals one.";

} else {

    echo $varOne . " Equals something other than one or two.";

}

/* Yields: "1 Equals one."*/

$admin = true;

$greeting = "Welcome ";

echo $greeting, $admin ? "Administrator" : "User";

/* Yields: "Welcome Administrator"*/



Note the short form may result in the desired output, but may also yield a PHP

notice on a “null” test.

Ternary With Null Coalesce

The NULL COALESCE operator (??) works in a similar fashion to the ternary short

form, but without the possibility of a PHP notice, and is preferred as a result.

PHP automatically converts a NULL to an empty string when concatenating to a

string. It also converts a null to a 0 for arithmetic functions. These may, or may not

be desired. To simplify, use the null coalesce operator to set a default value.

Combined Comparison

Compared to the “ternary” operator, all other comparison operators in PHP are

binary; either TRUE or FALSE. The combined comparison operator (<=>) - more

commonly known as the “spaceship” operator - can return one of three states.

1 is returned if A is greater than B.

0 is return if A is equal to B

-1 is returned if B is greater than A

$expressionOne = "a certified PHP engineer.";

echo "I want to become ", $expressionOne ?: "a web developer.";

/* Yields: "I want to become a certified PHP engineer."*/

$expressionOne = false;

echo "I want to become ", $expressionOne ?: "a web developer.";

/* Yields: "I want to become a web developer."*/

$data = ['field_one' => "I want to become ", 'field_three' => "PHP certified!"];

$data['field_two'] = $data['field_two'] ?? null;

echo $data['field_one'], $data['field_two'], $data['field_three'];

/* Yields: "I want to become PHP certified!"*/



Switch Construct

Like the if/elseif construct, the switch construct allows several tests for branching.

At the end of each case block, a break statement may be required depending on the

use case. Be sure to use it if you intend to break from the switch block on case

completion. Here’s a use case where break is not used for a few cases:

$a = 'Engineer';

$b = 'engineer';

echo $a <=> $b;

/* Yields: "-1"*/

$a = 'Engineer';

$b = 'Engineer';

echo $a <=> $b;

/* Yields: "0"*/

$color = "blue";

switch (true) {

    case ($color === "red"):

        echo "Color is $color";

        break;

    case ($color === "green"):

        echo "Color is $color";

        break;

    case ($color === "blue"):

        echo "Color is $color";

        break;

    default:

        echo "Please enter red, green, or blue.";

}

/* Yields: "Color is blue"*/



In this example, four colors can pass as greenish.

Loops

Loops constructs execute a code block over and over. Each iteration of the loop can

process a different data element. Several loop constructs are available.

While

This loop is controlled by a Boolean expression evaluated at the beginning. The loop

continues to iterate as long as an expression evaluates true. When an expression

evaluates false, the loop aborts and continues parsing the first line after the loop

code.

$color = "olive";

switch (true) {

    case ($color === "red"):

        echo "Color is $color";

        break;

    case ($color === 'jade');

    case ($color === 'mint');

    case ($color === 'olive');

    case ($color === "green"):

        echo "Color is greenish";

        break;

    case ($color === "blue"):

        echo "Color is $color";

        break;

    default:

        echo "Please enter red, green, or blue.";

}

/* Yields: "Color is greenish"*/



Because the expression evaluates at the beginning of the loop, it is possible for the

code within the loop to never get executed. In the example above, if $counter was

initialized to 11 instead of 0, the echo statement would never execute.

Do-while

The do-while loop is controlled via a Boolean expression, but at the end and

executes the block code once minimally. If the expression evaluates true at the end,

the code block will execute again and continue to do so until the expression

evaluates false.

For

The for loop Has three statements within a pair of parentheses, separated by

semicolons.

$counter = 0;

$maxCounter = 5;

while ($counter++ < $maxCounter) {

    echo "Iteration $counter" . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "Iteration 1

            Iteration 2

            Iteration 3

            Iteration 4

            Iteration 5"*/

$counter    = 0;

$maxCounter = 5;

do{

    echo "Iteration $counter" . PHP_EOL;

} while  ($counter++ < $maxCounter);

/* Yields: "Iteration 0

            Iteration 1

            Iteration 2

            Iteration 3

            Iteration 4

            Iteration 5"*/



1. The first statement executes and initializes a count variable. In the life-cycle of

the for loop, this statement is only executed once.

2. The second statement is evaluated at the beginning of each loop. If true then

the loop continues.

3. The third statement is executed at the end of every loop. It updates the counter

variable. Usually, this means increment or decrement. You can, however, use

this statement to change the value to whatever you like as long as it is a value

you are testing for.

4. 

Foreach

The foreach loops iterates over arrays or objects that implement the traversable

interface. Three expressions are replaced with variable assignments. The loop

continues until it has iterated every element in the array.

At each iteration an array element key is assigned to the variable $key and the value

is assigned to $value. While many examples use the variable names $key and 

$value, there is nothing special about the variables names. You are free to use

whatever variable names you like.

In many cases, you may not be interested in the element’s key, only in its value. If

that is the case, you can leave out the key assignment and just compute the

element’s value.

for ($c=1; $c<=5; $c++) {

    echo "The control variable is $c" . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "The control variable is 1

            The control variable is 2

            The control variable is 3

            The control variable is 4

            The control variable is 5"*/



Continue

The continue statement is used only with a loop. It will stop a loop’s iteration, and

start again from the top.

If used in a for loop, it causes expression three to execute before jumping to the top

of the loop.

when continue is used in a do-while loop, execution drops to the while statement

and the Boolean expression is evaluated.

$fruits = ["Apples", "Oranges", "Bananas"];

foreach ($fruits as $key => $value) {

    echo $key . " : " . $value . "\n";

}

/* Yields: "0 : Apples

            1 : Oranges

            2 : Bananas

"*/

$fruits = ["Apples", "Oranges", "Bananas"];

foreach ($fruits as $value) {

    echo $value . "\n";

}

/* Yields: "Apples

            Oranges

            Bananas

"*/



In this example, if the value is ‘Oranges’ the block is started over and the counter

indexed. Since this occurs before the echo statement, “Oranges” will never be

output.

Break

A break statement halts execution of for, foreach, while, and do-while loops as well

as a case statement inside a switch control structure. When executed, control of the

program breaks out of the current block construct and moves to the next line of

code following.

In the above example, when $value is equal to “Oranges”, execution of the loop

stops. “Oranges” will not output, and neither will “Bananas”.

$fruits = ["Apples", "Oranges", "Bananas"];

foreach ($fruits as $value) {

    if ($value ==="Oranges") {

        continue;

    }

    echo $value . "\n";

}

/* Yields: "Apples

            Bananas"*/

$fruits = ["Apples", "Oranges", "Bananas"];

foreach ($fruits as $value) {

    if ($value === "Oranges") {

        break;

    }

    echo $value . "\n";

}

/* Yields: "Apples"*/



In the above example, the break statement causes processing to stop. If the break is

missing in the blue case construct, processing continues down the list, ignoring the 

case statements.

The break statement is not needed after the last case construct, as the default

statement is not executed unless no other case is triggered. However, it is

considered a best practice to put a break after each case, unless a rollover use case

is required.

$color = "blue";

switch ($color) {

    case 'blue':

        echo 'Your color is Blue';

        break;

    case 'red':

        echo 'Your color is Red';

        break;

    case 'green':

        echo 'Your color is green';

        break;

    default:

        echo 'Please select blue, red, or green.';

}

/* Yields: "Your color is Blue"*/

$color = "blue";

switch ($color) {

    case 'blue':

        echo 'Your color is Blue';

    case 'red':

        echo 'Your color is Red';

        break;

    case 'green':

        echo 'Your color is green';

        break;

    default:

        echo 'Please select blue, red, or green.';

}

/* Yields: "Your color is BlueYour color is Red"*/



Language Constructs

Language constructs are code that build compound code structures, or shortcut other

operations.

Output Constructs

Language constructs that output and may, or may not, terminate execution.

Die and Exit

When needing to terminate program execution, the die() and exit() provide the

needed capability. They are equivalent to each other as a termination statement. No

preference exists for one over use over the other. Both take an optional parameter

that is emitted upon termination.

The exit() statement in the example above terminates not only the loop, but the

program itself.

Echo

The echo statement is used to send output. While it can be called with parentheses,

it is not a function. It is safe to call echo without parentheses and considered a best

practice to treat it as a language construct, and not a function.

Print

Like the echo statement, print is used to send output, and is the functional

equivalent. Unlike echo, print() is a function and not a language construct.

Therefore, parentheses are required. Print accepts a single argument and returns a

boolean true.

for ($c=0; $c<10; $c++) {

    echo "iteration $c" . PHP_EOL;

    exit("Aborting the program in the middle of the loop.");

}

/* Yields: "iteration 0

            Aborting the program in the middle of the loop."*/

echo "I want to become a certified PHP engineer.";

/* Yields: "I want to become a certified PHP engineer."*/



Evaluation Constructs

Empty

The empty statement determines whether a variable contains a value or not. It will

return true if the variable passed in:

does not exist

exists but the content evaluates false (false, 0, null, ’’)

is an empty array

Unlike many PHP functions, empty() does not generate a warning if the variable

passed in does not exist.

Eval

The eval() statement evaluates a passed-in string parameter as PHP code, and will

produce the output.

Caution The eval() language construct is very dangerous because it allows

print("I want to become a certified PHP engineer.");

/* Yields: "I want to become a certified PHP engineer."*/

$varOne = [];

$varTwo = false;

$varThree = "I want to become PHP certified!";

$varFour = 0;

var_dump(empty($varOne));

var_dump(empty($varTwo));

var_dump(empty($varThree));

var_dump(empty($varFour));

/* Yields: "bool(true)

            bool(true)

            bool(false)

            bool(true)"*/

$varOne = 'echo "I want to become PHP certified!";';

echo eval($varOne) // I want to become PHP certified!



execution of arbitrary PHP code. Its use is discouraged. If you have carefully

verified that there is no other option than to use this construct, pay special

attention not to use input data as part of the string without proper filtering

and validation.

File Imports

Include and Include_once

The statements include and include_once import and evaluate the contents of a file.

include allows multiple imports

include_once allows a single import, and if called again, emits an E_WARNING,

which is non-terminal.

If the file specified in include or include_once cannot be found, PHP emits an 

E_WARNING.

Require and Require_once

The require and require_once import and evaluate the contents of a file. If the file

specified cannot be found, these statements emit a E_COMPILE_ERROR and

terminate.

require allows multiple imports

require_once allows a single import, and if called again, emits an 

E_COMPILE_ERROR, and terminates.

Isset

The isset() statement provides a way to determine if an identifier contains a value. 

isset() returns Boolean true if a value is set. It is possible to pass multiple identifiers

into isset(), and only returns Boolean true if all identifiers are set and are not null.

Unset

The unset() statement destroys an identifier and removes its memory value. It only

destroys an identifier within a scope, and will not impact identifiers in other scopes.

include_once 'src/IndexController.php'; // Imports the IndexController class once

include_once 'src/IndexController.php'; // Nothing imported and a PHP non-terminal warning



List

The list() statement assigns variable identifiers from arrays. This is called array

destructuring.

It is possible to assign keys when destructuring arrays with the list() statement.

An alternative to “list()” using symmetric array destructuring:

Namespace

Namespaces, like functions and classes, encapsulate code and eliminate naming

collisions. The code susceptible to naming collisions are classes, interface, traits,

functions, and constant declarations. This allows used of same-named classes,

$varOne = "I want to become PHP certified!";

unset($varOne);

echo $varOne;

/* Yields: ""*/

$fruits = ['apples', 'oranges', 'bananas'];

list($fruitOne, $fruitTwo, $fruitThree) = $fruits;

echo "My fruits include: " . $fruitTwo . ", " . $fruitThree . ", and " . $fruitOne;

/* Yields: "My fruits include: oranges, bananas, and apples"*/

$fruits = ['apples', 'oranges', 'bananas'];

list(0 => $a, 1 => $b, 2 => $c) = $fruits;

echo $a . PHP_EOL, $b . PHP_EOL, $c;

/* Yields: "apples

            oranges

            bananas"*/

[$fruitOne, $fruitTwo, $fruitThree] = $fruits;

echo "My fruits include: " . $fruitTwo . ", " . $fruitThree . ", and " . $fruitOne;

/* Yields: "My fruits include: oranges, bananas, and apples"*/



interfaces, traits, functions, and constants in a single application.

Namespaces provide encapsulation at a file level if declared without enclosing curly

brace pairs ({}). With curly brace pairs, multiple namespaces per file are allowed. A

best practice declares a single namespace per code file.

Declaration

A declaration begins with the namespace keyword, and either a set of curly braces,

or a semicolon.

In the above, the namespace declaration is the first line of code in a file. All

subsequent code is encapsulated within the Controllers namespace.

Sub-namespaces are also possible. Everything defined in the below file is part of the 

Controllers\Admin namespace.

Using

Once declared, a namespaced code file can import other namespaces along with the

code they encapsulate. To import another namespace, use the use statement.

The use ... statements replace the need for the include and require variants for code

namespace Controllers;

class IndexController

{

  // class definition

}

namespace Controllers\Admin;

class AdminController

{

  // class definition

}

namespace Controllers;

use Symfony\Component\Console\Input\{InputInterface, InputOption};

use Symfony\Component\Console\Output\OutputInterface;

use Zend\Twitter;

// ...



file import. Each namespace must have its own use statement, or combined using

curly brace pairs. They can be declared at any point in the code file as long as they

are placed before using the namespaced code.

Aliasing

Using a namespace also allows aliasing. This is done to shorten the namespace name

qualifier, or to avoid collisions due to ambiguous naming. This is done using the as

keyword.

Extensions

An extension is a library of code which enables specific functionality.

Enabling

Enabling extensions are operating system platform dependent, and the package

management utility in use. For example, many modern operating systems have

package managers that install an extension’s configuration file in an appropriate

directory as part of extension installation.

For Microsoft Windows, extensions must be enabled in a php.ini configuration file.

If a package manager does not enable extensions upon installation, you must

manually edit the appropriate php.ini file. This usually requires either uncommenting

an extension if it is stated, or adding one. If you make changes to a php.ini

configuration file, a web server parses, a web server restart, or reload becomes

necessary.

use Symfony\Component\Console\{

    Input\InputInterface,

    Input\InputOption,

    Output\OutputInterface};

use Zend\Twitter;

// ...

namespace Controllers;

use Zend\Twitter as Twit;

$twitter = new Twit();



Core

Many extensions are part of the PHP core and are either added at compile time, or

included along with a distribution. The mysqli extension is a good example of a core

extension. For a complete list of all the PHP extensions, visit the PHP extensions

webpage.

Configuration

PHP requires configuration. There are multiple versions of PHP (web server module,

CLI, and CGI) available, and each has a separate configurations file.

Main Configuration File

The php.ini file contains configuration directives for a version of PHP, and tailors the

runtime behavior.

Directory Configuration

The CGI/Fast CGI versions of PHP supports user configuration in separate files on a

per directory basis. PHP parses a configuration file if encountered in the file system,

and modifies its behavior based on the directives found. This is similar to the manner

in which the Apache Web Server parses .htaccess files.

A php.ini file contains the directive user_ini.filename that defines the name of the

per directory configuration files that it will parse, if specified. If left empty, PHP will

not parse per directory configuration.

Changing Directives

There are two possible ways to change configuration: One method changes

configuration in a file, the other changes configuration at runtime. Changing file

configuration for a Web server PHP module requires web server restart, and the

new configuration is read. Changing configuration for a CLI/CGI parser is active on

the next command execution.

Changing configuration for some directives within code is possible with the ini_set()

function. These changes override directives set in a file. Not all directives can be

overridden this way, some changes must be made in a file, and are not runtime

configurable. Ref: Runtime Confguration.

Performance



Application performance is impacted in several ways grouped by two primary

factors.

Memory usage

Runtime

Developer skill employing efficient coding practices directly affects memory usage. If

a program uses too much memory, changing (refactoring) the code usually helps

improve memory consumption and improve system performance dramatically.

Other tools help to improve performance. One such tool is an “opcode cache.” An

opcode cache stores a bytecode-compiled version of the application response in

memory, then subsequently serves the response directly from cache. This can

dramatically improve performance on high concurrency web sites.

PHP has a built-in opcode cache called OPcache. Enabling the cache in configuration,

along with associated directives is necessary.

Third party opcode caches are also available. Which to use is determined by the

impact on system performance under load.

Keeping server software up to date, including PHP, helps ensure optimum

performance.



Test Your Knowledge : Questions

1. What is the output?

A: 4

B: 3

C: 5

D: 0

E: 1

2. The function world() is defined in the namespace
myapp\utils\hello. Your code is in namespace myapp.
What are the correct ways to echo the value returned
by the world() function? (Choose 2)

A: echo utils\hello\world();

B: echo myapp\utils\hello\world();

C: use utils\hello\world; echo world();

D: use myapp\utils\hello; echo hello();

$varOne = 1;

++$varOne;

$varOne *= $varOne;

echo $varOne--;



3. What is the output?

A: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

B: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,

C: 1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,

D: 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,

4. Which PHP functions can be used to find out which
PHP extensions are available in the system? (Choose
2)

A: extension_loaded()

B: get_extension_funcs()

C: get_loaded_extensions()

D: phpinfo()

5. What is the name of the error level constant that is
used to designate PHP code that will not work in
future versions?

A: E_STRICT

B: E_DEPRECATED

C: E_USER

D: E_WARNING

E: E_PARSE

function fibonacci($varOne, $varTwo)

{

    return $varOne + $varTwo;

}

$varOne = 0;

$varTwo = 1;

for ($lcvA = 0; $lcvA < 10; $lcvA++) {

    echo fibonacci($varOne, $varTwo) . ',';

}



6. A PHP script is repeatedly parsing 50KB of data
returned from a remote web service into browser-
readable HTML. Users complain that the script takes a
long time to run. Which of the following measures
usually lead to the best results? (Choose 2).

A: Activate the opcode cache

B: Install an SSD drive on the server

C: Cache the data returned by the web service locally

D: Upgrade to the latest version of PHP

7. What is the output?

A: One

B: Two

C: Parse Error

define('CONSTANT',1);

define('_CONSTANT',0);

define('EMPTY','');

if (!empty(EMPTY)) {

    if (!((boolean) _CONSTANT)) {

        print "One";

    }

}

else if(constant('CONSTANT') == 1) {

    print "Two";

}



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1: A

2: A, D

3: D

4: C, D 5: B

6: A, C

7: C



Topic Two: Data Types, Dates
and Times, Data Formats, and
Services
This section presents the date time DateTime library, web services, Application

Programming Interfaces (APIs), and the different formats used for storing, retrieving,

and transmitting data, including XML and JSON.

Data Types

Date and time

XML

XML parsing extensions

JavaScript object notation

Date and time

Web Services Basics

SOAP

REST

JSON & AJAX

Test your knowledge

Data Types

Data of different types are used, and include:

Scalars

Compounds

Special

Scalar

Boolean: True or false

Integer: Whole number

String: Set of characters

Float (Double): Floating point number

Compound

Array: An ordered key/value map.

Object: An instance of a class.

Callable: A function or anonymous function, class/method or anonymous

class/methods when assigned to an identifier and passed as a callback.



Iterable: A type assigned to arrays or object that can be iterated.

Special

Resource: Holds a reference to another data source.

Null: Void of value.

Date and Time

Date and Time Functions

Date and time management is available via the comprehensive PHP DateTime

library, which is object-oriented and functional.

Included in the library are the date() and time() functions. The date() function

returns a string of the date passed in, in the format requested. The time() function

returns a time stamp of the number of seconds since the Unix Epoch (1/1/70).

Note: Functions and classes that retrieve the current date and time retrieve the

current server date and time. These are accurate as of the current server time. As

such, dates and times represent the server’s local time, and are affected by such

things as daylight savings time.

Here’s an example of both:

Date Time Classes

There are two options for date and time classes: the DateTime and 

DateTimeImmutable classes. The DateTime class allows mutable property values,

and the immutable version does not. All methods that make changes to a

DateTimeImmutable object return a new instance of a DateTimeImmutable with the

changes applied, but the original instance has fixed properties.

To instantiate a Datetime or DatetimeImmutable object, pass either a time string

and optional DateTimeZone object, or pass no parameters. Passing no parameters

creates an instance with the current date, time, and timezone.

$format = 'Y-m-d h:i:s';

echo date($format, time());

/* Yields: "2018-02-22 10:41:26*/



Date Interval Class

Adding a DateInterval instance via the DateTime::add() method, or subtracted via

the DateTime::sub() method, the formatted DateInterval passed specifies the

interval to add or subtract to or from the DateTime instance.

In this example, $today is defined by creating a new DateTimeImmutable, without a

time specified. This creates the object with the current server time. Then 

$yesterday is calculated by subtracting 1 day. The sub() method of DateTime

requires a DateInterval instance.

P1D is the “interval specification.”

P1D is easily readable and specifies “period one day.”

The DateInterval instance is created and passed to the sub() method, subtracting 1

day from the date. Since $today is a DateTimeImmutable instance, the sub() method

yields a new instance.

String representations of $today and $yesterday are produced using the format

stored in the $format variable.

All of the date functions and DateTime classes are affected by the date.* settings in

the PHP.INI. When attempting to use any of the date functions, or any of the 

$today = new DateTime('now');

echo $today->format('Y M D');

/* Yields: "2018 Feb Thu"*/

try {

    $format    = 'Y-m-d';

    $today     = new DateTimeImmutable();

    $yesterday = $today->sub(new DateInterval('P1D'));

} catch (Exception $e) {

    //Handle ...

}

echo "Today: " . $today->format($format) . PHP_EOL, "Yesterday: " . 

        $yesterday->format($format);

/* Yields: "Today: 2018-02-22

            Yesterday: 2018-02-21"*/



DateTime* classes, if the date.timezone configuration directive has not been set to a

valid value, an exception is thrown. If this directive is not set, UTC is the default.

DateTime Comparison

To compare two DateTime, or DateTimeImmutable instances, the diff() method of

the DateTime class is used.

In the above example, the diff() method calculates the difference between the

current object and the instance instantiated in $yesterday. The result output is

specified by the format() method. The diff() method returns a DateInterval instance,

therefore the formatting options are different.

Many of the DateTime methods have procedural or functional counterparts.

try {

    $format    = 'Y-m-d';

    $today     = new DateTimeImmutable();

    $yesterday = $today->sub(new DateInterval('P1D'));

} catch (Exception $e) {

    //Handle ...

}

$output = "Today: " . $today->format($format) . PHP_EOL;

$output .= "Yesterday: " . $yesterday->format($format) . PHP_EOL;

$output .= "Difference: " . $today->diff($yesterday)->format('%R%a days');

echo $output;

/* Yields: "Today: 2018-02-22

            Yesterday: 2018-02-21

            Difference: -1 days"*/



In the above example, the date_diff() function is used instead of the DateTime::diff()

method. The date_diff() function takes two parameters and returns a DateInterval

instance set to the difference.

Date Time Constants

The Date Time library defines several constants that represent common display

formats. These are used by developers in any method or language function that

needs a date format.

ATOM: “Y-m-d:i:sP” ;

COOKIE: “l, d-M-Y H:i:s T” ;

ISO8601: “Y-m-d:i:sO” ;

RFC822: “D, d M y H:i:s O” ;

RFC850: “l, d-M-y H:i:s T” ;

RFC1036: “D, d M y H:i:s O” ;

RFC1123: “D, d M Y H:i:s O” ;

RFC2822: “D, d M Y H:i:s O” ;

RFC3339: “Y-m-d:i:sP” ;

RFC3339_EXTENDED: “Y-m-d:i:s.vP” ;

RSS: “D, d M Y H:i:s O” ;

W3C: “Y-m-d:i:sP” ;

try {

    $format    = 'Y-m-d';

    $today     = date_create();

    $yesterday = clone $today;

    $yesterday = date_sub($yesterday,date_interval_create_from_date_string("1 days"));

} catch (Exception $e) {

    //Handle ...

}

$output = "Today: " . date_format($today, $format) . PHP_EOL;

$output .= "Yesterday: " . date_format($yesterday, $format) . PHP_EOL;

$output .= "Difference : " . date_diff($today,$yesterday)->format('%R%a days');

echo $output;

/* Yields: "Today: 2018-04-03\nYesterday: 2018-04-02\nDifference : -1 days" */



In the above example, the defined format string has been replaced with the COOKIE

constant.

XML

Extensible markup language (XML) was designed to be a universally accepted format

exchange for data exchange. Prior to its implementation, different industries, and

companies within those industries, adopted different formats. This made building

systems that could pass data to each other difficult.

XML was defined to allow different entities to define their own document types and

publish them in a format that machines could read.

The promise of XML was that, once a system understood how to consume and

compose XML, the actual data that was represented was described in such a way

that systems could easily understand any XML document transmitted.

Purpose

All of the XML extensions for PHP are available to consume and create XML

documents. Some, like the XSL extension, deal with specific types of XML

documents, like XLS transformations. The extension chosen to process XML depends

largely on:

The desired outcome.

What extensions are installed or available for install on a given system?

try {

    $today     = new DateTime();

    $yesterday = $today->sub(new DateInterval('P1D'));

} catch (Exception $e) {

    //Handle ...

}

$output = "Today: " . $today->format(DateTime::COOKIE) . PHP_EOL;

$output .= "Yesterday: " . $yesterday->format(DateTime::COOKIE) . PHP_EOL;

$output .= "Difference: " . (date_diff($today, $yesterday))->format('%R%a days');

echo $output;

/* Yields: "Today: Wednesday, 21-Feb-2018 11:37:02 PST

            Yesterday: Wednesday, 21-Feb-2018 11:37:02 PST

            Difference: +0 days"*/



Document Type Declaration (DTD)

All well formed XML documents must start with an document type declaration. Here

is the DTD:

<?xml version="1.0"?>

The DTD can also contain standalone="[yes|no]". Standalone signals to the XML

parser that the DTD should be used for validation only. When set to “yes”, the

parser does not use instructions in the DTD to set default values, or modify the

document in any way. When set to “no” or “not specified,” the parser uses markup

declarations to “normalize” the tags and attributes. This may cause unforeseen issues

with the document processing.

Either value of “yes” or “no” is valid. If no standalone attribute is in the declaration,

then “no” is assumed. Standalone has no meaning if a DTD has not been specified.

Depending on the document, setting standalone to “yes” may improve performance.

Character Encodings

All computer text is encoded in some way. Traditionally, ASCII was the default

encoding scheme, however that only allows for a small subset of the characters that

need to be displayed. So other encodings were developed. When transmitting XML,

it is important that the document encoding is defined so that another system can

successfully process it.

Encoding takes place at the time the XML document is parsed. Once parsing

completes, the encoding is set and cannot be changed.

There are many different encoding schemes. A few of the most popular are:

UTF-8

UTF-16

US-ASCII

ISO-8859-1

By default, PHP assumes UTF-8 unless a different encoding scheme is specified. To

define an encoding scheme for a document, specify it in the declaration:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

If for some reason a character in an XML document cannot be properly decoded, it is

converted to a “?.” This causes issues with data as a program processes it.

Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that developers specify the encoding.



XML Parsing Extensions

Several built-in extensions for consuming and composing XML documents are

available. By far the most popular is SimpleXML, however, Document Object Model

(DOM) is also widely used.

Precompiled Extensions

These extensions are compiled into PHP by default.

Document Object Model (DOM)

libxml

SimpleXML

XML Parser

XML Writer

Other Parsing Extensions

These extensions are available by package inclusion:

WDDX

XSL

These extensions are available via the PECL library:

Service Data Objects (SDO)

SDO Relational Data Access Service

SDO XML Data Access Service

XMLDIFF

XML Reader

SimpleXML

The most popular XML extension in PHP is the SimpleXML extension. As the name

implies, it is the simplest way to consume XML. Limited XML tag manipulation and

creation is also possible.

SimpleXML has a dependency on the libxml library.

SimpleXML defines both procedural and object oriented methods for consuming an

XML document. Once loaded into memory, the document is represented by

SimpleXmlElement objects with properties. Elements of an XML document become

object properties. Attributes of the document can be accessed as associative array

keys.

The following loads XML from a file or a string using functions, or passed into a new



SimpleXMLElement instance constructor. All of these result in a SimpleXMLElement

object instance.

$xml = simplexml_load_string($xmlString);

$xml = simplexml_load_file('file.xml');

$xml = new SimpleXMLElement($xmlString);

Once instantiated, the SimpleXMLElement object can be iterated, as it implements

the traversable interface.

The SimpleXMLElement object has several methods that are useful for traversing

and modifying XML documents:

construct() Creates a SimpleXMLElement object

addAttribute Adds an attribute to a SimpleXmlElement

addChild() Adds a child element

attributes() Identifies an element’s attributes

getname() Retrieves an element’s name

children() Finds children of given node

count() Counts the number of children of an element

asxml() Returns a well-formed XML string based on a simpleXML element

xpath() Runs an xpath query

The following consumes the XML document movies.xml (found in Appendix A

“Movies”):



Document Object Model (DOM)

Another XML extension for PHP is the DOM. The DOM extension is enabled by

default when building PHP from source. Developers using a package manager may

need to install it separately.

When working with methods that are part of the DOM, there are several predefined

constants available. These predefined constants tailor the output behavior of certain

class methods.

The DOM extension also constructs a custom exception, the “DOMException”, and is

$xml = simplexml_load_file('movies.xml');

// Output just the movie titles

foreach ($xml->movie as $movie) {

    echo $movie->title . "\n";

}

/* Yields: "A History of Violence

            Heat"*/

// Output a list of all actors and actresses

$actors = $xml->xpath("movie/actor");

foreach ($actors as $actor) {

    echo $actor->first_name . " " . $actor->last_name . "\n";

}

/* Yields: "Vigo Mortensen

            Maria Bello

            Ed Harris

            William Hurt

            Al Pacino

            Robert De Niro

            Val Kilmer

            Jon Voight"*/

// Output a list of just actresses

foreach($xml->xpath("movie/actor[@gender='female']") as $actress) {

    echo $actress->first_name . " " . $actress->last_name . "\n";

}

/* Yields: "Maria Bello"*/



an instance of the DOMException class, which extends and inherits from the base

PHP “Exception” superclass.

Unlike SimpleXML, DOM only uses UTF-8 for encoding. If a document is encoded

using ISO-8859-1, developers can use utf6_encode() to convert it to UTF-8. For all

other encoding schemes, developers need to rely on the functions available in the

ICONV extension.

The following builds a new XML document from scratch, adding a root node and a

few children.



JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)

Another major data exchange format is JSON. While XML is the older of the two

major data formats, JSON has become more popular due in part to its smaller byte

footprint.

JSON encoding and decoding are built into the PHP core.

try{

    $dom = new DOMDocument( "1.0", "UTF-8" );

    $root = $dom->appendChild($dom->createElement( "Movies"));

    $movie = new DOMElement('movie');

    $title = new DOMElement('title', 'A History of Violence');

    $root->appendChild($movie)->appendChild($title);

    $movie->appendChild(new DOMElement('year', 2005));

    $movie->appendChild(new DOMElement('country', 'USA'));

    $movie->appendChild(new DOMElement('genre', 'crime'));

    $director = new DOMElement('director');

    $movie->appendChild($director);

    $director->appendChild(new DOMElement('last_name', 'Cronenberg'));

    $director->appendChild(new DOMElement('first_name', 'David'));

    $director->appendChild(new DOMElement('birth_date', 1943));

    $dom->formatOutput = true;

    echo $dom->saveXML();

} catch (DOMException $e){

   echo 'handle error';

}

/* Yields: "<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

            <Movies>

              <movie>

                <title>A History of Violence</title>

                <year>2005</year>

                <country>USA</country>

                <genre>crime</genre>

                <director>

                  <last_name>Cronenberg</last_name>

                  <first_name>David</first_name>

                  <birth_date>1943</birth_date>

                </director>

              </movie>

            </Movies>"*/



Encoding

JSON encoding is available for any PHP data type that is not a resource, as resources

cannot be encoded. The function json_encode() encodes a PHP type to JSON format.

The example above shows a stdClass object being encoded with a associative array

property. The function encodes PHP numeric arrays as JSON arrays, and PHP

associative arrays as JSON objects.

$media = new stdClass();

$media->movies = [

    'A History of Violence' => [

        'year' => 2005,

        'country' => 'USA',

        'genre' => 'Crime',

        'director' => [

            'last_name' => 'Cronenberg',

            'first_name' => 'David',

            'birth_date' => 1943

        ],

    ],

    'Heat' => [

        'year' => 1995,

        'country' => 'USA',

        'genre' => 'Crime',

        'director' => [

            'last_name' => 'Mann',

            'first_name' => 'Michael',

            'birth_date' => 1943

        ],

    ],

];

echo json_encode($media);

/* Yields: "{"movies":{"A History of Violence":{"year":2005,"country":"USA",

                "genre":"Crime","director":{"last_name":"Cronenberg",

                "first_name":"David","birth_date":1943}},"Heat":{"year":1995,

                    "country":"USA","genre":"Crime",

                    "director":

                        {"last_name":"Mann","first_name":"Michael","birth_date":1943}

                    }

                }

            }"*/



In the following example, the flag JSON_PRETTY_PRINT is passed with the payload

to be encoded. This flag has no effect on the encoding process, or the decode-ability

of the encoded payload, however it makes the result easier to read.

JSON_PRETTY_PRINT is a useful tool if you are storing the encoded payload in a file.

However, don’t use it if you are passing the encoded payload to an API, as it adds

unnecessary space and line-ending characters.

Decoding

JSON payloads - whether created in PHP or not - can be decoded using 

json_decode(). Passing in the JSON-encoded payload returns the decoded payload

either as a string (for simple payloads), or an array or object for more complex

payloads, depending on the parameters passed.

// media stdClass from above

echo json_encode($media, JSON_PRETTY_PRINT);

/* Yields: "{

                "movies": {

                    "A History of Violence": {

                        "year": 2005,

                        "country": "USA",

                        "genre": "Crime",

                        "director": {

                            "last_name": "Cronenberg",

                            "first_name": "David",

                            "birth_date": 1943

                        }

                    },

                    "Heat": {

                        "year": 1995,

                        "country": "USA",

                        "genre": "Crime",

                        "director": {

                            "last_name": "Mann",

                            "first_name": "Michael",

                            "birth_date": 1943

                        }

                    }

                }

            }"*/



Control over what is returned by the json_encode() function is available by setting a

second parameter. Setting it to Boolean true returns an associative array, setting it

to false, or leaving it off, returns a stdClass object.

If the json_decode() errors, it returns null, which can be determined by calling 

json_last_error(), which returns the value of JSON_ERROR_NONE if there was no

error.

If there is was an error decoding, use the function json_last_error_msg() to get an

error description. Note: Even if JSON_ERROR_NONE is returned by json_last_error(),

json_last_error_msg() still returns a value of ‘No Error’ as we see below.

The example above shows both the encoding and the decoding of the media object.

It shows the proper way to check for an error in decoding, and for handling the

error, if necessary.

$media = new stdClass();

$media->movies = [

    'A History of Violence' => [

        'year' => 2005,

        'country' => 'USA',

        'genre' => 'Crime',

        'director' => [

            'last_name' => 'Cronenberg',

            'first_name' => 'David',

            'birth_date' => 1943

        ],

    ],

    'Heat' => [

        'year' => 1995,

        'country' => 'USA',

        'genre' => 'Crime',

        'director' => [

            'last_name' => 'Mann',

            'first_name' => 'Michael',

            'birth_date' => 1943

        ],

    ],

];

$result = json_decode(json_encode($media));

echo json_last_error() . PHP_EOL, json_last_error_msg();

/* Yields: "0

            No error"*/



Application Programming Interface (API)
Formats

APIs provide a common interface to allow disparate systems to share data.

Two different API services are described in this section:

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)

Representational State Transfer (REST)

Both are Request/Response protocols. This means that a client initiates a transaction

by request and the server replies by response.

Both services use HTTP protocols, but in different ways. If data servers have been

properly configured HTTPS certificates - and the endpoint specified is HTTPS, not

just HTTP - then requests and responses are encrypted.

PHP supports other APIs and formats, to varying degrees, such as the experimental

extension for XML-RPC. XML-RPC is compiled into PHP source using the --with-

xmlrpc flag, or by using operating system package manager.

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)

APIs take many different forms, however there are two popular messaging protocols

for buildings APIs. The first is SOAP, and is the older of the two. Like REST, it is an

HTTP based protocol. Unlike Representational State Transfer (REST), SOAP can be

implemented over other application layers such as SMTP.

SOAP is currently in version 1.2. Version 1.0 and 1.1 were developed by the

industry. The current version was developed and is controlled by the W3C.

SOAP services most often include the use of a Web Services Description Language

(WSDL) document, that describes a service offering, and the endpoint, methods and

types available. The WSDL is consumed by the PHP SOAP client. A PHP SOAP server

can operate in either WSDL mode or Non-WSDL mode.

PHP has built-in SOAP server and client classes. Together these can be used to either

create a SOAP server object, or a SOAP client object to consume a SOAP service.

These built-in classes hide a lot of the complexity necessary to create and consume

SOAP services. To enable the SOAP extension, install the libxml extension and

enable it. XML is required by both SOAP server and client instances.

A SOAP client is an implementation of the proxy software design pattern, and is used

like this:



With a SOAP server, a developer can create a server based on an existing class or an

instantiated PHP object. When a SOAP server is created the calling client has assess

to all of the methods in the registered server class. Developers cannot specify a

subset of class methods to expose. If a class or object is given, all methods are

exposed as endpoints.

In addition to classes and objects, a SOAP server can use procedural functions. The 

addFunction() method is called with either a string containing an existing function

name, or an array of strings that are existing function names.

try{

    $client = new SoapClient("http://footballpool.dataaccess.eu/data/info.wso?wsdl");

    $result = $client->TopGoalScorers(['iTopN' => 1]);

}catch(SoapFault $e){

    //Handle error

}

$topScorer = $result->TopGoalScorersResult->tTopGoalScorer;

echo "The top scorer is: " . $topScorer->sName;

/* Yields: "The top scorer is: Antoine Griezmann"*/

// A service class

class MySoapService {

    public function sayHello() {

        return "Hello";

    }

}

try{

    /*Instantiate a SOAP server instance with no WSDL, and specifying a virtual host.*/

    $server = new SoapServer(null, ['uri'=>'http://soapserver/']);

    // Set the service class

    $server->setClass('MySoapService');

    // Start the new server

    $server->handle();

} catch(SoapFault $e){

    // Handle error

}



Representational State Transfer (REST)

REST is a design philosophy developed by Dr. Roy Fielding. It is not an extension of

PHP but a way of thinking about how APIs work. Dr Fielding defined a set of five

architectural principals for designing services:

Client/Server architecture

Statelessness

Cacheability

Layered system

Uniform Interface

These five principals apply to most things delivered over HTTP, including most

websites. APIs that adhere strictly to these principals are called “RESTful” APIs or

REST APIs. Unlike SOAP, REST does not specify the format of a request and

response. Whereas SOAP requires XML for the Request and the Response, REST can

use any data format a developer wishes. Currently, the most common response

format is JSON. (Discussed earlier)

A RESTful web service is simple, and uses the already available HTTP protocol, URL

endpoints, and HTTP verbs to specify actions from the service.

A RESTful service is usually accompanied by a web site that defines the service

including the endpoints available, whether API keys are required, and how to

construct a request.

HTTP Methods

RESTful services respond to endpoint requests and HTTP methods specified. For any

given endpoint, a request is issued using the following methods:

GET: A request by method “GET,” and an identifier, will return the identified

resource. If used without a resource identifier, usually a collection, or list, of the

type of resource requested is returned.

POST: A request by method “POST,” will create a new resource.

PUT: A request by method “PUT,” will update an existing resource, with all

values provided.

PATCH: A request by method “PATCH,” will partially update a resource, with

changed values sent.

DELETE: A request by method “DELETE,” will, by passing identification, delete a

resource.

The API developer creates the service by routing URL endpoints to class methods for

requested actions.

HTTP Headers



RESTful APIs understand and honor the Request headers “Content-type” and

“Accept.”

“Content-type” allows a client to specify the format of the payload being sent to

the API. The API should read this and process the payload accordingly.

The “Accept” header allows the client to define the type of payload it is

expecting back from the API. API developers define a list of acceptable formats.

As long as the client’s request is within the list of acceptable formats, the API is

expected to honor the request.

HTTP Status Codes

APIs should return proper status codes to an HTTP client for debugging. A status

code should not be confused with the human readable error message. API servers

respond with a numeric code and proper code selection is important.

Status codes are grouped into 5 major categories:

- 1xx: Informational responses

- 2xx: Success responses

- 3xx: Redirection responses

- 4xx: Client error responses

- 5xx: Server error responses



Test Your Knowledge : Questions

1: What is wrong with this XML document?

A: The encoding is only required for non- western languages

B: <?var is not a valid node type

C: <?var is missing a closing tag

D: Nothing

2: Which of the following is a feature that does NOT
exist in the DateTime extension?

A: The ability to list time zones by continent

B: The ability to modify date data

C: The ability to generate dates between two date periods

D: The ability to parse dates in the cookie format

E: None of the above

3: What is the output of the following code

A:

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<root/>

B:

 <?xml version="1.0"?>

 <root/>

 <test>some value</test>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<node>

    <?var type="string" ?>

    <leaf>Value</leaf>

</node>

$doc = new DOMDocument();

$doc->loadXML('<root />');

$el = $doc->createElement('test', 'some value');

echo $doc->saveXML();



C:

 <?xml version="1.0"?>

 <root><test>some value</test>

 </root>

D:

 <?xml version="1.0"?>

 <root test="some value"/>

4: What is the name of the method that allows xpath
queries in SimpleXML?

A: There is no such method

B: query()

C: xpathExpression()

D: xpath()

5: What is the purpose of the PHP XSL extension?

A: Formatting the XML output

B: Applying style sheets to the XML

C: Applying XSLT transformations

D: Checking the syntax of an XML document for validity

6: What is the output?

A: James

$xml = '<root>

    <parent name="Peter">

        <child age="20">James</child>

        <child age="5">Leila</child>

    </parent>

    <parent name="Anna">

        <child age="10">Dido</child>

        <child age="11">George</child>

    </parent>

</root>';

$xmlElement = new SimpleXMLElement($xml);

$teens = $xmlElement->xpath('*/child[@age>9]');

print $teens[1];



B: Nothing

C: A Run-time error

D: Dido

7: Of the following, when Which web service uses the
web services description document (WSDL)?

A: SOAP

B: REST

C: XML-RPC

D: Corba

8: Which of the following are true about SOAP and
PHP? (choose 2)

A: Uses the JSON data format in PHP

B: SOAP Clients can be created in PHP

C: Every PHP class can be used automatically as a SOAP service class by adding a

special parameter to the URL

D: SOAP Clients in PHP are hiding the complexity of sending a request to a remote

SOAP Server and processing the response

9: What will this HTTP request do?

PUT /user/123

<?xml ...?>

A: Add user 123

B: Update user 123

C: Add user to collection 123

D: Update the collection 123

10: What is JSON?

A: A way of serializing any PHP type in order to exchange it with different

programming languages and systems.

B: A portable XML representation of the data using PHP’s serialize($value, true).

C: A format to represent any PHP type, except a resource, that can be used later on

in JavaScript or other languages.



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1: D

2: E

3: A

4: D

5: C

6: D

7: A

8: B, D

9: B

10: C



Topic Three: Strings
This section presents string manipulation:

Quotes

Heredoc/Nowdoc

Substrings

String location and comparison

String character and word counting

Phonetic functions

Strings and arrays

Formatting output

Regular expressions

Encodings

Test your knowledge

Important: String functions included in this topic section do not cover all string

functions that are likely found on the certification exam. A through review of all

string functions is encouraged.

Quotes

Delimited by Single or Double Quotes

Single quotes are not parsed

Double quotes are parsed including special characters and embedded identifiers

Heredoc/Nowdoc

Syntax that allows multi-line strings

General Syntax

Delimits strings without using quotes (so no need to escape)

Starts with <<< and an identifier; ends with same identifier

Ending identifier must include semicolon, but no indent or added characters,

including spaces

Heredoc Syntax

Includes parsing of the string



Nowdoc Syntax

Similar to heredoc, but no parsing

Start identifier enclosed in single quotes

Substrings

substr ( string $string , int $start [, int $length ] ) Returns a substring of the given

string

$foo = 'Monday';

$str = <<<HDOC

$foo is the start of

the week, and a great

day to study for

PHP certification

HDOC;

echo $str;

/* Yields: "Monday is the start of\n the week, and a great\n day to study for\n 

            PHP certification" */

$foo = 'Monday';

$str = <<<'HDOC'

$foo is the start of

the week, and a great

day to study for

PHP certification

HDOC;

echo $str;

/* Yields: "$foo is the start of\n the week, and a great\n day to study for\n 

            PHP certification" */

$string = 'It is a fine time to be alive and in good health';

echo substr($string, 24, 5);

// Yields: "alive"



String Location and Comparison

Functions that locate and compare strings:

strpos ( string $haystack , mixed $needle [, int $offset = 0 ] ) Searches the

string, starting at the left position, or the position indicated by offset, and

returns the position of first occurrence, or false if not found

strcasecmp ( string $str1 , string $str2 ) Executes a case-insensitive comparison

strcmp() Executes a case-sensitive comparison

similar_text ( string $first , string $second [, float &$percent ] ) Returns the

similarity of two strings, and returns the number of matching characters.

Optional 3rd parameter gives the percentage similar.

$string = 'It is a fine time to be alive and in good health';

echo strpos($string, 'alive', 20);

// Yields: "24"

$s1 = "It's a fine day to be alive!";

$s2 = "It's a FINE day to be ALIVE!";

if (strcasecmp($s1, $s2) == 0) {

    echo '$s1 is equal to $s2 in a case-insensitive string comparison';

}

// Yields: "$s1 is equal to $s2 in a case-insensitive string comparison"

$s1 = "It's a fine day to be alive!";

$s2 = "It's a FINE day to be ALIVE!";

if (strcmp($s1, $s2) != 0) {

    echo '$s1 is not equal to $s2 in a case-sensitive string comparison';

}

// Yields: "$s1 is not equal to $s2 in a case-sensitive string comparison"

echo similar_text("cat man do", "katmandu", $percent);

echo "\nPercent Similar: $percent";

/* Yields: "6\nPercent Similar 66.666666666667"*/



levenshtein ( string $str1 , string $str2 ) Returns the Levenshtein distance

between strings defined as the minimum number of characters needed to

replace, insert, or delete to transform string 1 into string 2

String Character and Word Counting

Functions that count characters and words:

strlen ( string $string ) Returns the number of characters. Does not handle multi-

byte characters: returns byte count instead.

str_word_count ( string $string [, int $format = 0 [, string $charlist ]] ) Returns

number of words

Phonetic Functions

Functions that relate to speech sounds:

soundex ( string $str ) Soundex value of a string

metaphone ( string $str [, int $phonemes = 0 ] ) Metaphone key of a string

echo levenshtein("cat", "can");

/* Yields: "1"*/

$str = "It's a fine day to be alive!";

echo strlen($str);

// Yields: "28"

$str = "It's a fine day to be alive!";

echo str_word_count($str);

/* Yields: "7"*/

echo soundex("Lloyd");

echo soundex("Ladd");

/* Both Yield: "L300"*/



based on english pronunciation rules; also useful with Latin-based international

languages

Strings and Arrays

Functions that convert strings and arrays back and forth:

explode ( string $delimiter , string $string [, int $limit = PHP_INT_MAX ] )

Converts a string into an array

implode ( string $glue , array $pieces ) Converts an array into a string

Formatting Output

Functions that produce formatted string output:

Formatting Characters (Partial Listing)

// English

echo metaphone("development");  // TFLPMNT

echo metaphone("developer");    // TFLPR

// Spanish

echo metaphone("desarrollo");       // TSRL

echo metaphone("desarrolladores");  // TSRLTRS

$astronaut = 'Mark, Watney, botanist';

print_r(explode(", ", $astronaut));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => Mark

                [1] => Watney

                [2] => botanist

            )"*/

$astronaut = ['Mark', 'Watney', 'botanist'];

echo implode(", ", $astronaut);

/* Yields: "Mark, Watney, botanist"*/



%b (Binary)

%d (Decimal) %nd (n is the number of digits)

%f (Float) %.nf (n is the number of decimal places)

%o (Octal)

%e (Scientific notation)

%s (String)

Formatting Functions

printf ( string $format [, mixed $args [, mixed $... ]] ) Returns the length of the

formatted string

sprintf ( string $format [, mixed $args [, mixed $... ]] ) Returns a string

according to the specified format

vprintf ( string $format , array $args ) Returns the string and the length, values

supplied by array

vsprintf ( string $format , array $args ) Returns a formatted string, values

supplied by array

printf('%.02f', 1.035);

/* Yields: "1.03"*/

$sql = sprintf("INSERT INTO %s ('date', 'status', 'amount', 'description', 'fkid')

    VALUES ('%d', '%s', '%d', '%s', '%d')",'customers', 1518120053, 'open', 250, 

            'tablet', 25)";

/* Value of $sql is: "INSERT INTO customers ('date', 'status', 'amount', 'description', 

                     'fkid') VALUES ('1518120053', 'open', '250', 'tablet', '25')"*/

$astronaut = ['Mark', 'Watney', 'botanist'];

vprintf('%s %s %s' , $astronaut);

/* Yields: "Mark Watney botanist20"*/

$astronaut = ['Mark', 'Watney', 'botanist'];

echo vsprintf('%s %s %s' , $astronaut);

/* Yields: "Mark Watney botanist"*/



fprintf ( resource $handle , string $format [, mixed $args [, mixed $... ]] ) Sends

a formatted string to a resource

Regular Expressions

A parsing engine for strings using patterns. Support in PHP for Perl Compatible

Regular Expressions (PCRE).

Pattern delimiters required at beginning and end of each pattern string and can

include any non-meta character (usually “/” or “#”)

The term “literal” means any character

Meta Characters

Metacharacters are characters that have special meaning to the regular expression

engine, and include:

Boundary metacharacters

Boundary metacharacters impact the pattern beginning and end. - “^” and “”: Start

of a pattern just before the first character

- “$” and “”: End of a pattern just after the last character

Character classes

Groupings of characters from which a single character match is required.

- []: Delimiters

- Built-in character classes (upper case variant represents negation)

  - "\d" or `[0-9]`: Digits  

  - "\D" not digits  

  - "\w" or `[a-zA-Z0-9_]`: Lower and upper case alpha characters, digits, and underscore  

  - "\W": Not lower and upper case alpha characters, digits, and underscore  

  - "\s": Any white space character  

  - "\S": Not white space character  

Greediness

$resource = fopen('outputFile.txt', 'w+');

fprintf($resource, "%04d-%02d-%02d", 2018, 2, 10);

echo file_get_contents('outputFile.txt');

/* Yields: "2018-02-10" in the resource*/



A regex engine default behavior that attempts character matching on all string

characters.

“.”: The greedy meta character

“.?”: Changes the greedy “.” meta character, which means changing the default

greedy behavior and match only the minimum number of times necessary.

Quantifiers

Define the match quantity of the previous character

- "*“: zero or more times

-”+“: one or more times

-”?“: 0 or 1 time

-”{4}“: Match 4 times

-”{1,}“: Match 1 time minimum, no maximum

-”{,4}“: Match no minimum, 4 maximum

-”{1,4}": Match 1 time minimum, 4 times maximum

Pattern Modifiers

Pattern modifiers follow the closing pattern delimiter, and modify the entire pattern.

The examples here are not an all-inclusive list. Here are a few examples:

- i: Match both upper and lower case letters.

- m: Match immediately following or immediately before any newline in the subject

string, respectively, as well as at the very start and end.

- s: Matches all characters, including newlines. Without it, newlines are excluded.

- x: Whitespace data characters in the pattern are ignored except when escaped or

inside a character class, and characters between an unescaped # outside a character

class and the next newline character, inclusive, are also ignored.

Functions

PHP functions that support regular expressions

preg_match ( string $pattern , string $subject [, array &$matches [, int $flags = 0 

[, int $offset = 0 ]]] ) Returns boolean TRUE or FALSE; optional third parameter

is array of what got matched



preg_match_all ( string $pattern , string $subject [, array &$matches [, int $flags 

= PREG_PATTERN_ORDER [, int $offset = 0 ]]] ) Returns an array of matched

patterns.

preg_grep ( string $pattern , array $input [, int $flags = 0 ] ) Returns array of

pattern matched strings.

$url = "https://translate.google.com/#es/en/desarrollo";

$pattern = '#(.*?)://(.*?)/(.*)#';

preg_match($pattern, $url, $matches);

var_dump($matches);

/* Yields:

array(4) {

  [0]=>

  string(46) "https://translate.google.com/#es/en/desarrollo"

  [1]=>

  string(5) "https"

  [2]=>

  string(20) "translate.google.com"

  [3]=>

  string(17) "#es/en/desarrollo"

}

*/

$string = 'It is a fine time to be alive, be in best health, and be happy!';

preg_match_all('/be/', $string, $matches);

print_r($matches);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => Array

                    (

                        [0] => be

                        [1] => be

                        [2] => be

                        [3] => be

                    )

            )"*/



preg_replace ( mixed $pattern , mixed $replacement , mixed $subject [, int 

$limit = -1 [, int &$count ]] ) Perform a regular expression search and replace.

preg_split ( string $pattern , string $subject [, int $limit = -1 [, int $flags = 0 ]] )

Returns array of strings split by pattern

Character Encodings

Used to represent a set of characters by some kind of encoding system and, based

on abstraction level, interpreted as bit patterns, octets, electrical pulses, etc.

Some language character sets can be represented with single byte encodings

(based on 8-bit values; Ex: Latin-based languages) and others require multibyte

encodings because of their complexity (Ex: Chinese logographic character set)

Operating with strings in multibyte encoding requires using special functions

(mbstring extension) or the characters will display incorrectly

Existing applications built in a single byte environment, that utilize functions like 

substr()and strlen(), will not work properly in multibyte environments

Need to employ function overloading, to convert singlebyte function awareness

$astronaut = ['Mark', 'Watney', 'botanist'];

print_r(preg_grep("/bo/", $astronaut));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [2] => botanist

            )"*/

$string = 'It is a fine time to be alive and in good health';

echo preg_replace("/good/", "great", $string);

/* Yields: "It is a fine time to be alive and in great health"*/

$string = 'It is a fine time to be alive and in good health';

print_r(preg_split("/to /", $string));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => It is a fine time

                [1] => be alive and in good health

            )"*/



to a multibyte equivalent, such as mb_substr() and mb_strlen()

Mbstring Module:

Used to handle multi-byte character encodings

Handles character encoding conversion

Designed for unicode-based (UTF-8, UCS-2) and some single-byte encodings

(PHP manual has complete list)

Module must be enabled using the configure option (not a default extension)

mb_check_encoding() Verifies whether the string is valid for the specified

encoding.



Test Your Knowledge : Questions

1. A large string, part of which comes from a user
submitted form, is used in output, and will have
multiple embedded variables. Of the following, how
should this be coded?

A: Use double quotes to make Variable interpolation possible.

B: Use single quotes unless using variable interpolation because single quotes are

faster.

C: Use single quotes (’) because single quotes will cause variables to interpolate.

2. What is the output?

echo strcmp(12345, '12345');

A: Less than zero because (int)12345 is less than (string)‘12345’.

B: Zero because (int)12345 is equivalent to (string)‘12345’.

C: Greater than zero because (int)12345 is greater than (string)‘12345’.

3. Given string ‘12345’, what pattern is required to
extract each digit individually?

A: sscanf(‘12345’, ‘%d’);

B: sscanf(‘12345’, ‘%d%d%d%d%d’);

C: sscanf(‘12345’, ‘%1d%1d%1d%1d%1d’);

4. What is the output?

$str = 'abcdef';

if (strpos($str, 'a')) {

    echo 'Yes';

} else {

    echo 'No';

}

A: Yes

B: No

C: Nothing

D: Null

5. What is the output?

$var = 2;



$str = 'aabbccddeeaabbccdd';

echo str_replace('a', 'z', $str, $var);

A: Replace all of the ‘a’ characters with ‘z’ characters and put the replacement count

in the $var variable.

B: Replace up to 2 of the ‘a’ characters with a ‘z’ character.

C: The 2 value is a flag which, when passed to str_replace, will remove all characters

except those listed.

6. What is the output?

$str = printf('%.1f', 7.1);

echo 'PHP Certification ', $str;

A: PHP Certification 7.1

B: PHP Certification

C: 7.1PHP Certification 3

7. What is the output?

$data = 'ĥęĿĽꝖ ŴōƦʟƋ';

preg_match ('/./u', $data, $matches);

echo $matches[0];

A: An unprintable character because PHP does not understand UTF-8.

B: ĥ because PCRE can understand UTF-8.

C: Nothing, because PHP does not understand UTF-8.

D: Nothing, because PCRE does not understand UTF-8.

8. What is the difference between heredoc and
nowdoc?

A: nowdoc allows use of block delimiters with a single quote.

B: heredoc terminates a block starting at the first character, but nowdoc allows

block-ending indents.

C: nowdoc does not parse, heredoc does.



9. What is the output?

$a = 'ĥęĿĽꝖ ŴōƦʟƋ';

echo strlen($a);

A: 1, since the space is the only ASCII character in the string.

B: 22, since PHP does not natively process non ISO/IEC 8859-1 characters.

C: 10, since strlen() only counts the first byte of a UTF-8 encoded character.

D: 11, since there are eleven ISO/IEC 8859-2 characters in the string.



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1: A

2: B

3: C

4: B

5: A

6: C

7: B

8: C

9: B



Topic Four: Arrays
This section presents array content and associated functions, and Standard PHP

Library (SPL) miscellaneous content related to ArrayObject and ArrayIterator.

Definition

Indexing

Manipulation

Looping

Applying a callback

Testing for keys and values

Getting keys and values

Sorting

Merging and comparing

Standard PHP Library (SPL)

Test your knowledge

Definition

Arrays are a compound data type of keys and values. Keys identify values, or nested

values (multi-dimensional).

Indexing

Numerical indexing

Associative indexing

Manipulation

Adding and removing values, splitting, and building functions.

$x = array('a', 'b', 'c');

$x = ['a', 'b', 'c'];

$x = array(0 => 'a', 1 => 'b', 2 => 'c');

$x = [0 => 'a', 1 => 'b', 2 => 'c'];

$x = array('xml' => 'extensible markup language');

$x = ['xml' => 'extensible markup language'];



Adding Values

array_push() adds 1 or more values to the end of an array

array_unshift() adds 1 or more values to the beginning of an array, existing elements

are moved towards the end. Return value is the new number of array elements

Removing Values

$x = [1, 2, 3];

array_push($x, 4, 5);

$x[] = 6;

$x[] = 7;

print_r($x);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => 1

                [1] => 2

                [2] => 3

                [3] => 4

                [4] => 5

                [5] => 6

                [6] => 7

            )*/

$x = [3, 4, 5];

$n = array_unshift($x, 1, 2);

print_r($x);

echo $n;

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => 1

                [1] => 2

                [2] => 3

                [3] => 4

                [4] => 5

            )

            5"  */



array_pop() removes 1 element at the end of an array. Returns removed value.

array_shift() removes 1 value at the beginning of an array, remaining elements are

moved forward. Returns removed value.

Splitting

array_slice(array, offset) returns part of an array. Options:

Optional 3rd param = length

Optional 4th param = maintain indices (Boolean)

Negative offset means count from the end of the array

Negative length excludes elements x positions from the end of the array

$x = [1, 2, 3];

$n = array_pop($x);

print_r($x);

echo $n;

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => 1

                [1] => 2

            )

            3"  */

$x = [1, 2, 3];

$n = array_shift($x);

print_r($x);

echo $n;

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => 2

                [1] => 3

            )

            1"  */



Range

range() creates an array with values from an interval; optional 3rd parameter

$input = ["a", "b", "c", "d", "e"];

print_r(array_slice($input, 2));exit;

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => c

                [1] => d

                [2] => e

            )"*/

$input = ["a", "b", "c", "d", "e"];

print_r(array_slice($input, -2, 1));exit;

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => d

            )"*/

$input = ["a", "b", "c", "d", "e"];

print_r(array_slice($input, 0, 3));exit;

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => a

                [1] => b

                [2] => c

            )"*/

$input = ["a", "b", "c", "d", "e"];

print_r(array_slice($input, 2, -1, true));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [2] => c

                [3] => d

            )"*/



represents the interval (default 1)

Looping

It is frequently necessary to loop arrays.

For

Useful for iterating through a subset of the array with precise control. Need to pay

attention to missing gaps in the indices, which are not accounted for in a simple

counter variable indexing.

Foreach

Most common and easiest to write.

Values only

$x = range(1.2, 4.1);

print_r($x);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => 1.2

                [1] => 2.2

                [2] => 3.2

            )"*/

$x = ['a', 'b', 'c'];

for ($i = 0; $i < count($x); $i++) {

    echo $x[$i] . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "a

            b

            c"*/



Keys and Values

While

Do-While

$x = ['a', 'b', 'c'];

foreach ($x as $value) {

    echo $value . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "a

            b

            c"*/

$x = ['a', 'b', 'c'];

foreach ($x as $key => $value) {

    echo "key is: " . $key . ', value is: ' . $value . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "key is: 0, value is: a

            key is: 1, value is: b

            key is: 2, value is: c"*/

$x = ['a', 'b', 'c'];

$i = 0;

while(isset($x[$i])) {

    if($x[$i]) echo 'Value is :' . $x[$i] . PHP_EOL;

    $i++;

}

/* Yields: "Value is :a

            Value is :b

            Value is :c"*/



Applying a Callback

Used to send each array value to a callback function or method, until all values are

processed.

array_walk() sends all values at a single level to a callback.

Passing a closure callback

$x = ['a', 'b', 'c'];

$i = 0;

do  {

    if($x[$i]) echo 'Value is :' . $x[$i] . PHP_EOL;

    $i++;

} while (isset($x[$i]));

/* Yields: "Value is :a

            Value is :b

            Value is :c"*/

$fruits = ['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape'];

function eat($item) {

    echo "Munching on : $item" . PHP_EOL;

}

array_walk($fruits, 'eat');

/* Yields: "Munching on : lemon

            Munching on : orange

            Munching on : apple

            Munching on : grape"*/



array_walk_recursive() Processes multi-dimensional arrays passing each value from

all levels to the callback.

array_filter() Filters elements of an array using a callback, producing an array of

elements where the return value of the callback is true.

$fruits = ['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape'];

array_walk($fruits, function ($item) {

    echo "Munching on : $item" . PHP_EOL;

});

/* Yields: "Munching on : lemon

            Munching on : orange

            Munching on : apple

            Munching on : grape"*/

$groceries = [

    'fruits' => ['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape'],

    'vegies' => ['peas', 'corn', 'beans', 'carrots']

];

array_walk_recursive($groceries, function ($item) {

    echo "Munching on : $item" . PHP_EOL;

});

/* Yields: "Munching on : lemon

            Munching on : orange

            Munching on : apple

            Munching on : grape

            Munching on : peas

            Munching on : corn

            Munching on : beans

            Munching on : carrots"*/



array_filter() Using a class method as a callback.

Testing for Keys and Values

array_key_exits() Checks for a specific key

$fruits = ['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape'];

$result = array_filter($fruits, function ($item) {

    return $item === 'orange' ? true : false;

});

print_r($result);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [1] => orange

            )"*/

$fruits = ['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape'];

class Cart {

    public function filter($item) {

        return $item === 'orange' ? true : false;

    }

}

$result = array_filter($fruits, [new Cart, 'filter']);

print_r($result);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [1] => orange

            )"*/



in_array() Checks for a specific value; when the optional 3rd parameter is set to true

forces a data-type check before the value check

Getting Keys and Values

array_keys() Returns an array of keys.

array_values() Returns a numeric array of values.

$fruits = ['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape'];

if(array_key_exists(3, $fruits)){

    echo $fruits[3];

}

/* Yields: "grape"*/

$fruits = ['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape'];

if(in_array('orange', $fruits)){

    echo 'Orange exists';

}

/* Yields: "Orange exists"*/

$fruits = ['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape'];

print_r(array_keys($fruits));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => 0

                [1] => 1

                [2] => 2

                [3] => 3

            )"*/



Sorting

sort() Sorts values alphabetically. The second parameter indicates the sort mode,

and includes:

SORT_REGULAR: Regular sorting (default)

SORT_NUMERIC: Numeric sorting

SORT_STRING: String sorting

SORT_LOCALE_STRING: Locale sorting

SORT_NATURAL: Natural sort order sorting

SORT_FLAG_CASE: Can be combined (bitwise OR) with SORT_STRING or

SORT_NATURAL to sort strings case-insensitive

Regular

$fruits = ['yellow' => 'lemon', 'orange' => 'orange', 'red' => 'apple', 

            'purple' => 'grape'];

print_r(array_values($fruits));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => lemon

                [1] => orange

                [2] => apple

                [3] => grape

            )"*/

$fruits = ['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape'];

sort($fruits);

print_r($fruits);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => apple

                [1] => grape

                [2] => lemon

                [3] => orange

            )"*/



Natural

Other Sort Functions

rsort() Like sort(), but in reverse

asort() Sorts associative arrays (maintains key-value)

arsort() Like asort(), but in reverse

ksort() Sorts by keys

krsort() Like ksort(), but in reverse

usort() User-defined sort

natsort() Returns results based on how a human would see order

Merging and Comparing

array_merge() Returns an array containing the elements of all parameter arrays.

$courses = ['page10.php', 'page5.php', 'page20.php'];

sort($courses);

print_r($courses);

/* Yields: "Array

(

    [0] => page10.php

    [1] => page20.php

    [2] => page5.php

)"*/

sort($courses, SORT_NATURAL);

print_r($courses);

/* Yields: "Array

(

    [0] => page5.php

    [1] => page10.php

    [2] => page20.php

)"*/



array_diff() Returns array of the differences between parameter arrays.

array_diff_assoc() Returns an array containing all the values from first parameter

array that are not present in subsequent parameter arrays. array_diff_key() Returns

an array containing all the entries from first parameter array, whose keys are absent

from all subsequent parameter arrays. array_diff_ukey() Returns an array containing

all the entries from first parameter array that are not present in subsequent

parameter arrays.

Standard PHP Library (SPL)

ArrayIterator

An iterator class that implements interfaces that allow value modification, similar to

$array1 = ["color" => "red", 2, 4];

$array2 = ["a", "b", "color" => "green", "shape" => "trapezoid", 4];

$result = array_merge($array1, $array2);

print_r($result);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [color] => green

                [0] => 2

                [1] => 4

                [2] => a

                [3] => b

                [shape] => trapezoid

                [4] => 4

            )"*/

$array1 = ["color" => "red", 2, 4];

$array2 = ["a", "b", "color" => "green", "shape" => "trapezoid", 4];

$result = array_diff($array1, $array2);

print_r($result);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [color] => red

                [0] => 2

            )"*/



arrays, and can be iterated. An instance of ArrayIterator is part of an ArrayObject,

and it’s what does the work of an ArrayObject instance.

ArrayObject

A class that implements interfaces, and consumes an ArrayIterator instance. The

interface methods and the ArrayIterator instance allows ArrayObject instances to

iterate like arrays. In other words, an ArrayObject can be treated just like an array.

ArrayObject::STD_PROP_LIST: Properties of the object have their normal

functionality when accessed as list (var_dump, foreach, etc.).

ArrayObject::ARRAY_AS_PROPS: Entries can be accessed as properties (read and

write).

Getting the injected ArrayIterator Instance.

$instance = new ArrayIterator(['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape']);

foreach($instance as $item){

    echo 'Fruit is: ' . $item . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "Fruit is: lemon

            Fruit is: orange

            Fruit is: apple

            Fruit is: grape"*/

$instance = new ArrayObject(['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape']);

foreach($instance as $item){

    echo 'Fruit is: ' . $item . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "Fruit is: lemon

            Fruit is: orange

            Fruit is: apple

            Fruit is: grape"*/



$instance = new ArrayObject(['lemon', 'orange', 'apple', 'grape']);

$iterator = $instance->getIterator();

foreach($iterator as $item){

    echo 'Fruit is: ' . $item . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "Fruit is: lemon

            Fruit is: orange

            Fruit is: apple

            Fruit is: grape"*/



Test your knowledge : Questions

1. What is the output?

A. 3.75

B. 5

C. ParseError

D. Warning

2. What is the output?

A. false and a warning

B. 0 and a warning

C. 4

$cart = [

   'fruit' => [

       'apples' => [

           'unit' => 'pound',

           'cost' => '2'

       ],

       'oranges' => [

           'unit' => 'each',

           'cost' => '1.25'

       ]

   ],

   'vegetables' => [

       '1.75' => 'cost'

   ]

];

echo "Total cost is: " . $cart['fruit']['apples']['cost'] + key($cart['vegetables']['1.75']);

$a = [1,2,4,8];

$b = [0,2,4,6,8,10];

echo count(

   array_merge(

       array_diff($a, $b),

       array_diff($b, $a)

   )

);



D. Undefined offset

E. Nothing and a warning

3. What is the output?

A. 4

B. undefined offset

C. 3

D. 2

E. warning mixed indices

4. Of the answers, which generate an error level
E_NOTICE?

$array = [

    [1, 2],

    'a' => [

        'b' => 1,

        'c'

    ]

];

A. $array[] = 1;

B. echo $array[5][2];

C. echo $array[5][2] = 2;

5. Which interface can be used to allow an object to
be executed in a foreach loop?

A. ArrayObject

B. Iterator

C. Traversable

D. Countable

6. Which of these answers creates an associative
array in $result (choose 3)?

$one = ['one', 'two', 'three'];

$two = [1, 2, 3];

A. result = array ombine(one, $two);

$a = ["1" => "A", 1 => "B", "C", 2 => "D"];

echo count($a);

c



B. result = array erge(one, $two);

C. result = array alues(two);

D. result = array lip(one);

E. result = array lip(array iff(one, $two));

c

m

v

f

f d



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1: D

2: C

3: D

4: B

5: B

6: A, D, E



Topic Five: Input/Output (IO)
This section presents file system, file, and directory functions.

Note: Functions presented here represent a subset of what is available.

Filesystem-related functions

Filesystem operation and information functions

Streams

Filesystem-related Functions

The term “Filesystem Functions” is a broad term defining a content grouping of

related functions for stream resources.

Two primary groupings exist for stream resource access.

f*() Functions that work with a stream resource, often called a “file handle,” at a

byte level.

file*() Functions that work with a file path, not a stream resource, and work at a

file level.

Stream Resource Functions

These functions work with stream resources at a byte level.

fopen() Create and contextualize a stream resource.

feof() Test on position of stream pointer and return true if at resource end.

fread() Read from the current stream pointer position, and return the byte count

specified.

fclose() Close the stream resource.

fwrite() Write to a stream resource from the current pointer position, return

count of bytes written.

fgets() Returns a line from a stream resource.

fgetss() Returns a line with tags stripped from a stream resource.

fgetcsv() Reads a CSV formatted line from a file and returns an array.

fputcsv() Writes a CSV formatted string to a stream resource.

fscanf() Returns a formatted string based on stream resource content.

fpassthru() Returns all data of a stream resource directly to output from the

current pointer position.

flock() Implements a simple advisory file locking mechanism

fopen()



This function creates the resource, and depends minimally on a file path, and access

mode. The access modes include:

r Open for read only, pointer at beginning.

r+ Open for read/write, pointer at beginning.

w Open for write only, pointer at beginning, truncate to zero length, create if

permissions allow.

w+ Open for read/write, pointer at beginning, truncate to zero length, create if

permissions allow.

a Open for write only, pointer at end, create if permissions allow.

a+ Open for read/write, pointer at end, create if permissions allow.

x Create and open for write only, pointer at beginning, if file exists, return false

and generate an E_WARNING error level, otherwise create if permissions allow.

x+ Create and open for read/write, pointer at beginning, if file exists, return

false and generate an E_WARNING error level, otherwise create if permissions

allow.

c Open for write only, pointer at beginning, create if permissions allow.

c+ Open for read/write, pointer at beginning, create if permissions allow.

Note: mode “e” is excluded by design.

fopen() Example with minimum requirements:

fwrite() Example of writing with minimum requirements:

$resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', 'r');

while (!feof($resource)) {

    echo htmlspecialchars(fread($resource, 1024));

}

fclose($resource);

/* Yields: "TXN,FROM,TO,AMOUNT,TIME

            1,14227,59838,6.93,2011-04-28-09-01-46

            2,349246,8689,1.25086844,2011-05-16-02-18-11

            3,169915,17141,0.05,2011-04-14-07-24-11

            4,320709,58208,4.09,2011-06-22-01-32-51

            ..."*/

$resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', 'a+');

echo fwrite($resource, '451,4872,3517,26.0,2011-06-11-01-53-26');

fclose($resource);

/* Yields: "38"*/



fgets() Example of getting a line from a stream resource

fgetss() Example of getting a line and stripping tags from a stream resource.

fgetcsv() Example returning an array of a line-delimited string from a stream

resource.

$resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', 'r');

while (!feof($resource)) {

    echo htmlspecialchars(fgets($resource));

}

fclose($resource);

/* Yields: "TXN,FROM,TO,AMOUNT,TIME

            1,14227,59838,6.93,2011-04-28-09-01-46

            2,349246,8689,1.25086844,2011-05-16-02-18-11

            3,169915,17141,0.05,2011-04-14-07-24-11

            4,320709,58208,4.09,2011-06-22-01-32-51

            ..."*/

$resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/movies.xml', 'r');

while (!feof($resource)) {

    echo htmlspecialchars(fgetss($resource));

}

/* Yields: "

        A History of Violence

        2005

        USA

        Crime"*/



fputcsv() Example of taking an array, and writing a line-delimited string to a stream

resource.

$resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', 'r');

while (!feof($resource)) {

    print_r(fgetcsv($resource, 0, ','));

}

fclose($resource);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => TXN

                [1] => FROM

                [2] => TO

                [3] => AMOUNT

                [4] => TIME

            )

            Array

            (

                [0] => 1

                [1] => 14227

                [2] => 59838

                [3] => 6.93

                [4] => 2011-04-28-09-01-46

            )

            ..."*/

$resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', 'a');

$data = [

    452,

    5125,

    3808,

    36.0,

    2018-03-01-04-49-33

];

echo fputcsv($resource, $data, ',');

fclose($resource);

/* Yields: "22"*/



fscanf() Example of returning a formatted string from a stream resource.

file Functions

These functions work with files at the file level.

file_get_contents() Returns the complete contents of a file.

file_put_contents() Writes content to a file.

file() Returns an array of lines found within a file.

readfile() Is similar to fpassthru() except that it reads and directly outputs the

entire contents of the file.

file_get_contents() Example

$resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', 'r');

$count = 1;

while ($data = fscanf($resource, "%d,%d,%d,%f,%s\n")) {

    if($count === 1) {

        $count++;

        continue;

    }

    list ($txn, $from, $to, $amount, $time) = $data;

    echo "Transaction No: $txn" . PHP_EOL, "From: $from" . PHP_EOL, "To: $to" . 

            PHP_EOL, "Amount: $amount" . PHP_EOL, "Time: $time" . PHP_EOL;

}

fclose($resource);

/* Yields: "Transaction No: 1

            From: 14227

            To: 59838

            Amount: 6.93

            Time: 2011-04-28-09-01-46

            Transaction No: 2

            From: 349246

            To: 8689

            Amount: 1.25086844

            Time: 2011-05-16-02-18-11

            ..."*/



file_put_contents Example. Note: the FILE_APPEND flag parameter.

file() Example

readfile() Example

$content = file_get_contents('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv');

echo $content;

/* Yields: "TXN,FROM,TO,AMOUNT,TIME

            1,14227,59838,6.93,2011-04-28-09-01-46

            2,349246,8689,1.25086844,2011-05-16-02-18-11

            3,169915,17141,0.05,2011-04-14-07-24-11

            4,320709,58208,4.09,2011-06-22-01-32-51

            ..."*/

$data = '453,4872,3517,26.0,2011-06-11-01-53-26';

echo file_put_contents('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', $data, FILE_APPEND);

/* Yields: "33"*/

$data = file('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv');

print_r($data);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => TXN,FROM,TO,AMOUNT,TIME

                [1] => 1,14227,59838,6.93,2011-04-28-09-01-46

                [2] => 2,349246,8689,1.25086844,2011-05-16-02-18-11

                ...

            )"*/

readfile('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv');

/* Yields: "TXN,FROM,TO,AMOUNT,TIME

            1,14227,59838,6.93,2011-04-28-09-01-46

            2,349246,8689,1.25086844,2011-05-16-02-18-11

            3,169915,17141,0.05,2011-04-14-07-24-11

            4,320709,58208,4.09,2011-06-22-01-32-51

            ..."*/



Filesystem Operation and Information
Functions

Directory-specific

Some of these functions are based on allowed permissions.

getcwd Returns the current working directory

chdir() Changes the directory

chroot() Requires root privileges, then changes the root and working directory

of the current process to “/”.

opendir() Returns a directory resource

readdir() Reads an entry from the directory resource based on permission.

mkdir() Creates a directory based on permissions.

rmdir() Deletes a directory based on permissions.

getcwd() Example

chdir() Example

chroot() Example

opendir() and readdir() Example

echo getcwd();

/* Yields: "/home/user/current/directory"*/

echo getcwd() . PHP_EOL;

chdir('../..');

echo getcwd();

/* Yields: "/home/user/current/directory

            /home/user"*/

chroot("/var/www");

echo getcwd();

/* Yields: "/var/www"*/



mkdir() and rmdir() Example

File-specific

These return file information based on integers or constants provided.

finfo_open() Create a new fileinfo resource

finfo_file() Returns information about a file

SplFileInfo SPL (Standard PHP Library) class which offers extended file

information

File-specific examples

$resource = opendir("/var/www");

echo readdir($resource);

/* Yields: "html"*/

$path = __DIR__ . '/test1/test2/test3';

$up1  = dirname($path);

if (!is_dir($path)) {

    // NOTE: example uses optional `mode` and `recursion` parameters

    echo mkdir($path, 0775, TRUE) ? 'Added directory' . PHP_EOL : 'Unable to add directory'

    system("ls -l $up1");

}

echo rmdir($path) ? 'Directory removed' : 'Unable to remove directory';

/* Yields:

    Added directory

    total 4

    drwxrwxr-x 2 owner group 4096 Apr 12 15:55 test3

    Directory removed  */



Information

Some of these functions are based on allowed permissions.

basename() Returns filename with extension component of a path.

chmod() Changes the file mode.

copy() Copies a file to a target location.

file_exists() Returns Boolean on whether the file exists in the file system.

fileatime() Returns the last access timestamp of the file.

filemtime() Returns the last modification timestamp of the file.

fileowner() Returns the file owner.

fileperms() Returns the file’s permissions as a numeric mode. Lower bits of this

mode are the same as the permissions expected by chmod().

filesize() Returns the file byte size.

filetype() Returns the file type.

rename() Moves/renames a file.

unlink() Deletes a file.

basename() Example

$path = '/var/www';

// Procedural

if($finfo = finfo_open(FILEINFO_MIME, $path)){

    echo finfo_file($finfo, $path) . PHP_EOL;

}

finfo_close($finfo);

// OOP

$finfo = new finfo(FILEINFO_MIME, $path);

echo $finfo->file($path) . PHP_EOL;

// SPL

$splFinfo = new SplFileInfo($path);

echo $splFinfo->getType() . PHP_EOL;

/* Yields:

    directory

    directory

    dir          */



chmod() and fileperms() Example

copy() Example

file_exists() Example

fileatime() Example

filemtime() Example

echo basename('/var/www/html/index.php');

/* Yields: "index.php"*/

$path = '/home/user/test';

echo chmod($path, 0700) . PHP_EOL;

echo substr(sprintf('%o', fileperms($path)), -4);

/* Yields: "0700"*/

$source = '/home/user/test.txt';

$destination = '/home/user/tested_again.txt';

echo copy($source, $destination) ? 'copied success' : 'copied failure';

/* Yields: "copied success"*/

echo file_exists('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv') 

                    ? 'File exists' 

                    : 'File does not exist';

/* Yields: "File exists"*/

echo fileatime('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv');

/* Yields: "1519939103"*/

echo filemtime('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv');

/* Yields: "1519939102"*/



fileowner() Example

fileperms() Example

filesize() Example

filetype() Example

rename() Example

unlink() Example

echo fileowner('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv');

/* Yields: "1000" which is the userid (UID) in a Linux OS*/

echo substr(sprintf('%o', fileperms('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv')), -4);

/* Yields: "0755"*/

echo filesize('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv');

/* Yields: "19148"*/

echo filetype('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv') . PHP_EOL ,

     filetype('book/manuscript/appendix');

/* Yields: "file

            dir"*/

$oldName = 'test_again.txt';

$newName = 'tested.txt';

echo rename($oldName, $newName) ? 'renamed success' : 'renamed failure';

/* Yields: "renamed success"*/

echo unlink('tested.txt') ? 'delete success' : 'delete failure';

/* Yields: "delete success"*/



Streams

Streams provide a way of grouping and making available operations which have

functions and actions in common

Parts

Parts of a data stream include:

Wrapper: provides information on protocols and encodings.

Data pipelines: two possible; one for reading, and another for writing.

Context: Configuration of a data stream.

Metadata: Information about the stream context.

File wrappers

Common and pre-defined.

file://

php://

http://

https://

compress.zlib://

compress.bzip2://

ftp://

ftps://

Custom wrappers built as needed.

mydate://

data://

Context and Metadata

stream_context_create() Creates a stream context.

stream_get_metadata() Gets the metadata of the stream.

stream_context_create() Example of using a context. Create a “context” from a set

of options to tailor the behavior of the stream resource.



stream_get_metadata() Example

$options = [

    'http'=>[

        'method'=>"GET",

        'header'=>"Accept-language: en"

    ]

];

$context = stream_context_create($options);

$resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', 'r', false, $context);

while (!feof($resource)) {

    echo htmlspecialchars(fread($resource, 1024));

}

fclose($resource);

/* Yields: "TXN,FROM,TO,AMOUNT,TIME

            1,14227,59838,6.93,2011-04-28-09-01-46

            2,349246,8689,1.25086844,2011-05-16-02-18-11

            3,169915,17141,0.05,2011-04-14-07-24-11

            4,320709,58208,4.09,2011-06-22-01-32-51

            ..."*/

$resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', 'r', false, $context);

print_r(stream_get_meta_data($resource));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [timed_out] =>

                [blocked] => 1

                [eof] =>

                [wrapper_type] => plainfile

                [stream_type] => STDIO

                [mode] => r

                [unread_bytes] => 0

                [seekable] => 1

                [uri] => book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv

            )"*/



Wrapper and Filter Functions

Functions that work with data streams.

stream_wrapper_register() Registers a wrapper and implementing class. The

class implements standard functionality of reading, writing, and changing the file

pointer position.

stream_filter_register() Creates custom filters.

stream_filter_append() A data filtering called after other stream operations.

stream_filter_prepend() A data filtering called before other stream operations.

stream_wrapper_register() Example of a stream wrapper class that implements

stream handling methods for a custom wrapper. Here is an example of a streaming

class handling database data streams.

class StreamDb {

    const TABLE = 'data';

    protected $stmt, $position, $data, $url, $id, $exists;

    public function stream_open($url, $mode)

    {

        $this->position = 0;

        $url = parse_url($url);

        $path = explode('/', $url['path']);

        $this->id = (int) $path[2];

        try{

            $pdo = new \PDO("mysql:host={$url['host']};dbname={$path[1]}",

                $url['user'], $url['pass'], [\PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, 

                    \PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION]);

        } catch(\PDOException $e){return false;}

        switch ($mode){

            case 'w' :

                $check = $pdo->prepare("SELECT * FROM " . static::TABLE . 

                    " WHERE id = {$this->id}");

                $check->execute();

                if($check->fetch()){

                    $this->exists = true;

                    $this->stmt = $pdo->prepare("UPDATE " . static::TABLE . 

                        " SET data=?, date=? WHERE id={$this->id}");

                } else {

                    $this->stmt = $pdo->prepare("INSERT INTO " . static::TABLE . 

                        " VALUES ({$this->id}, ?, NOW())");



An example script working with the above StreamDb class.

                        " VALUES ({$this->id}, ?, NOW())");

                };

                return true;

            case 'r' :

                $this->stmt = $pdo->prepare("SELECT * FROM " . static::TABLE . 

                    " WHERE id={$this->id}");

                return true;

        }

        return false;

    }

    public function stream_write($data)

    {

        $strlen = strlen($data);

        $this->position += $strlen;

        $binding = [$data];

        if($this->exists){

            $dt = new \DateTime('now');

            $binding[] = $dt->format('Y-m-d H:m:s');

        }

        return $this->stmt->execute($binding) ? $strlen : null;

    }

    public function stream_read()

    {

        $this->stmt->execute([$this->id]);

        if($this->stmt->rowCount() == 0) return false;

        return implode(',', $this->stmt->fetch());

    }

    public function stream_tell()

    {

        return $this->id;

    }

    function stream_eof()

    {

        return (bool) $this->stmt->rowCount();

    }

}



stream_filter_register() Example of a stream filter class that implements a stream

filter method.

use StreamDb;

stream_wrapper_register('myDb', StreamDb::class);

// Stream write to a row

$resource = fopen('myDb://user:group@127.0.0.1/data/1', 'w');

if($bytesAdded = fwrite($resource, 'cool stuff')) echo $bytesAdded . ' bytes written';

// Stream read from a table row.

$resource = fopen('myDb://user:group@127.0.0.1/data/1', 'r');

var_dump(fread($resource, 40));

/* Yields: "10 bytes written

            cool stuff"*/



An example script working with the above StreamFilter class.

class BitCoinFilter extends \php_user_filter {

    public $mode;

    public function filter($in, $out, &$consumed, $closing)

    {

        // Places stream contents in a standard class object

        while ($bucket = stream_bucket_make_writeable($in)) {

            if ($this->mode == 1) {

                $bucket->data = strip_tags($bucket->data);

            } elseif ($this->mode == 0) {

                $bucket->data = str_replace('_', '-', $bucket->data);

            }

            $consumed += $bucket->datalen;

            stream_bucket_append($out, $bucket);

        }

        // This returns buckets on the out parameter

        return PSFS_PASS_ON;

    }

    public function onCreate()

    {

        if ($this->filtername == 'str.strip_tags') {

            $this->mode = 1;

            return true;

        } elseif ($this->filtername == 'bzip2.compress') {

            $this->mode = 0;

            return true;

        }

        return false;

    }

}



use BitCoinFilter;

// Register a filter wildcard

stream_filter_register('str.*', BitCoinFilter::class);

stream_filter_register('bzip2.compress', BitCoinFilter::class);

$resource = fopen("bitcoin.csv", "a+");

// Append filters to the same resource

stream_filter_append($resource, "str.strip_tags");

stream_filter_append($resource, 'bzip2.compress');

fwrite($resource, "<li>450,4872,3517,26.0,2011_06_11_01_53_26\n</li>");

fclose($resource);



Test Your Knowledge : Questions

1. A file upload request comes into your web
application that includes a CSV file. Your application
will need to insert the contents of that CSV file into a
database. Assume input filtering and validation is
handled, what’s the best way to handle this data?

A. Parse the file with fopen() and fgetss(), iterate the result routing each

record to a model method method responsible for executing a write operation on

the database.

B. Parse the file with file_get_contents() iterate the result routing each record

to a model method method responsible for executing a write operation on the

database.

C. Parse the file with fgetcsv() and route the result to a model method responsible

for executing a write operation on the database.

D. Parse the file with file() passing the result string to a model method

2. Your application has received a JSON payload from
an API request. What does the $content variable
contain after this code runs?

A. A file handle that can be used in subsequent fread() calls.

B. True if the file could successfully be read, false if not.

C. A string containing the contents of json.txt.

D. An array where every entry is a line from the file json.txt.

E. True if the file exists, false if not.

3. What happens if you use fwrite() to write data to a
file opened in ‘r’ mode?

A. A PHP fatal error occurs.

B. A 0 is returned.

C. An exception is thrown.

$json = '{"employee":{ "name":"John", "age":30, "city":"New York" }}';

$data = json_decode($json, true);

$type = key($data);

$info = $data[$type];

$io = fopen('json.txt', 'w');

fwrite($io, implode(",", $info));

$content = file("json.txt");



D. A non-fatal PHP warning occurs.

4. Which function, inserted at the placeholder ???,
returns an entry?

A. fgets

B. feof

C. readdir

D. fgetcsv

E. fread

5. Of the following wrappers, which can be used to
handle PHP error output?

A. php://stdin

B. php://stdout

C. php://stderr

D. php://input

E. php://output

F. php://error

6. Which of the following functions require a first
argument stream resource parameter (choose 2)?

A. fopen()

B. fgets()

C. file_get_contents()

D. file()

E. fgetcsv()

$resource = opendir(".");

while ($file = ???($resource)) {

    echo $file . PHP_EOL;

}



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1: C

2: D

3: B

4: C

5: C

6: B, E



Topic Six: Functions
This section presents functions, references, and anonymous functions.

A function is an encapsulated block of reusable code, that has scope and performs an

action. Functions can be used repeatedly and their names are case-insensitive.

Declaration and definition

Parts

Scope

References

Anonymous functions

Test your knowledge

Declaration and Definition

A function declaration and definition looks like this:

Parts

Function parts include:

The key name “function”

A name (as descriptive as possible)

A set of parenthesis, often with parameters, or arguments

The signature, composed of the keyword, name, and parameter list

A curly brace set (wherein the “implementation” or “body” code is found)

Usually, but not always, one or more “return” statements

Parameters/Arguments

Parameters or arguments are values passed to a function by a caller. In this function,

$document is a parameter/argument.

function printDoc($document){

    print($document);

}

echo printDoc('document');

/* Yields: "document"*/



Note: When an argument is passed without option, it is required by the function,

without which, a fatal error occurs.

Optional Arguments

Optional arguments are sometimes specified. In this example, the document

argument becomes optional, and is assigned null when an argument is not passed.

Optional argument declaration prevents fatal error.

Argument Type Hints

Type hints are sometimes used in conjunction with function arguments, and function

return types, to ensure correct data type in the associated argument. In this

example, scalar, array, and interface argument type hints are used.

Function arguments can have nullable type hints, which allow types specified in the

passed parameter, or nothing. In this example, the nullable character “?” allows the

elements array to be null on call.

Variadic/Dynamic Functions

Splat/Scatter Operator

Function arguments can accept a variable number of arguments, called a “variadic”,

or “dynamic” function. They use three “…”, called the “splat” or “scatter” operator,

to pack the passed arguments into a single array argument.

function print($document){

    print($document);

}

function print($document = null) {

    print($document);

}

function setElements(FormInterface $form, string $name, array $elements){

   //...

}

function setElements(FormInterface $form, string $name, ?array $elements){

   //...

}



Dynamic Functions

Functions that allow for variable argument values are sometimes referred to as

“dynamic” functions.

func_get_args() Returns an array of the arguments values passed.

func_get_arg() Returns a specific argument value.

func_num_args() Returns a count of argument values passed.

func_get_args() Example

func_get_arg() Example

function setCrewMember(...$data){

    $firstname = $data[0];

    $mi = $data[1];

    $lastname = $data[2];

    $specialty = $data[3];

    return true;

}

echo setCrewMember('Mark', 'K', 'Watney', 'Botanist') ? 'Crew member set' : false;

/* Yields: "Crew member set"*/

function setCrewMember(){

    $data = func_get_args();

    $firstname = $data[0];

    $mi = $data[1];

    $lastname = $data[2];

    $specialty = $data[3];

    return true;

}

echo setCrewMember('Mark', 'K', 'Watney', 'Botanist') ? 'Crew member set' : false;

/* Yields: "Crew member set"*/



func_num_args() Example

Return

The return statement, if used, terminates function scope exection and returns to the

call line. Without a return statement, a function returns null.

You can specify a return value for a function within the function signature.

function setCrewMember(){

    $firstname = func_get_arg(0);

    $mi = func_get_arg(1);

    $lastname = func_get_arg(2);

    $specialty = func_get_arg(3);

    return true;

}

echo setCrewMember('Mark', 'K', 'Watney', 'Botanist') ? 'Crew member set' : false;

/* Yields: "Crew member set"*/

function setCrewMember(){

    $args = func_num_args();

    for($i = 0; $i < $args; $i++){

        $crew[] = func_get_arg($i);

    }

    return true;

}

echo setCrewMember('Mark', 'K', 'Watney', 'Botanist') ? 'Crew member set' : false;

/* Yields: "Crew member set"*/



It is considered a best practice to use a return statement even if not returning

anything.

Scope

Function arguments, and identifiers declared and assigned within a function body,

are only visible in the function body. This means that function identifiers are, by

default, transient, meaning they only exist during the function runtime.

Upon encountering a return statement, the parser immediately halts function scope

execution, returning control to the calling line.

You can use global variables within a function, without passing them as arguments.

This is not a recommended practice due to the possibility of global variable

corruption (re-assignment). The possibility of global variable corruption is why local

function scope is necessary and desired.

We show two techniques here as an example.

global keyword

$GLOBALS super global array. PHP maintains this array populated with global

variables, where the key is the variable name assigned.

global Example

function setCrewMember() :bool {

    $args = func_num_args();

    for($i = 0; $i < $args; $i++){

        $crew[] = func_get_arg($i);

    }

    return true;

}

echo setCrewMember('Mark', 'K', 'Watney', 'Botanist') ? 'Crew member set' : false;

/* Yields: "Crew member set"*/



$GLOBALS Example

References

Functions are sometimes passed references, or coerced into returning a reference.

An example of a passed reference.

function setCrewMember(string $first, string $last) :string {

    global $specialty;

    return "$first $last, $specialty, is on board";

}

$firstname = 'Mark';

$lastname = 'Watney';

$specialty = 'Botanist';

echo setCrewMember($firstname, $lastname);

/* Yields: "Mark Watney, Botanist, is on board"*/

function setCrewMember(string $first, string $last) :string {

    return "$first $last, {$GLOBALS['specialty']}, is on board";

}

$firstname = 'Mark';

$lastname = 'Watney';

$specialty = 'Botanist';

echo setCrewMember($firstname, $lastname);

/* Yields: "Mark Watney, Botanist, is on board"*/



An example of a coerced return value.

Anonymous Functions (Closures)

Anonymous functions are un-named, and assigned to a variable identifier. These are

commonly used as callbacks: executable code passed as an argument to another

function.

An example defined, then called.

function addCrewAttribute(&$data, $attribute){

    $data['speciality'] = $attribute;

    return;

}

$astronaut = ['firstname'=>'Mark', 'MI'=>'K', 'lastname'=>'Watney'];

echo addCrewAttribute($astronaut, 'Botanist');

print_r($astronaut);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [firstname] => Mark

                [MI] => K

                [lastname] => Watney

                [speciality] => Botanist

            )"*/

class Astronaut {

    public $age = 45;

    public function &getAge() {

        return $this->age;

    }

}

$astronaut = new Astronaut;

$age = &$astronaut->getAge(); // $myValue is a reference to $obj->value, which is 42.

$astronaut->age += 1;

echo $age;

/* Yields: "46"*/



An example used as a callback.

An example used as a callback directly.

$crew = function(...$data){

    $firstname = $data[0];

    $mi = $data[1];

    $lastname = $data[2];

    $specialty = $data[3];

    return true;

};

echo $crew('Mark', 'K', 'Watney', 'Botanist') ? 'Crew member set' : false;

/* Yields: "Crew member set"*/

$exp = function($value){

    return $value ** 2;

};

$data = [2, 4, 8, 16];

print_r(array_map($exp, $data));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => 4

                [1] => 16

                [2] => 64

                [3] => 256

            )"*/



If an anonymous function is nested within another, the anonymous function does not

inherit the outer function scope variables. To inherit outer function scope variables,

those variables are passed as arguments to the anonymous function, or passed by

the use keyword and a second set of parentheses.

An example of a nested anonymous function.

An example of a nested anonymous function, arguments passed using the use

keyword.

$data = [2, 4, 8, 16];

print_r(array_map(function($value){

    return $value ** 2;

}, $data));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => 4

                [1] => 16

                [2] => 64

                [3] => 256

            )"*/

function setCrewMember(...$data){

    $callback = function($data){

        return "$data[0] $data[1], $data[2]";

    };

    return $callback($data);

}

echo setCrewMember('Mark', 'Watney', 'Botanist');

/* Yields: "Mark Watney, Botanist"*/



The closure type hint is used as a way to ensure an anonymous function is passed.

function setCrewMember(...$data){

    $callback = function() use ($data){

        return "$data[0] $data[1], $data[2]";

    };

    return $callback();

}

echo setCrewMember('Mark', 'Watney', 'Botanist');

/* Yields: "Mark Watney, Botanist"*/

$exp = function($value){

    return $value ** 2;

};

function calc(closure $closure, $value){

    return $closure($value);

}

echo calc($exp, 4);

/* Yields: "16"*/



Test Your Knowledge : Questions

1. You have written a dynamic function to add values,
and have used the func_num_args() function. Your
function looks like the following example and you
want to be sure to capture any parse errors. The
function is not producing the intended result. What is
the actual output?

A. The function generates a warning and an incorrect value.

B. The function generates the correct value, but a parse error.

C. The function generates a parse error.

D. The function generates an incorrect value.

function addValues() {

    $sum = 0;

    for ($i = 1; $i <= func_num_args(); $i++) {

        $sum += func_get_arg($i);

    }

    return $sum;

}

try {

    echo addValues(1,2,3);

} catch (ParseError $e) {

    echo $e->getMessage();

}



2. A bug issue is raised against your application, and
you believe it is due to the following code. What is
wrong with this code?

A. ++** is causing a Parse Error

B. $string cannot be a variable name in PHP 7.1

C. Cannot have an argument of type int because a strict type hint float is being

used

D. It is a breach of security to use $_POST['divisor'] directly

E. A void function cannot return a value

3. In testing, you noticed that sum(1,2) + sum(3,4,5) is
not equal to sum(1,2,3,4,5). Which answer can replace 
??? to fix the function so that it produces a proper sum
of its arguments?

A. return function ($val) { array_sum($val); };

B. $sum = 0; foreach (func_get_args as $arg) yield $sum += $arg;

C. return array_sum($val);

D. return $val;

declare(strict_types=1);

$_POST['divisor'] = (int) '4';

function multiplyByTwo_E(float $string) :void {

    return $string++**2;

}

echo multiplyByTwo_E($_POST['divisor']);

function sum(...$val) {

    ???

}

// should return "bool(true)"

var_dump(sum(1,2) + sum(3,4,5) === sum(1,2,3,4,5));



4. This code produces a parse error, why?

A. Because the second parameter is an integer.

B. Because the $arg1 is actually a float value.

C. Because the func_get_arg(1) does not return a value.

D. Because the “return” statement returns 2 and the rest is ignored.

E. Because the parenthesis pair enclose the type hints.

5. What is the output?

Fill In: __________

6. This function expects three arguments, but what
results?

A. A parse error

B. 3|2|1

C. 1|2|3

D. 13|2|1

7. What is the best way to makes sure an argument is

$time = time();

function addOneDay((int) $arg1, (float) $arg2) {

    return 2 * func_get_arg(1);

}

echo addOneDay(time(), 1);

function func($x, &$y=1, $z=null) {

    return $y += $x ?? $y ?? $z;

}

if(!print func(3)){

    echo 'valid';

}

echo $y;

$x = function func($a, $b, $c) {

    print "$c|$b|$a";

};

print $x(1,2,3);



an anonymous function?

A. Use method_exists() test

B. Use is_callable() test

C. Type-hint on closure

D. Use is_executable() before any execution

8. If a function signature contains three parameters,
which argument can accept the splat operator?

A. Only the first argument can be variadic.

B. Only the last argument can be variadic.

C. Any of the arguments can be variadic.

D. A variadic operator is the only allowed argument.



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1: A

2: E

3: C

4: E

5: 4

6: A

7: C

8: B



Topic Seven: OOP
This section presents Object Oriented Programming (OOP), the Reflection library,

the Standard PHP Library (SPL), and Generators.

OOP constructs are the standard for which most applications today are coded,

including:

Class construct

Objects

Autoloading

Visibility

Constructor and destructor

Class inheritance

Final

Class and method abstraction

Interface construct

Trait construct

Type hinting

Object iteration

Magic methods

Object comparison

Exception and try/catch

Static

Autoload

Reflection library

Standard PHP library

Generators

Test your knowledge

Class Construct

The class construct, along with its constants, properties, and methods, is the

foundational encapsulation of object-oriented code, and characterizes an object

model.

Constants, properties, and methods, are defined by a class and are members of the

class structure.

This example defines a class named “User”. At this point it is an empty block

construct with no content.



Class Constants

Class constants are immutable (unchanging) identifiers used by, and exposed to, the

class, or other code as identified by visibility. Constants start with the “const”

keyword, a name, and an assigned value.

Class Properties

Class properties are mutable (changable) class member properties (variables) used

by the class, or other code as identified by visibility. They can have default value

assignment, or left empty as this example shows.

Class Methods

Class methods (functions) are code that takes action. Like properties, they have a

visibility.

The special variable $this is bound to the current class object instance, and refers to

the current object’s properties, and methods.

class User{}

class User{

    const BIN_PATH = '/usr/local/bin';

}

class User{

    const BIN_PATH = '/usr/local/bin';

    public $firstName;

}

class User{

    const BIN_PATH = '/usr/local/bin';

    public $firstName;

    public function getFirstName(){

        return $this->firstName;

    }

}



Objects

Objects are instances of a class definition, created with the new keyword.

Autoloading

Autoloading is a built-in mechanism that causes the parser to try and find an

autoloader, and if found, attempts to use it to load a class. If an autoloader is not

available, then a fatal error occurs.

Classes, by convention, are defined in their own file.

An example of the SPL autoloader, with the class in the same directory, and using a

closure.

class User{

    const BIN_PATH = '/usr/local/bin';

    public $firstName;

    public function getFirstName(){

        return $this->firstName;

    }

}

$user = new User;

print_r($user);

/* Yields: "User Object

            (

                [firstName] =>

            )"*/



Visibility

Class member visibilities pertain to the available access to class members. - public

allows access from any scope. - protected allows access from defined and derived

scopes. - private allows access only from defined scope.

Constructor and Destructor

These methods are two of the magic methods available.

- __construct() The constructor method allows constructing values at object

instantiation.

- __destruct() The destructor method provides a followup execution scope, and

called when an object goes out of scope (i.e. unset from memory, overwritten,

runtime completes, etc.).

__construct() Example

spl_autoload_register(

    function ($class) {

        $file = str_replace('\\', '/', $class) . '.php';

        require $file;

    }

);

$user = new User;

print_r($user);

/* Yields: "User Object

            (

                [firstName] =>

            )"*/



__destruct() Example

Class Inheritance

A cornerstone of object-oriented code allowing subclass inheritance. Notes include:

The keyword extends at class declaration designates the superclass from which

this class is derived.

Only single inheritance is possible.

class User{

    public $firstName;

    public $lastName;

    public function __construct(string $fname, string $lname){

        $this->firstName = $fname;

        $this->lastName = $lname;

    }

}

$student = new User('Mark', 'Watney');

echo "$student->firstName $student->lastName";

/* Yields: "Mark Watney"*/

class User{

    public $firstName;

    public $lastName;

    public function __destruct(){

        echo 'Executing some teardown tasks ...';

    }

}

$student = new User;

/* Yields: "Executing some teardown tasks ..."*/



Methods declared in subclasses override same named methods in extending

class. Example

class Human{

    protected $firstName;

    protected $lastName;

    public function __construct(string $fname, string $lname) {

        $this->firstName = $fname;

        $this->lastName = $lname;

    }

    public function getFirstName(){

        return $this->firstName;

    }

    public function getLastName(){

        return $this->lastName;

    }

}

class Astronaut extends Human {

    public $specialty;

    public function setSpecialty(string $specialty){

        $this->specialty = $specialty;

    }

}

$astronaut = new Astronaut('Mark', 'Watney');

$astronaut->setSpecialty('Botanist');

echo "{$astronaut->getFirstName()} {$astronaut->getLastName()},

        {$astronaut->specialty}, left for dead on an empty planet";

/* Yields: "Mark Watney, Botanist, left for dead on an empty planet"*/



When an extending class overrides a superclass method, the superclass method

is not implicitly called, and therefore, must be explicitly called with parent::

<method> as seen in the above example.

Overridden property and method visibilities must be the same, or loosened.

class Human{

    protected $firstName;

    protected $lastName;

    public function __construct(string $fname, string $lname) {

        $this->firstName = $fname;

        $this->lastName = $lname;

    }

    public function getFirstName(){

        return $this->firstName;

    }

    public function getLastName(){

        return $this->lastName;

    }

}

class Astronaut extends Human {

    public $specialty;

    public function setSpecialty(string $specialty){

        $this->specialty = $specialty;

    }

    public function getFirstName()

    {

        return parent::getFirstName() . " is a $this->specialty";

    }

}

$astronaut = new Astronaut('Mark', 'Watney');

$astronaut->setSpecialty('Botanist');

echo $astronaut->getFirstName();

/* Yields: "Mark is a Botanist"*/



Final

The final keyword limits extensibility. Any class prefixed with the final keyword

cannot be extended. Likewise, any method prefixed with final cannot be overridden.

If attempted, a fatal error results.

Also applies to magic methods defined in the subclass

Classes and methods marked final cannot be overridden

The parameter signature cannot be “stricter” than before or an E_STRICT error

is thrown (except for the constructor). For example, if classA has a public

method called getA(), then classB which extends classA cannot declare a method

called getA() and declare it private.

Class and Method Abstraction

The keyword abstract is used to define an abstract class or method.

Classes marked abstract are not instantiable, and most commonly used as extended

classes.

Methods marked abstract define methods that must be implemented in extending

classes.

abstract class Human{

    protected $firstName;

    protected $lastName;

    public function __construct(string $fname, string $lname) {

        $this->firstName = $fname;

        $this->lastName = $lname;

    }

    public function getFirstName(){

        return $this->firstName;

    }

    public function getLastName(){

        return $this->lastName;

    }

}



Methods

Keyword: abstract

Can be used as a base or skeleton of a derived class

May contain method implementations

Abstract methods must be implemented in derived classes

Visibility can become weaker or more permissive, but not stronger oronly less

permissive (Ex: you cannot go from public to private)

abstract class Human{

    protected $firstName;

    protected $lastName;

    public function __construct(string $fname, string $lname) {

        $this->firstName = $fname;

        $this->lastName = $lname;

    }

    public function getFirstName(){

        return $this->firstName;

    }

    public function getLastName(){

        return $this->lastName;

    }

    abstract function setSpecialty();

}

class Astronaut extends Human {

    public $specialty;

    public function setSpecialty(string $specialty){

        $this->specialty = $specialty;

    }

    public function getFirstName()

    {

        return parent::getFirstName() . " is a $this->specialty";

    }

}



Interface Construct

Interfaces are constructs that contain declarations for only constants, properties, and

methods, and serve the purpose of requiring these class elements. A second use

allows type hinting by interface name, which provides flexibility.

Keywords: interface, implements

Does not contain method implementation.

Name convention consistent with class naming.

Interfaces can extend more than one interface.

Classes can implement more that one interface, separating the interface names

with a comma.

Interface methods have implicit public visibility, but allow explicit definition.

Multiple interfaces with identical method naming should be avoided if they are

implemented by a given class. It is possible to implement multiple interfaces

with the same method definition … as long as the method signatures match.

Obviously not best practice, this can result in a naming collision and fatal error.

An interface example

A multiple implementation example

interface Crew {

    public function setSpecialty();

}



Trait Construct

A construct that encapsulates reusable properties and methods. Concerns include:

Name convention

Use keyword

Method precedence

Method naming resolution

Multiple traits

Aliasing

Visibility update on use

interface SpecialtyInterface {

  public function setSpecialty($specialty);

  public function getSpecialty();

}

interface RoleInterface {

  public function setRole(RoleInterface $role);

  public function getRole();

}

class Astronaut implements SpecialtyInterface, RoleInterface {

  protected $specialty;

  protected $role;

  public function setSpecialty($specialty){

      $this->specialty = $specialty;

  }

  public function getSpecialty(){

      return $this->specialty;

  }

  public function setRole(RoleInterface $role){

      $this->role = $role;

  }

  public function getRole(){

      return $this->role;

  }

}



Naming Convention

Similar to interface and class.

Used in a Class

Import into class with the use keyword.

Method Precedence

Rules for same named methods state that the using class method overrides a used

trait method and a used trait method overrides an ancestor method.

trait Fuel {

    protected $type;

    public function setType(string $type){

        $this->type = $type;

    }

    public function getType(){

        return $this->type;

    }

}

trait Fuel {

    protected $type;

    public function setType(string $type){

        $this->type = $type;

    }

    public function getType(){

        return $this->type;

    }

}

class Rocket {

    use Fuel;

}



Multiple Traits

trait Fuel {

    protected $type;

    public function __construct($type)

    {

        $this->type = $type;

    }

    public function getType() {

        return $this->type;

    }

}

class Vehicle {

    use Fuel;

}

class Truck extends Vehicle {

    use Fuel;

    public function getType() {

        return (float) $this->type;

    }

}

class Car extends Vehicle {

    public function getType() {

        return (int) $this->type;

    }

}

class Bus extends Car {

    use Fuel;

}

$truck = new Truck("99.99");

var_dump($truck->getType()); // Yields: float(99.99)

$car = new Car("99.99");

var_dump($car->getType()); // Yields: int(99)

$bus = new Bus("99.99");

var_dump($bus->getType()); // Yields: string(5) "99.99"



Used in a class with a comma separator.

trait Fuel {

    protected $type;

    public function setType(string $type){

        $this->type = $type;

    }

    public function getType(){

        return $this->type;

    }

}

trait Engine {

    protected $model;

    public function setModel(string $model){

        $this->model = $model;

        return $this;

    }

    public function getModel(){

        return $this->model;

    }

}

class Rocket {

    use Fuel, Engine;

    public function setType(int $type){

        $this->type = $type;

        return $this;

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket();

$rocket->setType(1)->setModel('Merlin');

echo "Rocket engine type: {$rocket->getModel()}, fuel type: {$rocket->getType()}";

/* Yields: "Rocket engine type: Merlin, fuel type: 1"*/



Method Naming Resolution

Using the insteadof operator.



trait Fuel {

    protected $type;

    public function setType(string $type){

        $this->type = $type;

    }

    public function getType(){

        return $this->type;

    }

}

trait Engine {

    protected $model;

    protected $fuel;

    public function setModel(string $model){

        $this->model = $model;

        return $this;

    }

    public function getModel(){

        return $this->model;

    }

    public function getType(){

        return $this->fuel;

    }

    public function setType($fuel){

        $this->fuel = $fuel;

        return $this;

    }

}

class Rocket {

    use Fuel, Engine {

        Fuel::setType insteadof Engine;

        Fuel::getType insteadof Engine;

    }

    //...

}



Aliasing Naming Resolution

Allowing same named methods by aliasing.

trait Fuel {

    protected $type;

    public function setType(string $type){

        $this->type = $type;

    }

    public function getType(){

        return $this->type;

    }

}

trait Engine {

    protected $model;

    protected $type;

    public function setModel(string $model){

        $this->model = $model;

        return $this;

    }

    public function getModel(){

        return $this->model;

    }

    public function getType(){

        return $this->type;

    }

    public function setType($type){

        $this->type = $type;

        return $this;

    }

}

class Rocket {

    use Fuel, Engine {

        Fuel::setType insteadof Engine;

        Fuel::getType insteadof Engine;

        Engine::setType as eSetType;

    }



Visibility Update on Use

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

$rocket->eSetType('Liquid oxygen');

echo $rocket->getType();

/* Yields: "Liquid oxygen"*/

trait Fuel {

    protected $type;

    public function setType(string $type){

        $this->type = $type;

    }

    public function getType(){

        return $this->type;

    }

}

trait Engine {

    protected $model;

    protected $type;

    public function setModel(string $model){

        $this->model = $model;

        return $this;

    }

    public function getModel(){

        return $this->model;

    }

    public function getType(){

        return $this->type;

    }

    protected function setType($type){

        $this->type = $type;

        return $this;

    }



Type Hinting

Type hinting rules for class methods are the same as for functions. Refer to the

function topic for more information.

Object Iteration

}

class Rocket {

    use Fuel, Engine {

        Fuel::setType insteadof Engine;

        Fuel::getType insteadof Engine;

        Engine::setType as public eSetType;

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

$rocket->eSetType('Liquid oxygen');

echo $rocket->getType();

/* Yields: "Liquid oxygen"*/

class Rocket {

    public $fuel = 'oxygen';

    public $engType = 'Merlin';

    protected $company = 'SpaceX';

}

foreach(new Rocket as $key => $value){

    echo ucfirst($key) . ": $value" . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "Fuel: oxygen

            EngType: Merlin"*/



Magic Methods

Magic methods, including __construct and __destruct(), are implicitly triggered by

various means. The other methods include:

__call()

__callStatic()

__get()

__set()

__isset()

__unset()

__sleep()

__wakeup()

__toString()

__invoke()

__set_state()

__clone()

__debuginfo



__call() Example

class Rocket {

    protected $vars = [];

    public function __call($arg1, $arg2)

    {

        // implements "magic" getters

        if (strpos($arg1, 'get') === 0) {

            return $this->vars[$this->pullKey($arg1)] ?? NULL;

        } elseif (strpos($arg1, 'set') === 0) {

            $this->vars[$this->pullKey($arg1)] = $arg2[0];

            return $this;

        }

        return NULL;

    }

    protected function pullKey($arg1)

    {

        return substr($arg1, 3);

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket();

$rocket->setFuel('oxygen')->setType('Merlin');

echo 'Fuel: ' . $rocket->getFuel() . PHP_EOL . 'Type: ' . $rocket->getType();

/* Yields: "Fuel: oxygen\n Type: Merlin" */



__callStatic() Example

class Rocket {

    protected static $vars = [];

    public static function __callStatic($arg1, $arg2)

    {

        // implements "magic" getters

        if (strpos($arg1, 'get') === 0) {

            return self::$vars[self::pullKey($arg1)] ?? NULL;

        } elseif (strpos($arg1, 'set') === 0) {

            self::$vars[self::pullKey($arg1)] = $arg2[0];

        }

    }

    protected static function pullKey($arg1)

    {

        return substr($arg1, 3);

    }

}

Rocket::setFuel('oxygen');

Rocket::setType('Merlin');

echo 'Fuel: ' . Rocket::getFuel() . PHP_EOL . 'Type: ' . Rocket::getType();

/* Yields: "Fuel: oxygen\n Type: Merlin" */



__get() Example

__set() Example

class Rocket {

    protected $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected $engType = 'Merlin';

    public function __get($arg1){

        return $this->$arg1;

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

echo $rocket->fuel;

/* Yields: "oxygen"*/

class Rocket {

    protected $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected $engType = 'Merlin';

    public function __set($arg1, $arg2){

        $this->$arg1 = $arg2;

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

$rocket->payload = 'Roadster';

print_r($rocket);

/* Yields: "Rocket Object

            (

                [fuel:protected] => oxygen

                [engType:protected] => Merlin

                [payload] => Roadster

            )"*/



__isset() Example

__unset() Example

class Rocket {

    protected $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected $engType = 'Merlin';

    public function __isset($arg){

        return $this->$arg ?? false;

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

echo isset($rocket->fuel);

/* Yields: "1"*/

class Rocket {

    protected $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected $engType = 'Merlin';

    public function __unset($arg){

        unset($this->$arg);

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

unset($rocket->fuel);

print_r($rocket);

/* Yields: "Rocket Object

            (

                [engType:protected] => Merlin

            )"*/



__sleep() Example

class Rocket {

    protected $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected $engType = 'Merlin';

    public function __sleep(){

        return ['fuel', 'engType'];

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

print_r(serialize($rocket));

/* Yields: "O:6:"Rocket":2:{s:7:" * fuel";s:6:"oxygen";s:10:" * engType";

            s:6:"Merlin";}"*/



__wakeup() Example

class Rocket {

    protected $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected $engType = 'Merlin';

    public function __sleep(){

        return ['fuel', 'engType'];

    }

    public function __wakeup(){

        $this->connection = true;

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

$string = serialize($rocket);

$newRocket = unserialize($string);

print_r($newRocket);

/* Yields: "Rocket Object

            (

                [fuel:protected] => oxygen

                [engType:protected] => Merlin

                [connection] => 1

            )"*/



__toString() Example

__invoke() Example

class Rocket {

    protected $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected $engType = 'Merlin';

    public function __toString(){

        return 'Rocket';

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

echo $rocket;

/* Yields: "Rocket"*/

class Rocket {

    protected $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected $engType = 'Merlin';

    public function __invoke(){

        return "Rocket fuel: {$this->fuel} and engine type: {$this->engType}";

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

echo $rocket();

/* Yields: "Rocket fuel: oxygen and engine type: Merlin"*/



__set_state() Example

class Rocket {

    public $fuel;

    public $engType;

    public static function __set_state($data){

        $rocket = new self();

        $rocket->fuel = $data['fuel'];

        $rocket->engType = $data['engType'];

        return $rocket;

    }

}

$rocket = new Rocket;

$rocket->fuel = 'oxygen';

$rocket->engType = 'Merlin';

eval('$newRocket = ' . var_export($rocket, true) . ';');

print_r($newRocket);

/* Yields: "Rocket Object

            (

                [fuel] => oxygen

                [engType] => Merlin

            )"*/



__clone() Example

Object Comparison

Since it is possible to clone an object, which creates a duplicate object, and not a

reference, it becomes occasionally necessary to determine it the object is a clone or

a reference. - == operator determines if the the two objects are the same object. - 

=== operator determines if the two objects are identical but different.

== and === Examples

class Rocket {

    public $fuel;

    public $engType;

    public function __clone(){

        $this->company = 'SpaceX';

    }

}

$rocket1 = new Rocket;

print_r($rocket1);

$rocket2 = clone $rocket1;

print_r($rocket2);

/* Yields: "Rocket Object

            (

                [fuel] =>

                [engType] =>

            )

            Rocket Object

            (

                [fuel] =>

                [engType] =>

                [company] => SpaceX

            )"*/



Static

The static keyword, used to state static accessibility, is used to access class members

without an object.

Scope Members and the Scope Resolution Operator

The scope resolution operator, when used with the class name, makes access

possible to static class members.

The self keyword is bound early at compile time to the name of the current class,

and is used to access current class members.

The static keyword is bound late at runtime to the name of the calling class, and is

used to access calling class members.

class Rocket {

    public $fuel = 'oxygen';

    public $engType = 'Merlin';

    protected $company = 'SpaceX';

}

$rocket1 = new Rocket;

$rocket2 = $rocket1;

echo ($rocket1 == $rocket2) ? 'a reference' . PHP_EOL : 'a duplicate' . PHP_EOL;

$rocket2 = clone $rocket1;

echo ($rocket2 === $rocket1) ? 'a reference' : 'a duplicate';

/* Yields: "a reference

            a duplicate"*/



Late Static Binding

The static keyword, in addition to stating static accessibility, is also used as a name

identifier which is bound late at runtime to the calling class.

In a static context, the static late binding makes it possible to reach the calling class

members.

A late binding example.

class Rocket {

    protected static $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected static $engType = 'Merlin';

    public static function getFuel(){

        return self::$fuel;

    }

    public static function getEngType(){

        return self::$engType;

    }

}

echo Rocket::getFuel() . PHP_EOL, Rocket::getEngType();

/* Yields: "oxygen

            Merlin"*/



Exception and Try/Catch

An exception is an object that is thrown, rather than instantiated with new. Its use

allows graceful error handling.

- Keyword: throw

- Due to subtype polymorphism, an extending custom exception will satisfy a catch

block type hint for an ancestor.

- Custom exceptions should extend the base Exception class.

class Rocket {

    protected static $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected static $engType = 'Merlin';

    public static function getFuelType()

    {

        self::getFuel();

        static::getFuel();

    }

    public static function getFuel(){

        echo self::$fuel;

    }

    public static function getEngType()

    {

        return self::$engType;

    }

}

class Lander extends Rocket

{

    protected static $fuel = 'hydrogen';

    public static function getFuel(){

        echo self::$fuel;

    }

}

echo Lander::getFuelType() . PHP_EOL;

echo Rocket::getFuelType();

/* Yields: "oxygenhydrogen

            oxygenoxygen"*/



Throwing exception

Try/catch structure

Multiple types for a single catch block

Multiple catch blocks. Exception must be last.

throw new Exception('Method overload');

try {

    if (!isset($_POST)) {

        throw new Exception('Post data missing', 501);

    }

} catch (Exception $e) {

    //log ...

}

class DataException extends \Exception {};

try {

    if (!isset($_POST)) {

        throw new Exception('Post data missing', 501);

    } elseif (!isset($data)) {

        throw new DataException('Data null', 501);

    }

} catch (Exception | DataException $e) {

    //log ...

}

class DataException extends \Exception {};

try {

    if (!isset($_POST)) {

        throw new Exception('Post data missing', 501);

    } elseif (!isset($data)) {

        throw new DataException('Data null', 501);

    }

} catch (DataException $e) {

    //log DataException

} catch (Exception $e) {

    //log Exception

}



Reflection Library

The reflection library consists of a number of OOP classes for code introspection:

- ReflectionClass

- ReflectionClassConstant

- ReflectionExtension

- ReflectionZendExtension

- ReflectionFunction

- ReflectionFunctionAbstract

- ReflectionMethod

- ReflectionNamedType

- ReflectionObject

- ReflectionParameter

- ReflectionProperty

- ReflectionType

- ReflectionGenerator

- Reflector

- ReflectionException

Comprehensive knowledge of all of the classes listed above is unnecessary in the

pursuit of certification, but some knowledge is necessary.

ReflectionClass reports information about a class.



A ReflectionMethod example

class Rocket {

    protected static $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected static $engType = 'Merlin';

    public static function getFuel(){

        echo self::$fuel;

    }

    public static function getEngType()

    {

        return self::$engType;

    }

}

try {

    $reflect = new ReflectionClass('Rocket');

    print_r($reflect->getMethods());

    $newRocket = $reflect->newInstance();

    echo $newRocket->getEngType();

} catch (ReflectionException $e) {

    //Handle ...

}

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => ReflectionMethod Object

                    (

                        [name] => getFuel

                        [class] => Rocket

                    )

                [1] => ReflectionMethod Object

                    (

                        [name] => getEngType

                        [class] => Rocket

                    )

            )

            Merlin"*/



Standard PHP Library (SPL)

The SPL is a collection of useful constructs that specialize on functionality. For

example, SplPriorityQueue allows for building queues based on an integer value. A

few examples are given of each category:

- Data structures

- Interfaces

- Iterators

- Functions

- Exceptions

- Miscellaneous classes and functions

From data structures, a SplPriorityQueue example

class Rocket {

    protected static $fuel = 'oxygen';

    protected static $engType = 'Merlin';

    public static function getFuel(){

        echo self::$fuel;

    }

    public static function getEngType()

    {

        return self::$engType;

    }

}

try {

    $reflect = new ReflectionMethod('Rocket', 'getEngType');

} catch (ReflectionException $e) {

    //Handle ...

}

echo $reflect->isPublic();

/* Yields: "1"*/



From Iterators, a ArrayIterator example.

class Queue extends \SplPriorityQueue

{

    public function compare($priority1, $priority2)    {

        // Use the spaceship operator

        return $priority2 <=> $priority1;

    }

}

$list = [

    'Comm check' => 1,

    'Fuel load check' => 4,

    'Batteries at max check' => 3,

    'Space suit check' => 10,

    'Landing struts retracted check' => 6

];

$queue = new Queue;

foreach($list  as $item => $priority){

    $queue->insert($item, $priority);

}

foreach ($queue as $item) {

    echo $item . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "Comm check

            Batteries at max check

            Fuel load check

            Landing struts retracted check

            Space suit check"*/



From Iterators, a DirectoryIterator example.

From Functions, a iterator_to_array() example.

$list = [

    'Comm check' => 1,

    'Fuel load check' => 4,

    'Batteries at max check' => 3,

    'Space suit check' => 10,

    'Landing struts retracted check' => 6

];

$iterator = new ArrayIterator($list);

foreach($iterator  as $item => $priority){

    echo $item . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "Comm check

            Fuel load check

            Batteries at max check

            Space suit check

            Landing struts retracted check"*/

$iterator = new DirectoryIterator('/etc/php');

foreach($iterator  as $item){

    echo $item . PHP_EOL;

}

echo substr(sprintf('%o', $iterator->getPerms()), -4);

/* Yields: "7.1

            7.2

            7.0

            .

            ..

            0755"*/



From miscellaneous classes and functions, an ArrayObject example.

$list = [

    'Comm check' => 1,

    'Fuel load check' => 4,

    'Batteries at max check' => 3,

    'Space suit check' => 10,

    'Landing struts retracted check' => 6

];

$iterator = new ArrayIterator($list);

print_r(iterator_to_array($iterator));

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [Comm check] => 1

                [Fuel load check] => 4

                [Batteries at max check] => 3

                [Space suit check] => 10

                [Landing struts retracted check] => 6

            )"*/



Generators and Generator Delegation

Generators are powerful and efficient tools, and are capable of single, or delegated

responsibility. A generator is like a function that “yields” a value and retains state,

unlike a function that terminates by return.

A generator, by saving state at the yield keyword, will not load an entire data set in

$list = [

    'Comm check' => 1,

    'Fuel load check' => 4,

    'Batteries at max check' => 3,

    'Space suit check' => 10,

    'Landing struts retracted check' => 6

];

$arrayObj = new ArrayObject($list);

foreach($arrayObj as $key=>$item){

    echo $key . PHP_EOL;

}

$arrayObj->ksort();

print_r($arrayObj);

/* Yields: "Comm check

            Fuel load check

            Batteries at max check

            Space suit check

            Landing struts retracted check

            ArrayObject Object

            (

                [storage:ArrayObject:private] => Array

                    (

                        [Batteries at max check] => 3

                        [Comm check] => 1

                        [Fuel load check] => 4

                        [Landing struts retracted check] => 6

                        [Space suit check] => 10

                    )

            )"*/



memory, rather, only the next resource or item required. This is very memory

efficient.

A single generator allows yielding from a single source as the following generator

demonstrates.

A generator delegation allows yielding from multiple sources as the following

example demonstrates.

function fileGen($file) {

    $resource = fopen('book/manuscript/appendix/bitcoin.csv', 'r');

    while (!feof($resource)) {

        yield fgets($resource);

    }

    fclose($resource);

}

foreach (fileGen('file.txt') as $line) {

    echo $line;

}

/* Yields: "TXN,FROM,TO,AMOUNT,TIME

            1,14227,59838,6.93,2011-04-28-09-01-46

            2,349246,8689,1.25086844,2011-05-16-02-18-11

            3,169915,17141,0.05,2011-04-14-07-24-11

            4,320709,58208,4.09,2011-06-22-01-32-51

            ..."*/



Anonymous Classes

Anonymous classes, introduced in PHP 7.0, vastly extend the concept of the Closure

class, used with anonymous functions introduced in PHP 5.3.

Simply put, Anonymous classes allow you to create “disposable” one-time-use

classes. They provide a more powerful alternative to stdClass in that you can

provide functionality beyond simply populating object properties.

class DimensionDelegator{

    protected $widths = [10, 30, 50];

    protected $lengths = [15, 25, 35];

    protected function getWidths() {

        foreach($this->widths as $width){

            yield $width;

        }

    }

    protected function getLengths() {

        foreach($this->lengths as $length){

            yield $length;

        }

    }

    public function getDimensions(){

        yield from $this->getWidths();

        yield from $this->getLengths();

    }

}

$dim = new DimensionDelegator();

foreach ($dim->getDimensions() as $value) {

    echo $value . PHP_EOL;

}

/* Yields: "10

            30

            50

            15

            25

            35"*/



An anonymous class provides exactly the same features as any PHP class, including

the ability to extend super classes, implement interfaces, define magic methods, and

so on. The main difference, as with anonymous functions, is that anonymous classes

cannot be serialized.

Basic Syntax

The syntax for defining (or returning) an anonymous class includes the following:

- Keyword new

- Keyword class

- Optional constructor arguments in ( )

- Open and close braces { } which encapsulate any properties or methods

Usage Example

In this example, the Person class returns an anonymous which implements the

“Active Record” design pattern. A trait is used to conserve code, as the constructor

is needed for both the host class and the anonymous class:

Next, we define a method getActiveRecord() which returns an anonymous class with

methods corresponding to SQL statements SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE etc.

$anonClass = new class(/* constructor args */) {

    // define any constants, properties, methods here

};

<?php

trait PdoTrait {

    public $id;

    protected $pdo;

    public function __construct($id, PDO $pdo) {

        $this->id   = (int) $id;

        $this->pdo  = $pdo;

    }

}



class Person

{

    const TABLE_NAME = 'person';

    use PdoTrait;

    public function getActiveRecord() {

        return new class($this->id, $this->pdo) {

            use PdoTrait;

            public function select() {

                $sql = 'SELECT * FROM ' . Person::TABLE_NAME . ' WHERE id = ' . $this->id;

                $stmt = $this->pdo->query($sql);

                $stmt->setFetchMode(PDO::FETCH_INTO, $this);

                return $stmt->fetch();

            }

            public function update ($data) { /* code not shown */ }

            public function delete () { /* code not shown */ }

        };

    }

}

$dsn = 'mysql:host=localhost;dbname=phpcert';

$person = new Person(1, new PDO($dsn, 'test', 'password'));

$active = $person->getActiveRecord();

print_r($active->select());

/* Yields: class@anonymous Object

    (

        [id] => 1

        [pdo:protected] => PDO Object()

        [firstname] => mark

        [lastname] => watney

    ) */



Test Your Knowledge : Questions

1. What is the relationship between classes and
objects?

A. A class is a collection of objects and associated methods.

B. A class defines how objects are created.

C. A class associates properties, methods, and constants of other classes.

C. Objects are distinguished from one another by assigning them to a class.



2. Two interfaces are implemented by a class. An
object is instantiated, and access to a class property
is attempted. What is output?

A. No output

B. Parser error

C. Fatal error

D. foo

interface Interface1 {

    public function getFoo();

    public function setFoo($value);

}

interface Interface2 {

    public function getFoo();

    public function setBar();

}

class Baz Implements Interface1, Interface2

{

    protected $foo = 'foo';

    public function getFoo() {

        return $this->foo;

    }

    public function setFoo($value) {

        $this->foo = $value;

    }

    public function setBar($value) {

        $this->bar = $value;

    }

}

$baz = new Baz();

echo $baz->getFoo();



3. A University application is supposed to provide a
class load for a student on request. What is returned
to the student?

A. ‘[’ZF2’, ’ZF3’, ’ZFC’]’

B. Parser error

C. Fatal error

D. Array

4. Which of the following is a true statement?

A. Exceptions and classes that can extend, are thrown.

B. An Exception is caught in the last catch block.

C. Exceptions are re-thrown after catch block execution.

D. Uncaught exceptions cause fatal errors.

5. Which of the following are true statements (choose
two)?

A. Methods declared “static” can access static properties of the class.

B. Methods declared “static” can access non-static functions.

C. Methods declared “static” cannot be abstracted, but the class can.

D. Methods declared “static” can reference non-static properties.

abstract class Student {

    abstract protected function getClassLoad();

    protected function getClasses() {

        return '['ZF2', 'ZF3', 'ZFC']';

    }

}

class GraduateStudent extends Student {

    protected function getClassLoad() {

        return $this->getClasses();

    }

}

$student = new GraduateStudent();

echo $student->getClassLoad();



6. A class is constructed that looks like the following.
As part of an application, the class is accessed by
which of the following:

A. A subclass extending the Db class, and returning the PDO instance.

B. A call to the getInstance method.

C. Instantiating with the the new keyword, passing the required constructor

arguments.

D. A static call to the “db” property with DB::$db.

7. Reflection methods are available to: (choose 3)

A. Instantiate an object.

B. Modify static properties of the class.

C. Modify the namespace of a class.

D. Modify static variables in methods.

E. Identify a return data type.

final class Db {

    private static $db;

    public static function getInstance() {

        if (!self::$db) {

            self::$db = new self();

        }

        return self::$db;

    }

    private function __construct()

    {

        try {

            $this->pdo = new PDO('dsn', 'username', 'password');

        } catch (PDOException $e) {

            // Handle

        }

    }

}

/* Yields: ""*/



8. Of the following, which is not true? (choose 2).

A. Type-hinted parameters can default to NULL.

B. A type hint for a class is defined when a method is parsed.

C. Object instances of an abstract class, will satisfy a type hint for a derived concrete

subclass.

D. Abstract type hints allow scalar types.

9. Which syntax is correct for defining a class
constant?

A. const $NAME=“path”;

B. Define(“Class::NAME”, “value”);

C. const NAME=[1,2,3,4];

D. static final $NAME=‘value’;



10 What is the output?

A. A,Array,Array,A,Array,Array,CC

B. b,c,A,B,C,c:CC,var:CC,b,c,A,B,C

C. a,b,c,A,B,C,c:CC,a,b,c,A,B,C

D. b,c,A,B,C,c:CC,b,c,A,B,CC

11. Which statement about the SplObjectStorage class
is not true?

A. It uses objects as indexes.

B. It can be used to implement sets of objects.

C. It allows arbitrary data to be associated with an object.

D. It permits the serialization of any object.

class Magic {

    public $a = "A";

    protected $b = ['a' => 'A', 'b' => 'B', 'c' => 'C'];

    protected $c = [1, 2, 3];

    public function __get($v) {

        echo "$v,";

        return $this->b[$v];

    }

    public function __set($var, $val) {

        echo "$var:$val,";

        $this->var = $val;

    }

}

$m = new Magic();

echo $m->a.",".$m->b.",".$m->c.",";

$m->c = "CC";

echo $m->a.",".$m->b.",".$m->c;



12. What is the output of the following code block?

A. Syntax Error

B. Fatal Error

C. “99.99”

D. 99.99

E. 99

13. Which of the following is NOT true of anonymous
classes?

A. They can extend other classes.

B. They can be stored in $_SESSION for the next request.

C. They can implement interfaces.

D. They can contain magic methods, including __construct().

trait Test1

{

    protected $test = "99.99";

    public function getTest()

    {

        return $this->test;

    }

}

class Test2 { use Test1; }

class Test3 extends Test2 {}

class Test4 extends Test3

{

    public function getTest() : int

    {

        return $this->test;

    }

}

echo (new Test3())->getTest();



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1. B

2. C

3. B

4. A

5. A, B

6. B

7. A

8. C, D

9. C

10. B

11. D

12. D

13. B



Topic Eight: Databases
This section covers Structured Query Language (SQL), and PHP Data Objects (PDO).

SQL

PDO

Test your knowledge

SQL

The language used to perform DDL and DML actions on data.

Common SQL Terms

These are the most common terms:

DML: (Data Manipulation Language) queries that manipulate data

DDL: (Data Definition Language) queries that define schema

Tables: Structured data of columns and rows

Keys: Primary and foreign identifiers

Query: SQL commands on the database

Join: Joining of related tables within a query

Schema: The data model design



Tables

Structured data storage. A DDL query example for creating two tables. All examples

are assumed to use a database phpcert unless otherwise specified.

Keys

Primary: The unique identifier for a row of data.

Foreign: The primary key from a related table row. This identifies the primary

key related data row from another table.

Query

A DDL or DML SQL command.

DML

DML queries are often referred to as Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD)

operations, and include:

SELECT: A read query

INSERT INTO: A data insert (create) query

UPDATE: A data update query

DELETE: A data delete query

CREATE TABLE person (

  id int(11) NOT NULL,

  firstname varchar(30) NOT NULL,

  lastname varchar(30) NOT NULL

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;

CREATE TABLE email (

  id int(11) NOT NULL,

  email varchar(50) NOT NULL,

  fk int(11) NOT NULL

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;



A SELECT query example.

An INSERT INTO query example.

SELECT id, firstname, lastname

FROM person;

/* Yields: "+----+-----------+-----------+

            | id | firstname | lastname  |

            +----+-----------+-----------+

            |  1 | mark      | watney    |

            |  2 | melissa   | lewis     |

            |  3 | rick      | martinez  |

            |  4 | beth      | johanssen |

            |  5 | chris     | beck      |

            |  6 | alex      | vogel     |

            +----+-----------+-----------+"*/

INSERT INTO person (firstname, lastname)

VALUES ('teddy', 'sanders');

SELECT id, firstname, lastname

FROM person;

/* Yields: "+----+-----------+-----------+

            | id | firstname | lastname  |

            +----+-----------+-----------+

            |  1 | mark      | watney    |

            |  2 | melissa   | lewis     |

            |  3 | rick      | martinez  |

            |  4 | beth      | johanssen |

            |  5 | chris     | beck      |

            |  6 | alex      | vogel     |

            |  7 | teddy     | sanders   |

            +----+-----------+-----------+"*/



An UPDATE query example.

A DELETE query example.

UPDATE person

SET firstname = 'Ted', lastname = 'Sanders'

WHERE id = 7;

SELECT id, firstname, lastname

FROM person;

/* Yields: "+----+-----------+-----------+

            | id | firstname | lastname  |

            +----+-----------+-----------+

            |  1 | mark      | watney    |

            |  2 | melissa   | lewis     |

            |  3 | rick      | martinez  |

            |  4 | beth      | johanssen |

            |  5 | chris     | beck      |

            |  6 | alex      | vogel     |

            |  7 | Ted       | Sanders   |

            +----+-----------+-----------+"*/

DELETE FROM person

WHERE id = 7;

SELECT id, firstname, lastname

FROM person;

/* Yields: "+----+-----------+-----------+

            | id | firstname | lastname  |

            +----+-----------+-----------+

            |  1 | mark      | watney    |

            |  2 | melissa   | lewis     |

            |  3 | rick      | martinez  |

            |  4 | beth      | johanssen |

            |  5 | chris     | beck      |

            |  6 | alex      | vogel     |

            +----+-----------+-----------+"*/



A SELECT ORDER BY query example.

A SELECT, GROUP BY, and count() aggregate query example. Note: The columns

used by the “GROUP BY” clause, need to be in the select list.

SELECT * FROM person ORDER BY id DESC;

/* Yields: "+----+-----------+-----------+

            | id | firstname | lastname  |

            +----+-----------+-----------+

            |  6 | alex      | vogel     |

            |  5 | chris     | beck      |

            |  4 | beth      | johanssen |

            |  3 | rick      | martinez  |

            |  2 | melissa   | lewis     |

            |  1 | mark      | watney    |

            +----+-----------+-----------+"*/

SELECT fk, count(email)

FROM email

GROUP BY fk;

/* Yields: "+----+--------------+

            | fk | count(email) |

            +----+--------------+

            |  1 |            2 |

            |  2 |            2 |

            |  3 |            2 |

            |  4 |            2 |

            |  5 |            2 |

            |  6 |            2 |

            +----+--------------+"*/



A SELECT, INNER JOIN query example. Returns all entries in the person and email

tables using the primary/foreign key, and that fulfills the where clause in the person

table.

A SELECT, LEFT JOIN query example. Returns all entries in the person table using

the primary/foreign key, and that fulfills the where clause in the person table.

SELECT * FROM person

INNER JOIN email

on person.id = email.fk

WHERE person.firstname = 'mark';

/* Yields: "+----+-----------+----------+----+------------------+----+

            | id | firstname | lastname | id | email            | fk |

            +----+-----------+----------+----+------------------+----+

            |  1 | mark      | watney   |  1 | mark.w@mars.wld  |  1 |

            |  1 | mark      | watney   |  2 | mark.w@earth.wld |  1 |

            +----+-----------+----------+----+------------------+----+"*/

SELECT person.id, email, lastname

FROM person

LEFT JOIN email

ON person.id = email.fk

WHERE person.id = '2';

/* Yields: "+----+---------------------+----------+

            | id | email               | lastname |

            +----+---------------------+----------+

            |  2 | melissa.l@mars.wld  | lewis    |

            |  2 | mellisa.l@earth.wld | lewis    |

            +----+---------------------+----------+"*/



A SELECT, RIGHT JOIN query example. Returns all entries from the email table using

the primary/foreign key, and that fulfills the where clause.

SQL aggregrate functions available:

avg(): Average value

count(): Count of elements

distinct count(): Number of distinct elements

min(): Minimum value

max(): Maximum value

sum(): Sum of values

DDL

DDL SQL queries manipulate schema, including:

CREATE DATABASE: Query to create a database

CREATE TABLE: Query to create a table

ALTER TABLE: Query to alter a table structure

DROP DATABASE: Query to delete a database

DROP TABLE: Query to delete a table

SELECT lastname, email FROM person

RIGHT JOIN email

ON person.id = email.fk

WHERE email.fk = '1';

/* Yields: "+----------+------------------+

            | lastname | email            |

            +----------+------------------+

            | watney   | mark.w@mars.wld  |

            | watney   | mark.w@earth.wld |

            +----------+------------------+"*/



A CREATE DATABASE example.

Use a database and CREATE TABLE example.

CREATE DATABASE rockets;

SHOW DATABASES;

/* Yields: "+--------------------+

            | Database           |

            +--------------------+

            | information_schema |

            | errors             |

            | performance_schema |

            | rockets            |

            | sys                |

            +--------------------+"*/

USE rockets;

CREATE TABLE propellent (

  id int(11) NOT NULL,

  type varchar(100) NOT NULL,

  use varchar(30) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'primary'

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;

DESCRIBE TABLE propellent;

/* Yields: "+-------+--------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+

            | Field | Type         | Null | Key | Default | Extra          |

            +-------+--------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+

            | id    | int(11)      | NO   | PRI | NULL    | auto_increment |

            | type  | varchar(100) | NO   |     | NULL    |                |

            | use   | varchar(30)  | NO   |     | primary |                |

            +-------+--------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+

"*/



An ALTER TABLE add column example.

A DROP TABLE example.

A DROP DATABASE example.

ALTER TABLE propellent

ADD description varchar(255);

DESCRIBE propellent;

/* Yields: "+-------------+--------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+

            | Field       | Type         | Null | Key | Default | Extra          |

            +-------------+--------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+

            | id          | int(11)      | NO   | PRI | NULL    | auto_increment |

            | type        | varchar(100) | NO   |     | NULL    |                |

            | use         | varchar(30)  | NO   |     | primary |                |

            | description | varchar(255) | YES  |     | NULL    |                |

            +-------------+--------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+

"*/

DROP TABLE propellent;

SHOW TABLES;

/* Yields: "mysql> DROP TABLE propellent;

            Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.08 sec)

            mysql> SHOW TABLES;

            Empty set (0.00 sec)"*/

DROP DATABASE rockets;

SHOW DATABASES;

/* Yields: "+--------------------+

            | Database           |

            +--------------------+

            | information_schema |

            | errors             |

            | performance_schema |

            | sys                |

            +--------------------+"*/



PDO

The PDO library provides an interface and a database access abstraction layer for

accessing SQL databases. This means that the only time the PDO object needs to

know the database type is at instantiation of the PDO object.

Working with the PDO library usually requires that the be code nested inside a 

try{}catch(){} construct. PDO throws a PDOException if anything goes wrong.

Attributes of the PDO instance are set as a parameter of the PDO constructor, or

using the PDO::setAttribute() method.

The PDO Instance

The PDO instance is the database connection object.

Connecting to a MySQL database, and setting PDO error mode example.

The PDOStatement Instance

The PDOStatement instance is used for most database operations including prepared

statements, and stored procedures, or just as one-off queries.

try{

    $dsn = 'mysql:unix_socket=/var/run/mysqld/mysqld.sock;dbname=phpcert';

    $pdo = new PDO($dsn, '<username>', '<password>');

    // Set error mode attribute

    $pdo->setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION);

    var_dump($pdo)

}catch(PDOException $e){

    //Handle

}

/* Yields: "class PDO#1 (0) {

            }"*/



A SELECT query using the PDOStatement instance fetching all records from a table.

PDOStatement Fetch Methods

The statement class has a number of fetch methods, including:

- PDOStatement::fetch: Fetches the next row from a result set.

- PDOStatement::fetchAll: Returns an array containing all of the result set rows.

- PDOStatement::fetchColumn: Returns a single column from the next row of a

result set.

- PDOStatement::fetchObject: Fetches the next row and returns it as an object.

Fetch Modes (Styles)

The format a returning query takes is dictated by the fetch style, also called the

fetch mode. Fetch modes are represented by a set of PDO class constants as

summarized here:

Array

PDO::FETCH_NUM

PDO::FETCH_ASSOC

PDO::FETCH_NAMED

PDO::FETCH_BOTH (default)

Object

PDO::FETCH_CLASS

PDO::FETCH_INTO

try{

    $dsn = 'mysql:unix_socket=/var/run/mysqld/mysqld.sock;dbname=phpcert';

    $pdo = new PDO($dsn, 'vagrant', 'vagrant');

    $pdo->setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION);

    $stmt = $pdo->query('SELECT id, firstname, lastname FROM person ORDER BY lastname'

                PDO::FETCH_ASSOC);

    $results = $stmt->fetchAll();

}catch(PDOException $e){

    //Handle

}

echo $results[0]['lastname'];

/* Yields: "beck"*/



PDO::FETCH_OBJ

PDO::FETCH_LAZY

Variable

PDO::FETCH_BOUND

Fetch modes can be set by any of the following:

- PDOStatement::setFetchMode()

- PDOStatement::fetch|fetchAll(<fetch_mode>)

- PDO::setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_DEFAULT_FETCH_MODE, <fetch mode>)

Set the default fetch mode supplying it as a PDO constructor option: 

[PDO::ATTR_DEFAULT_FETCH_MODE => <fetch mode>].

Prepared Statements

Prepared statements are SQL statements pre-compiled and stored on a database

server, with, or without, specific parameters passed. As a result, they offer higher

security and fast performance.

A prepared statement example using unnamed marker(s).

try{

    $dsn = 'mysql:unix_socket=/var/run/mysqld/mysqld.sock;dbname=phpcert';

    $pdo = new PDO($dsn, 'vagrant', 'vagrant');

    $pdo->setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION);

    $stmt = $pdo->prepare("SELECT id, firstname, lastname FROM person ORDER BY ?");

    // Using the bindParam() method

    $param = 'firstname';

    $stmt->bindParam(1, $param);

    // Or passing an array of parameters required by the markers

    $stmt->execute(['firstname']);

    $results = $stmt->fetchAll();

}catch(PDOException $e){

    //Handle

}

echo $results[0]['lastname'];

/* Yields: "watney"*/



A prepared statement example using named marker(s).

It is important to note the difference between bindValue() and bindParam(). The

argument passed to bindParam() must be a variable as it is passed by reference. The

argument passed to bindValue() is not passed by reference, and can be either a

variable or a literal value.

Transactions

Transactions are 2 or more SQL statements executed in an isolation from the rest of

the data. This is done to ensure all statements execute to completion, without

errors. If an error occurs, then all statements are rolled back to a pre-execution

state.

A transaction example

try{

    $dsn = 'mysql:unix_socket=/var/run/mysqld/mysqld.sock;dbname=phpcert';

    $pdo = new PDO($dsn, 'vagrant', 'vagrant');

    $pdo->setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION);

    $stmt = $pdo->prepare("SELECT id, firstname, lastname FROM person ORDER BY :firstname"

    // Using the bindParam() method

    $param = 'firstname';

    $stmt->bindParam(':firstname', $param);

    // Or passing an array of parameters required by the markers

    $stmt->execute([':firstname' => 'firstname']);

    $results = $stmt->fetchAll();

}catch(PDOException $e){

    //Handle

}

/* Yields: "watney"*/



try{

    $dsn = 'mysql:locahost;dbname=phpcert';

    $pdo = new PDO($dsn, 'vagrant', 'vagrant');

    $pdo->setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION);

    $pdo->beginTransaction();

    // A series of SQL statments ...

    $pdo->commit();

}catch(PDOException $e){

    //Handle

    $pdo->rollBack();

}



Test Your Knowledge : Questions

1. SQL SELECT Query

Your application has a model class with a method that returns a result set from the

table “name,” using the SELECT query:

The “name” table:

id pos name email

1 -2 anna anna@example.com

3 -1 betty betty@example.com

5 NULL clara clara@example.com

7 1 demi demi@example.com

9 2 emma emma@example.com

3 3 gabi gabi@example.com

How many records are returned?

A. 3 B. 4 C. 5 D. 6 E. 8

SELECT * FROM name WHERE POS < 10;



2. SQL SELECT Query

Your application has a model class with a method that returns a result set from the

table “name,” using the SELECT query:

The “name” table:

id name

1 anna

2 betty

3 clara

4 demi

5 emma

The “email” table:

id email

1 anna@example.com

3 clara@example.com

5 emma@example.com

7 gabi@example.com

9 julia@example.com

How many records are returned?

A. 3 B. 5 C. 9 D. 10

SELECT name.name, email.email

FROM name

JOIN email ON email.id = name.id



3. SQL SELECT Query

Your application has a model class with a method that returns a result set from the

table “name,” using the SELECT query (assume valid PDO connection):

id pos name email

1 -2 anna anna@example.com

3 -1 betty betty@example.com

5 NULL clara clara@example.com

7 1 demi demi@example.com

9 2 emma emma@example.com

3 3 gabi gabi@example.com

What is the count value?

A. 2 B. 4 C. 6 D. null

$pdo = new PDO(...);

$sql = "SELECT :cols FROM names WHERE name = :name";

$stmt = $pdo->prepare($sql);

$stmt->bindValue(':cols', 'COUNT(id)');

$stmt->bindValue(':name', 'anna');

$stmt->execute();



4. SQL INSERT INTO Query

Your application has a model class with a method that returns a result set from the

table “name,” using the INSERT INTO query (assume valid PDO connection):

id pos name email

1 -2 anna anna@example.com

3 -1 betty betty@example.com

5 NULL clara clara@example.com

7 1 demi demi@example.com

9 2 emma emma@example.com

3 3 gabi gabi@example.com

What is the value of $count2 after execution?

A. 2 B. 5 C. 6 D. 7 E. Invalid

$pdo = new PDO(...);

$pdo->beginTransaction();

$pdo->query("INSERT INTO name (pos, name, email)

    VALUES ('4', 'demi', 'demi@example.com')");

$stmt = $pdo->query('SELECT COUNT(*) FROM name');

$count1 = $stmt->fetchColumn();

$pdo->rollback();

$stmt = $pdo->query('SELECT COUNT(*) FROM name');

$count2 = $stmt->fetchColumn();



5. SQL SELECT Query

Your application has a model class with a method that returns a result set from the

table “name,” using the SELECT query (assume valid PDO connection):

id pos name email

1 -2 anna anna@example.com

3 -1 betty betty@example.com

5 NULL clara clara@example.com

7 1 demi demi@example.com

9 2 emma emma@example.com

3 3 gabi gabi@example.com

What is the value of $item after execution?

A. anna B. anna@example.com C. emma D. emma@example.com E. gabi F.

gabi@example.com G. NULL

$name = 'emma';

$pdo = new PDO($dsn, 'test', 'password');

$stmt = $pdo->prepare('SELECT * from name');

$stmt->bindValue(1, 'anna');

$stmt->bindColumn(4, $item);

$stmt->execute();

while ($row = $stmt->fetch(PDO::FETCH_OBJ)) {

    echo htmlspecialchars($item);

}



6. You have a new model class that requires prepared
statements that execute on a given table. You need to
construct the methods to allow unnamed parameter
markers. What are the ways this is done? (choose
two).

A. Use the query() method on the PDO instance, and bind parameters with the

statement instance. B. Use the exec() method for SELECT statements, and the

prepare() method on the statement instance for everything else. C. Bind parameters

using the bind() method on the statement instance. D. Use the prepare method on

the PDO instance, and bind to named placeholders.

7. In a database model method, an exception catch
block registers a log entry and you are notified. After
reviewing the log data showing an empty result set,
what is likely the source of the problem?

A. The PDO connection was made and the error attributes were not set. B. The

statement instance was returned from a PDO::exec() method and the statement

bindings were incorrect. C. The Statement::bind() method bound the incorrect

parameters. D. The Statement instance did not execute parameter bindings

correctly. E. A StatementException was thrown and handled by a log entry.



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1: A 2: A 3: D 4: C 5: E 6: A, D 7: D



Topic Nine: Security
This section presents security and injection threats, including functions for filtering,

validation, and escaping in these categories: data filtering, type checking, variable

handling, and string functions.

Secure configuration

Session security

Attack vectors

Input handling

Output escaping

Password hashing API

Security in request/response cycle, access, and storage

Test your knowledge

Secure Configuration

PHP has built-in safeguards against common attack schemes using interpreters, along

with configurable settings for added security.

The secure configuration for production servers include:

display_errors = off

display_startup_errors = off

log_errors = on

error_reporting = E_ALL & ~E_DEPRECATED & ~E_STRICT

PHP Parsers

CGI Binary Configuration

PHP does not interpret command line arguments passed by the interpreter to the

CGI interface.

Configuration Directives:

cgi.force_redirect: Provides security running PHP as a CGI binary under most

web servers.

cgi.discard_path: The PHP CGI binary can safely be placed outside of the web

tree.

cgi.nph: Force CGI to send 200 status with every request.

Web Server Module Configuration



PHP inherits the permissions of a web server. Common security steps to take

include:

Set web server authorization to a dedicated web server user vs. using a default

like ‘nobody’.

Create an access model using per directory .htaccess files as needed.

Do not grant the web server user root permission (permit the use of sudo,

chroot); instead, use open_basedir to restrict directory access.

Session Security

Two primary session security concerns:

Hijacking

Fixation

Session Hijacking

Occurs when the session identifier is stolen, and is the sole authentication token for

an active session. Session identifiers are created transparently by the session_start()

function call, transmitted by cookie data, and stored by a client. Anyone who has

access to a client with an active session, can steal the identifier by accessing the

client cookie storage, then use the stolen cookie from another machine to access an

active session.

Session Fixation

Occurs when a session identifier is guessed by whatever means.

Session Security Countermeasures

Security countermeasures include:

Regenerate session identifier upon successful login, and just before sensitive

state changes are requested. The function session_regenerate_id() generates a

new session, passing true removes the old associated session file.

Use HTTPS (SSL) encryption for login and privileged page access.

Check that the IP address remains the same –not always reliable.

Shorten session timeout.

Always provide the ability for a user to logout.

Maintain the configuration directive: session.use_only_cookies = 1.

Prevent JavaScript access to session cookie with PHP configuration directive 

session.cookie_httponly = 1.



Attack Vectors

Cross-site Scripting (XSS)

An injection of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, or other script code. The XSS attack can be

transient in a request input or link, or stored in a database.

Exploitations include:

Redirect a user

Modify or deface a page

Steal cookie data

A web form input field injection example.

Prevention includes:

Filter and validation of input

Escape output of suspect data

Whitelisting is effective, blacklisting is not

Filtering Functions:

filter_var(): Filters values with a specified type.

filter_var_array(): Gets multiple variables and optionally filters.

filter_input(): Gets a specific external variable by name, and optionally filters.

Validation Functions:

ctype_alpha(): Check for alphabetic character(s).

ctype_alnum(): Check for alphanumeric character(s).

ctype_digit(): Check for numeric character(s).

Escaping Functions:

htmlspecialchars(): Provides base line escaping by converting certain key

characters. Characters converted to their HTML equivalence are “<”, “>”, “&”,

and double quote ("). Single quotes are converted only when the ENT_QUOTES

option is used.

htmlentities(): Provides fine escaping granularity by converting all possible

characters to their HTML equivalence.

strip_tags(): Removes any HTML markup tags. Effective for tag-based attacks.

<script>alert(document.cookie)</script>

/* Yields: "The domain cookie content"*/



Second parameter (optional) provides a white-list of allowed tags.

Cross-Site Request Forgeries

A request generated by an unsuspecting user without their knowledge. Relies on

web site trust of logged-in users.

Exploitations include:

Tricking a user into submitting a forged request of behalf of the attacker.

Via iframes, asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX), or embedded in tags such

as:

<script>

<object>

<embed>

<img>

A form injection example.

Prevention includes: - Using a unique form token in a hidden input field, and

validating on receipt. - Require re-login before sensitive state change operations.

Structured Query Language (SQL) Injection

SQL code injected into input.

Exploitations include:

Full or partial system control and accountability loss.

Account modification.

Data destruction or complete loss.

Denial of Service (DoS).

Example code vulnerable to SQL injection that returns all the data from the ‘users’

table if $user and/or $pass contain the value ' or 1=1--

Prevention: Use prepared statements when supported by the database.

<form name="myForm">

    <input type="hidden" name="item_id" value="123" />

    <input type="hidden" name="quantity" value="1" />

</form>

<script>document.forms['myForm'].submit();</script>

$sql = "SELECT FROM users WHERE username='$user' and password='$pass'";



Remote Code Injection

Remote code injections attempt to run server-side code which could take the form

of shell commands or PHP code.

Functions vulnerable to remote code injections:

eval(): Evaluates a string as PHP code.

exec(): Executes a shell command, returning the last command line output.

system(): Executes a shell command, returning the last command line output.

passthru(): Executes a shell command, returning raw output.

shell_exec(): Executes a shell command, returning output as a string.

back tic: Executes a shell command, returning output.

The require, require_once, include, include_once commands can load server

commands, or application code, from a remote URL if the directive allow_url_include

is enabled.

Remote code injection prevention example.

Prevention includes:

- Filter and whitelist input used to construct URL, or path strings.

- Use basename() to strip path portions to reveal the filename and extension.

- Disable allow_url_include to prevent URL-based attacks.

- Audit code that uses input in dynamic calls.

- Use escapeshellarg() to escape shell arguments.

- Use escapeshellcmd() to escape shell commands.

// assume this is returned after a form posting:

// $_POST['page'] = 'profile';

$allowed = ['home', 'about', 'profile', 'contact'];

// some use case that requires dynamic page loading ...

if(in_array($_POST['profile'], $allowed)){

    require '/path/to/' . $allowed[$_POST['profile']] . '.php';

} else {

    echo 'invalid';

}



Email Injection

Email injection occurs when applications use an input email in an email sending

script.

Prevention:

Do not provide open relays.

Close email ports.

Employ a tarpit technique (slow the response), as necessary.

File Uploads

The $_FILES super global is filled with user-supplied file data. File data is in the form

of an array with five sub-keys: name, type, size, tmp_name and error.

Exploitations include:

An injected script in the filename of the $_FILES superglobal key

An injection in the request headers

Prevention:

Always check the base filename with the basename() function, stripping the

path.

Disallow file uploads

Use is_uploaded_file() file to test on the base filename and, if found, move to

another location out of temp.

$_FILES['data']['name'] = '/home/user/data.json';

echo strip_tags(basename($_FILES['data']['name']));

/* Yields: "data.json"*/

$file = basename($_FILES['data']['name']);

// the filename should also be sanitized (not shown here)

if(is_uploaded_file($_FILES['data']['tmp_name'])){

    echo 'File is good';

    move_uploaded_file($_FILES['data']['tmp_name'], '/path/to/destination/' . $file);

} else {

    echo 'File potentially suspect';

}



Input Handling

Filtering and Validation

Input filtering and validation is a fundamental rule of web applications.

Input is data coming into an application from an outside source, including:

Web requests in the form of request objects, or super global arrays.

Web service API data payloads.

Database queries.

Non-standard character encoding potentially missed by other input filtering

tools.

Filter all input to prevent injection attacks; validate all input to ensure data matches

site expectations. Often these two can be accomplished at the same time depending

on the input.

Sanitize as necessary to remove injection, or just reject.

Prevention:

Use input filtering techniques defined in the attack vectors above.

Check the Content-Type header for different character sets.

Output Escaping

Output escaping is the practice of quoting, escaping and converting certain

characters in suspect input that is also used as output. It is also a fundamental rule of

web application security.

Functions used for escaping include:

- htmlspecialchars(): HTML encodes a limited set of dangerous characters, with

options.

- htmlentities(): HTML encodes all dangerous characters, and provides a high level

of granularity for special use cases.

- strip_tags(): Strips tag content completely prior to output. Optional second

argument allows you to white-list specified tags.

Password Hashing API

The password hashing library contains functions that provide one-way encryption for

passwords prior to storage. This significantly improves security as the encrypted

hash theoretically cannot be reversed. A hash, as created by the password_hash()



function, is the result of the encryption algorithm used.

Rules to password security

Never save passwords as plain text.

Do not use encryption functions md5() and sha1(). These can be unencrypted.

Functions:

password_hash: Provides a one-way hashing encryption based on default, or

supplied parameters. This function is actually a wrapper for crypt() but simplifies

usage and uses only strong algorithms.

PHP 7.1

Two options exist for specifying the password_hash algorithm:

- PASSWORD_DEFAULT: currently uses the bcrypt algorithm. This is designed to

change over time as newer algorithms are developed.

- PASSWORD_BCRYPT: Uses the CRYPT_BLOWFISH algorithm to create the hash.

Supports these parameters:

- salt which overrides the one which is auto-generated. Its use is for certain cases

and is not considered a best practice.

- cost is the base-2 logarithm of the iteration count. Values range from 4 to 31, with

10 being the default.

Example base usage:

Example with options:

$password = 'pa$$word12345';

$hash = password_hash($password, PASSWORD_DEFAULT);

echo "Password: $password" . PHP_EOL;

echo "Hash: $hash";

/* Yields:

Password: pa$$word12345

Hash: $2y$10$n6DVtRXTTALGp0Qg2yQ.E.CYOfQ9TIqGlgpcOWF8il6RdIGXPC7ZG

*/



password_get_info($hash): Retrieves information about a hash (algorithm,

options used, etc.)

password_needs_rehash(): Determines if the password needs rehashing

based on changes to the options.

$options = ['options' => ['cost' => 11]];

$password = 'pa$$word12345';

$hash = password_hash($password, PASSWORD_BCRYPT, $options);

echo "\nPassword: $password" . PHP_EOL;

echo "Hash: $hash";

/* Yields:

Password: pa$$word12345

Hash: $2y$10$fWC0tXRSi39GDH2.qjUS6uhfyIpE7OEx2qMHrU3sWjhypLa1KZ/8i

*/

print_r(password_get_info(

                '$2y$10$tILFC/NVS/2r9QWP0VTj5uAbgAHAw.Ee2/wnQVntOEoyBpMRPaCVi'

            )

        );

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [algo] => 1

                [algoName] => bcrypt

                [options] => Array

                    (

                        [cost] => 10

                    )

            )"*/

$hash = '$2y$10$tILFC/NVS/2r9QWP0VTj5uAbgAHAw.Ee2/wnQVntOEoyBpMRPaCVi';

if(password_needs_rehash($hash , PASSWORD_DEFAULT, ['cost' => 11])){

    echo 'Needs rehashing';

} else {

    echo 'Does not need rehashing.';

}

/* Yields: "Needs rehashing"*/



password_verify($password, $hash): Verifies whether a hash matches a

password.

Data Storage

Security concerns in data persistence include:

Database connection credentials

Using secure query techniques (e.g. prepared statements)

Security concerns in the data model

Principle of least privileged access

No Internet-exposed DB server ports

Isolate databases with sensitive information to separate network segments

Require periodic password changes and encrypt before storing

Read the logs

Security in Request/Response Cycle,
Access, and Storage

Tools safeguarding data over network connections:

Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption: Protects data as it is transmitted

between client and server.

Secure SHell (SSH): Provides secure shell connection over a network.

Encrypt sensitive data before storage.

$password = 'pa$$word12345';

$hash = password_hash($password, PASSWORD_DEFAULT);

echo "Password: $password" . PHP_EOL;

echo "Hash: $hash" . PHP_EOL;

if(password_verify($password, $hash)){

    echo "Hash Verified";

} else {

    echo "Hash invalid";

}

/* Yields: "Password: pa$$word12345

            Hash: $2y$10$5DwaK3tU4DIgjGlWiQEJKemxBPfgOthk94ta//ErWzPzjtcvEeQWy

            Hash Verified"*/



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1. What is the recommended production environment
error_reporting level configuration?

A. E_ALL & ~E_DEPRECATED & ~E_STRICT B. E_ALL & ~E_NOTICE C. E_ALL &

~E_STRICT D. Off

2. What are good techniques to thwart session
hijacking? (choose 3)

A. Use the session_regenerate_id() function B. Use the serialize() function C. Use the 

session.cookie_httponly php.ini setting D. Use the session.use_only_cookies php.ini

setting

3. Which of the following measures provides good
protection against cross-site request forgery?

A. Using HTTP post method B. Use and check an HTTP reference header C. Use a

single use token and validate D. Check the user agent header against an allowed IP

list

4. Which potential security vulnerabilities are in the
following code? (choose 2)

A. Cross-site scripting (XSS) B. Cross-site request forgeries (CSRF) C. Error message

probing D. Unvalidated redirects E. Invalid forwards

echo htmlspecialchars($_GET['name']);

?>

<a href="<?php echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'] ?>">Reload</a>



5. Which of PHP’s database extensions does not
support prepared statements?

A: MySQLi B: PDO C: PostgreSQL D: SQLite

6. Which function does not provide protection for
remote command injection?

A. escapeshellcmd() B. escapeshellarg() C. htmlspecialchars() D. strip_tags()

7. Your PHP application sends an email with a data
payload provided by the user, using PHP’s mail()
function. How can an attacker inject a custom BCC
header to that email?

A. Adding “: email@example.com” to the subject B. Adding “: email@example.com”

to the mail body C. Adding “: email@example.com” to the sender’s address D. None

of the above

8. Which of the following can be injectable and must
be filtered? (choose 3)

A. Query string data B. HTTP referer C. Browser identification string D. The

response headers



9. What is the output?

A. 1 B. 0 C. 20 D. 32 E. 64

10. Escaping output provides a measure of protection
from which of the following security vulnerabilities?
(Choose 2)

A. Session hijacking B. Cross-site scripting C. Cross-site request forgery D. SQL

injection

11. What does the max_file_uploads configuration
option contain?

A. The maximum number of file uploads per session B. The maximum number of file

uploads per request C. The maximum number of file uploads per user D. The

maximum number of file uploads before the web service process is restarted

12. A PHP application is running in a shared hosting
environment. It needs to securely store database
credentials. What is the best technique to meet this
objective?

A. In a .txt file within the site root directory, or below. B. In an .inc file within the

site root directory. C. In a .php file within the site root directory. D. In a .php file

outside the site root directory, or include path.

echo strlen(sha1('0', true));



13. What is the safest way to transport a password
entered in a web form to the server?

A. Use JavaScript to hash the value first, then transport. B. Use JavaScript to encrypt

the value first, then transport. C. Use an HTTPS connection. D. Use HTTP-only

cookies and configure the server correctly.



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1. A

2. A, C, D

3. C

4. A, C

5. D

6. D

7. D

8. A, B, C

9. C

10. B, D

11. B

12. D

13. C



Topic Ten: Web Features
This section presents session handling, HTML forms, global arrays, file uploads,

network functions, and HTTP authentication.

Sessions

HTML forms and global arrays

Encoding/decoding

File uploads

Network functions

HTTP authentication

Test your knowledge

Sessions

Used to maintain application state across requests. Session data is serialized in

storage, and implementation is procedural and also OOP. This subsection includes:

Session configuration

Predefined constants

$_SESSION super global array

Session functions

Session classes

Session security

Session Configuration

Several configuration directives impact session operation.

session.name: Key in $_COOKIE array for session identifier. Default is

“PHPSESSID.”

session.gc_maxlifetime: specifies the number of seconds after which data is

seen as ‘garbage’ and potentially cleaned up. Garbage collection may occur

during session start.

session.use_cookies: Specifies whether the module uses cookies to store the

session id on the client side.

session.use_only_cookies: Specifies whether the module uses only cookies to

store the session id on the client side. Enabling this setting helps prevents

attacks where the session id is a URL which is acquired and mis-used by a

malicious actor.

session.cookie_lifetime: Specifies the lifetime of the cookie in seconds which

is sent to the browser. The value 0 means “until the browser is closed.”

session.cache_expire: Specifies time-to-live for cached session pages in



minutes.

session.cookie_httponly: Marks the cookie as accessible only through the

HTTP protocol. This means that the cookie won’t be accessible by scripting

languages, such as JavaScript.

Predefined Constants

The constants below are defined by this extension, and are only available when the

extension has either been compiled into PHP or dynamically loaded at runtime.

SID: Constant containing either the session name and session ID in the form of

“name=ID” or empty string if session ID was set in an appropriate session

cookie.

PHP_SESSION_NONE: Return value of session_status() if sessions are enabled,

but no session exists.

PHP_SESSION_ACTIVE: Return value of session_status() if sessions are

enabled, and a session exists.

PHP_SESSION_DISABLED: Return value of session_status() if sessions are

disabled.

SESSION SUPER GLOBAL ARRAY

The $_SESSION array provides a means of storing and retrieving session data, and is

made available by PHP automatically when a live session exists. Use it to store and

retrieve data consistent with array usage.

Session Functions

Session functions are the most common way to use sessions in an application. Here

are some of the most important:

session_start(): Starts a new, or resumes an existing session.

session_status(): Returns the current session status.

session_id(): Gets and or sets the current session id.

session_regenerate_id(): Updates the current session id with a newly

generated one, passing TRUE removes the old associated session file.

session_destroy(): Destroys the session, and all data registered.

session_unset(): Frees all session variables.

session_create_id(): Creates new session id.

session_set_save_handler(): Allows you to define a class which implements 

SessionHandlerInterface, SessionIdInterface, and/or 

SessionUpdateTimestampHandlerInterface. Alternatively you can specify

individual parameters in the form of a series of callbacks which implement

session handling functionality (e.g. open, close, read, write, etc.).



Session Classes

Session OOP interfaces and class for defining alternative session storage:

SessionUpdateTimestampHandlerInterface: Defines methods 

updateTimestamp() and validateId().

SessionHandlerInterface: Defines methods close(), create_sid(), destroy(), 

gc(), open(), read() and write().

SessionIdInterface: Defines a method create_sid().

SessionHandler: An OOP class which wraps the seven internal session save

handler callbacks. Implements both SessionHandlerInterface and 

SessionIdInterface.

Session Security

Practices related to session security include:

Enable configuration directive session.use_only_cookies to enforce cookie usage

and prevent session ids in the URL.

Enable session.cookie_httponly to prevent JavaScript cookie access (and help

prevent session hijacking via XSS)

HTML Forms and Global Arrays

A means by which information is passed from a client to a server. Important

elements include:

Super global arrays

HTML form, fieldset, and input

Super Global Arrays

The global arrays are populated with raw request data. HTML forms can use both,

the difference being where the sent data is placed. In either of the global arrays, a

piece of form data is available by the associated HTML tag name attribute.

$_POST: Data is placed in the request header, and recommended for HTML

forms methods. Keys named by the input tag name field.

$_GET: Data is placed in the request URL string.

$_REQUEST: Is represents a merger of the $_POST and $_GET arrays. The 

request_order php.ini directive can be modified to also allow inclusion of

$_COOKIE.



HTML Form, Fieldset, and Input

Things to note about form data.

Dots and spaces in HTML input tag name attributes are converted to

underscores.

Using name[] bracket string notation is processed into an nested numeric array

under the $_POST, or $_GET global. In addition, syntax with a named key is

processed into a nested associative array.

A numeric array example.

An associative array example.

<!--On form submit-->

<form action="index.php" method="post">

    <input type="text" name="foo.x"/>

    <input type="submit" value="submit"/>

</form>

echo $_POST['foo_x'];

/* Yields: "<submitted value>"*/

<form action="index.php" method="post">

    <input type="text" name="foo[]"/>

    <input type="submit" value="submit"/>

</form>

print_r($_POST['foo'];

/* Yields: "A numeric array including the input values tied to the $foo[] array"*/

<form action="index.php" method="post">

    <input type="text" name="foo[item]"/>

    <input type="submit" value="submit"/>

</form>



Encoding/Decoding

Refers to HTML encoding of special characters as a security mechanism. Often

referred to as “input escaping” or just encoding to preserve string integrity during

transmission, and decoding to restore the original string.

Input Escape Encoding

Functions pertaining to input escaping (See Security topic for more information).

htmlspecialchars():

htmlentities():

strip_tags():

URL Encoding/Decoding

Functions applicable to URL encoding/decoding include:

urlencode(): Returns a string in which all non-alphanumeric characters (except

-_.), have been replaced with a percent (%) sign followed by two hex digits and

spaces encoded as plus (+) signs.

urldecode(): Reverts the encoded value to the original string.

base64encode(): Encodes a string so that it survives transport layers that are

not 8-bit clean, such as mail bodies.

base64decode: Reverts the encoded value to the original string.

parse_url: Parses a URL and return its constituent parts.

A urlencode() example.

A urldecode() example.

print_r($_POST['foo'];

/* Yields: "An associative array including the input values tied to the $foo['item'] array"*/

$data = 'key$dollar';

echo urlencode($data);

/* Yields: "key%24dollar"*/



A base64encode() example.

A base64decode() example.

A parse_url() example.

File Uploads

The HTTP POST method allows for both text and binary file upload with the correct

form attributes set.

$data = 'key%24dollar';

echo urldecode($data);

/* Yields: "key$dollar"*/

$data = 'The binary value is: ' . 0b110101100110;

echo base64_encode($data);

/* Yields: "VGhlIGJpbmFyeSB2YWx1ZSBpczogMzQzMA=="*/

$data = 'VGhlIGJpbmFyeSB2YWx1ZSBpczogMzQzMA==';

echo base64_decode($data);

/* Yields: "The binary value is: 3430"*/

print_r(parse_url(

    'http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hvi/uploads/image_file#heading1?size=1000x800&image=3027.png'

    )

);

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [scheme] => http

                [host] => imgsrc.hubblesite.org

                [path] => /hvi/uploads/image_file

                [query] => size=1000x800&image=3027.png

            )"*/



An HTML form tag must contain the attribute enctype="multipart/form-data" for file

uploads to work properly.

The superglobal array $_FILES contains the uploaded file name as a key (“upload” in

this example), along with these other keys:

$_FILES['upload']['name]: The client supplied file name.

$_FILES['upload']['type']: The MIME type of the file, for example

“image/jpeg.”

$_FILES['upload']['tmp_name']: The temporary file name used.

$_FILES['upload']['error']: Boolean on error.

$_FILES['upload']['size']: The byte size of the file.

Network Functions

There are a number of PHP network functions. Here is a sample of more widely used

functions of this type:

fsockopen(): Opens Internet or Unix domain socket connection.

header(): Sends a raw HTTP header.

headers_list(): Returns a list of response headers sent (or ready to send).

headers_sent(): Returns Boolean on headers sent for the current response.

setcookie(): Sets and sends a cookie.

setrawcookie(): Sets and sends a cookie without urlencoding the cookie value

openlog(): Opens connection to system logger.

syslog(): Generates a system log message and writes it.

An fsockopen() example.

A header() example.

if($connection = fsockopen("google.com", 80, $errno, $errstr, 30)){

    $out = "GET / HTTP/1.1" . PHP_EOL;

    $out .= "Host: google.com" . PHP_EOL;

    $out .= "Connection: Close";

    echo "Bytes written = " . fwrite($connection, $out);

    fclose($connection);

}else{

    echo "$errstr and $errno";

}

/* Yields: "Bytes written = 49"*/



A headers_list() example.

A headers_sent() example.

A setcookie() example.

// Redirect the client

header("Location: http://google.com/");

// Set a content type

header('Content-Type: application/pdf');

// Set a content type

header('Content-Type: application/pdf');

// Set a 404 header

header("HTTP/1.0 404 Not Found");

print_r(headers_list());

/* Yields: "Array

            (

                [0] => Content-Type: application/pdf

                [1] => HTTP/1.0 404 Not Found

            )"*/

// Set a content type

header('Content-Type: application/pdf');

// Set a 404 header

header("HTTP/1.0 404 Not Found");

echo headers_sent() ? "Headers sent" : "Headers not sent";

/* Yields: "Headers sent"*/



A setrawcookie() example.

An openlog() and syslog() example.

HTTP Authentication

HTTP authentication pertains to the Apache web server and the PHP module parser. 

header() can send a response to a client browser, causing an authentication window

to display. When authentication information is submitted, the following keys are set

in the $_SERVER superglobal array:

$_SERVER['PHP_AUTH_USER']: The username

$_SERVER['PHP_AUTH_PW']: The password

$_SERVER['auth_type']: The authentication type

Using header() to trigger HTTP authentication example.

$value = 'Mars planetary orbiter';

// A one hour expiration

echo setcookie("Satellite", $value, time()+3600) ? "Cookie set" : "Cookie not set";

/* Yields: "Cookie set"*/

$value = '%X$X%';

// A one hour expiration

echo setrawcookie("Satellite", $value, time()+3600) ? "Cookie set" : "Cookie not set";

/* Yields: "Cookie set"*/

$types = [

    LOG_AUTH,

    LOG_MAIL,

    LOG_SYSLOG,

];

foreach ($types as $facility) {

    openlog('error', LOG_PID, $facility);

    syslog(LOG_ERR, "log message ...");

}



$users = ['admin' => 'admin', 'guest' => 'guest'];

if (empty($_SERVER['PHP_AUTH_DIGEST'])) {

    $realm = 'Restricted';

    header('HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized');

    header('WWW-Authenticate: Digest realm="' . $realm . '",qop="auth",

            nonce="' . uniqid('php_', true) .'", opaque="' . md5($realm).'"');

    die('Text to send if user hits Cancel button');

}



Test Your Knowledge : Questions

1. What is the default timeout of a PHP session
cookie?

A. Depends on web server configuration B. 10 minutes C. 20 minutes D. Until the

browser is closed

2. If a form’s action attribute is empty, which script
parses the request?

A. / B. The current URI C. index.php D. The default page of the current directory

3. If your application allows file uploads, which HTTP
method is used when the form is submitted?

A. CONNECT B. GET C. OPTIONS D. POST E. PATCH F. PUT



4. You need to determine if a client supports cookies,
and that they are on, how many HTTP requests are
required to determine if a client supports cookies?

A. 0 B. 1 C. 2 D. JavaScript is required

5. Which class of HTTP status codes is used for server
error conditions?

A. 1XX B. 2XX C. 3XX D. 4XX E. 5XX

6. Which encryption method is used when using HTTP
basic authentication?

A. None B. Hashing C. Asymmetric-key encryption D. Symmetric-key encryption

7. When PHP is running on a command line, which
super-global contains the command line arguments
specified?

A: $_SERVER B: $_ENV C: $GLOBALS D: $_POST E: $_ARGV



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1. D

2. B

3. D

4. C

5. E

6. A

7. A, C



Topic Eleven: Error Handling
This section presents PHP application error handling, the error class, and exceptions.

Error errors and types

Error configuration

Error functions

User-defined errors

Try/Catch/Finally Exception handling

Error class

Test your knowledge

Errors and Types

Support for several types of errors, and associated constants, including:

Notices and warnings: Non-terminal and informational.

Parse errors: Terminal syntax errors.

Fatal errors: Execution stop.

Core errors and warnings: Internal errors.

User-defined notices, warnings, and errors: Triggered by code.

Types

These constants represent a bit mask (binary integer), and are often used with

bitwise operators to dynamically change reporting levels. An understanding of

bitwise operators is considered fundamental for understanding the reporting levels

and combinations.

E_ALL: Represents all errors, and is the default configuration.

E_USER_DEPRECATED: User-generated warning message.

E_DEPRECATED: Runtime deprecation notices

E_RECOVERABLE_ERROR: Catchable fatal error –parser remains in stable

state.

E_STRICT: Information on suggested code changes for compatibility.

E_USER_NOTICE, E_USER_WARNING, E_USER_ERROR: User warnings

consistent with system notices, warnings, and error consequence.

E_COMPILE_WARNING, E_COMPILE_ERROR: Compile time warning and error

consistent with system warning and error consequence.

E_CORE_WARNING, E_CORE_ERROR: Startup warning and error consistent

with system warning and error consequence.

E_NOTICE: Runtime information notices.

E_PARSE: Compile-time parse errors.



E_WARNING: Non-fatal runtime warnings.

E_ERROR: Fatal runtime errors.

Error Configuration

Error configuration directives are included in the php.ini file for the given parser

under the section Error Handling and Logging, and a limited group are included

here:

error_reporting: Configures the parser to take action on certain types of

errors.

display_errors: Configures error output display.

display_startup_errors: Configures startup sequence errors display.

log_errors: Enables or disables error logging.

log_errors_max_len: Configures the maximum byte size of an error log.

html_errors: Defines whether HTML is used to format error messages.

error_log: Defines the default error log mechanism.

Error Functions

The error functions are used at runtime for tailoring the error component and

include as a subset, the following:

error_clear_last(): Clears the most recent error.

error_get_last(): Returns an array of last error information.

error_log(): Sends an error message to a defined error handler.

error_reporting(): Defines runtime error reporting level.

set_error_handler(): Sets a user-defined error handler.

set_exception_handler(): Sets a user-defined exception handler.

trigger_error(): Generates a runtime user-level error/warning/notice message.

An error_clear_last() example.

An error_log() example.

trigger_error("Invalid parameter", E_USER_NOTICE);

error_clear_last();

echo 'Last Error: ' . var_export(error_get_last(), TRUE);

/* Yields: "Notice: Invalid parameter in ..\n Last Error: NULL"  */



An error_reporting() example.

A set_error_handler() example.

A set_exception_handler() example.

A trigger_error() and error_get_last() example.

try{

    throw new Exception('Data unavailable', 501);

}catch(Throwable $e){

    error_log("Database unavailable", 0);

}

/* Yields: "Database unavailable" */

// Report all errors except E_NOTICE

error_reporting(E_ALL & ~E_NOTICE);

set_error_handler(function($arg){

    echo "An error of type $arg occured";

});

trigger_error('Invalid entry', E_ERROR);

/* Yields: "An error of type 2 occured"*/

class CustomExceptionHandler {

    public function handle(Throwable $e)

    {

        echo 'Exception handled ...';

    }

}

set_exception_handler(["CustomExceptionHandler", "handle"]);

throw new Exception('Invalid entry', 2020);

/* Yields: "Exception handled ..."*/



User-defined Errors

Your application code can trigger custom errors using the trigger_error() function.

These errors are best handled within a try/catch block, or as a custom error handler

class. If a custom error handler method returns Boolean TRUE, the PHP parser

disregards the error and assumes it’s been handled.

Try/Catch/Finally Exception Handling

Exceptions are instances, or derived instances, of the Exception class, and are best

handled with a try{}catch(){}finally{} construct.

An example:

Several catch statements are sometimes used to handle different exception types.

The more specific exceptions need to precede the more general ones.

trigger_error("Invalid parameter", E_USER_NOTICE);

print_r(error_get_last());

/* Yields: "Array

(

    [type] => 1024

    [message] => Invalid parameter

    [file] => /sandbox.php

    [line] => 3

)"*/

$somethingBadHappens = 1;

try {

    if($somethingBadHappens){

        throw new Exception('Something bad happened', 501);

    }

} catch (Exception $e) {

    error_log($e->getMessage() . $e->getFile() . $e->getLine(), 0);

    echo 'Exception logged';

} finally {

    echo 'This block of code runs no matter what';

}

/* Yields: "Exception logged"*/



Several exception types are sometimes handled with the same catch block.

finally can replace catch or be defined after catch. This is a block of code which runs

regardless of success or failure.

class CustomException extends Exception{}

$somethingBadHappens = 1;

try {

    if($somethingBadHappens === 0){

        throw new Exception('Something bad happened', 501);

    } else {

        throw new CustomException('Something really bad happened' 5000);

    }

} catch (CustomException $e) {

    error_log($e->getMessage() . $e->getFile() . $e->getLine(), 4);

    echo 'Exception logged to the SAPI logger';

} catch (Exception $e) {

    error_log($e->getMessage() . $e->getFile() . $e->getLine(), 0);

    echo 'Exception logged to SYSLOG';

}

class CustomException extends Exception{}

$somethingBadHappens = 1;

try {

    if($somethingBadHappens === 0){

        throw new Exception('Something bad happened', 501);

    } else {

        throw new CustomException('Something really bad happened' 5000);

    }

}

catch (CustomException | Exception $e) {

    error_log($e->getMessage() . $e->getFile() . $e->getLine(), 4);

    echo 'Exception logged to the SAPI logger';

}



Several exception types can be handled by a catch block that type hints on

throwable. Throwable is implemented by the Exception class, and therefore can be

type-hinted.

class Test {

    public function __destruct() {

        echo __METHOD__ . PHP_EOL;

    }

    public function bad() {

        return new PDO('this','will','not',['work']);

    }

}

try {

    $test = new Test();

    $test->bad();

} catch (PDOException $e) {

    echo get_class($e) . ':' . $e->getMessage() . PHP_EOL;

} catch (Exception $e) {

    echo get_class($e) . ':' . $e->getMessage() . PHP_EOL;

} finally {

    echo 'Houston we have a problem' . PHP_EOL;

}

/* yields:

PDOException:invalid data source name

Houston we have a problem

Test::__destruct  */



Error Class

Since PHP 7, most errors are thrown as an Error instance. Subclasses of the Error

class exist for the specific types of errors, including ArgumentCountError, 

ArithmeticError, ParseError and TypeError.

To facilitate backwards compatibility, the Error class is not derived from Exception.

Both Error and Exception implement the Throwable interface.

Example showing error catching:

class CustomException extends Exception{}

$somethingBadHappens = 1;

try {

    if($somethingBadHappens === 0){

        throw new Exception('Something bad happened', 501);

    } else {

        throw new CustomException('Something really bad happened' 5000);

    }

}

catch (Throwable $e) {

    error_log($e->getMessage() . $e->getFile() . $e->getLine(), 4);

    echo 'Exception logged to the SAPI logger';

}

try {

    $pdo = new PDO();

} catch (Exception $e) {

    echo get_class($e) . ':' . $e->getMessage() . PHP_EOL;

} catch (Error $e) {

    echo get_class($e) . ':' . $e->getMessage() . PHP_EOL;

}

// yields: "ArgumentCountError:PDO::__construct() expects at least 1 parameter, 0 given"



Test Your Knowledge : Questions

1. What is the output?

A. CustomException B. Throwable C. Error D. Exception E. GeneralException

class GeneralException extends Exception {

    public function handle() {

        user_error('Oops');

    }

}

set_exception_handler([GeneralException::class, 'handle']);

try {

    throw new GeneralException('Invalid entry', 501);

} catch (Throwable $e) {

    echo "Throwable";

} catch (Error $e) {

    echo "Error";

} catch (Exception $e) {

    echo "Exception";

} catch (GeneralException $e){

    echo "General Exception";

}



2. What is the output?

A. CustomException B. Throwable C. Error D. Exception E. GeneralException

class GeneralException extends Exception {

    public function handle() {

        user_error('Oops');

    }

}

set_exception_handler([GeneralException::class, 'handle']);

try {

    throw new GeneralException('Invalid entry', 501);

} catch (Error $e) {

    echo "Error";

} catch (GeneralException $e){

    echo "General Exception";

} catch (Throwable | Exception $e) {

    echo "Throwable";

}



3. What is the output?

A. Invalid Entry B. Cannot throw objects that do not implement Throwable C. Parse

Error D. Handle Exception E. GeneralException

class GeneralException {

    public function handle($args) {

        echo $args->getMessage();

    }

}

set_exception_handler([GeneralException::class, 'handle']);

throw new GeneralException('Invalid entry', 501);



Test your knowledge : Answer Key

1. B

2. E

3. B
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